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The viewpoints presented and conclusions reached are those of the 
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SUMMARY 

The NAGRA boreholes Bottstein, Leuggern, Riniken, Schafisheim and 
Weiach and the NOK well Beznau cored the evaporitic successions 
of the Gipskeuper and of the Anhydri tgruppe of the Middle Mu
schelkalk. These formations are relatively poorly exposed in 
Northern Switzerland. Detailed mineralogical, textural and sedi
mentological analysis of these cores enabled reconstruction of 
the diagenetic and depositional history of the Triassic evapori
tes. A complex sequence of evaporitic minerals (including calci
te, dolomite, gypsum, anhydrite, halite), together with chert and 
talc, is interpreted to represent an eogenetic assemblage. Subse
quently, during mesogenetic (burial) diagenesis, gypsum dehydra
ted to anhydrite. Later replacement of anhydrite by mega-quartz 
and dolomite is recorded by sulphate-bearing carbonate beds. Con
centrations of sphalerite, fluorite and mega-quartz are also pre
sent throughout the studied sequence. Ultimately, following post
Tertiary uplift, meteoric water ingress into the shallow-buried 
Triassic sediments of the Beznau, Bottstein and Leuggern wells 
resulted in telogenetic hydration of anhydrite, causing fractur
ing of the host rock and extensive dissolution of the sulphates. 
Although most original sedimentary structures are still preserv
ed, practically all the primary authigenic minerals have suffered 
subsequent diagenetic modification since eogenesis. 

Four lithofacies associations are recognised. Each comprises 
several subfacies of which the major ones are mentioned below. 

A. Sulphate lithofacies association: 
(1) Selenitic sulphate, indicating subaqueous gypsum growth, 
(2) Sulpharenites with ripples and other sedimentary 

structures , indicative of reworking and subaqueous 
redeposition, possibly during storms, 

(3) Nodular sulphates, occurring as white or red chickenwire 
anhydrite (or gypsum) or as brownish impure finer grained 
mosaic anhydrite. These correspond to the chickenwire an
hydrite of modern sabkhas and to evaporitic soils (gypcre
tes) respectively. 

B. Carbonate Ii thofacies association consisting of brackish to 
hypersaline facies, including homogeneous micrites, 
dolomicrites and intertidal stromatolitic laminites, as well 
as calcarenites and -rudites. 

C. Chloride lithofacies association with massive or laminated 
halite and halite collapse breccias. 

D. Clay lithofacies association including: 
(1) black sapropelic clay with sulpharenites and selenite, 

which indicates a subaqueous origin, 
(2) Greenish and brownish-red calcareous clay with sulphcrete 

and mudcracks, representing extensive pedogenesis on 
subaerial playas and coastal mud flats subject to 
intermittent brine flooding. 
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The Gispkeuper (73-87 m) is subdivided into 8 lithological units, 
which can be correlated between each of the wells. The Gispkeuper 
represents a large-scale regressive cycle. Numerous small-scale 
regressive cycles are superimposed on this, and are also correla
table from well to well. The basal part of the Gipskeuper repre
sents deposition in large saline lagoons; later development into 
continental playas is recorded by the presence of nodular sulpha
te horizons. Development of crystalline gypsum (seleni te) and 
sulphareni tes records flooding of the playas during the lower 
middle Gipskeuper. Subsequent extensive sulphate soil formation 
took place during long periods of non-deposition leading to the 
formation of thick sulphcrete cycles. At the end of Gipskeuper 
time, inland playa and saline flood plain deposi ts gave way to 
the fuviatile sediments of the Schilfsandstein. 

The Anhydritgruppe (57-102 m) is subdivided into eight lithologi
cal uni ts, each composed of laterally correlatable sedimentary 
cycles, reflecting cyclic fluctuations in salinity. Cycles in the 
middle part of the Anhydri tgruppe are normally terminated by 
brecciation and dissolution of halite or sulphate beds, while in 
the upper part brecciation is absent and the cycles are capped by 
intraformational conglomerates and nodular beds marking more 
stable and less saline environments. The top part of the Anhy
dri tgruppe shows many similari ties to the deposi ts of modern 
coastal sabkhas, and represents a transi tion towards the low
energy, shallow-marine carbonate platform environments of the 
Hauptmuschelkalk. 
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Die beiden evapori ti sehen Serien der Trias, der Gipskeuper und 
die Anhydritgruppe des Mittleren Muschelkalkes sind, obschon im 
Schweizer Jura wei tflächig verbrei tet, infolge ihrer Verwi tte
rungsanfälligkei t relativ schlecht aufgeschlossen. Durch die im 
Rahmen des NAGRA-Tiefbohrprogramms niedergebrachten Bohrungen 
Böttstein, Leuggern, Riniken, Schafisheim und Weiach und die NOK
Bohrung Beznau sind sie nun als lü~kenlose Kernabfolgen erschlos
sen worden. Detaillierte mineralogische, texturelle und sedimen
tologische Analysen ermöglichen eine prozess-orientierte Inter
pretation der Diageneseentwicklung und Rekonstruktion der Ablage
rungsmilieus in Raum und Zeit. 

Die Dominanz von (instabilen) evapori tischen Mineralien führte 
dazu, dass diagenetische Prozesse die pr1mare mineralogische 
Zusammensetzung des Gipskeupers und der Anhydritgruppe weitgehend 
veränderten. Eine komplexe Abfolge evaporitischer Mineralien 
(hauptsächlich Dolomit, Gips, Anhydrit, Halit), sowie Chert und 
Talk wird als frühdiagenetische Mineralvergesellschaftung inter
pretiert. Insbesondere die noch unter dem Einfluss des Ablage
rungsmilieus erfolgte Ausscheidung von Gips und knolligem Anhy
drit, die Dolomitisierung und Silifizierung von Karbonaten sowie 
die partielle Lösung von Halit und Sulfaten veränderten die 
Gesteinsabfolgen nachhaltig. 

Während der folgenden Versenkungsdiagenese wandelte sich bei 
Temperaturen über sooe meist aller Gips unter Wasserabgabe zu 
Anhydri t um. Die Verdrängung von Anhydri t durch Megaquarz und 
Dolomit und die Freisetzung von im Anhydrit vorhandenen Spuren
elementen führte in der Folge zur Ausscheidung schwerlöslicher 
Mineralphasen wie Fluorit, Zinkblende, Pyrit und Coelestin. 

Im Anschluss an die posttektonische Hebung der Region führte der 
Zufluss von meteorischem Wasser einersei ts oberflächennah zur 
Vergipsung des Anhydrits (z.B. Gipskeuper in Böttstein).Anderer
seits wurden die Evaporitserien randlieh im Kontakt zu wasserfüh
rende Schichten hydratisiert (Beznau, Böttstein, Leuggern). In 
den Bohrungen mi t über SOOm Überlagerung des Gipskeupers tri tt 
dieser Effekt nicht auf. Der Gipskeuper ist hier eigentlich ein 
Anhydritkeuper. 

Trotz starker diagenetischer Umwandlungen, die praktisch alle 
primären Mineralien erfasste, sind jedoch die meisten Ablage
rungstexturen erhalten geblieben. 

Im Gipskeuper und der Anhydritgruppe können auf Grund der Litho
logie und der Sedimenttexturen vier Li thofazies-Assoziationen, 
wovon jede mehrere Faziestypen aufweist, unterschieden werden. 
Die wichtigsten Faziestypen sind in der 

A. Sulfat-Lithofazies-Assoziation: 
(1) Lagen oder massive Schichten von selenitischem Gips (häu

fig als Anhydrit vorliegend), die auf primäre subaquati
sche Ausscheidungen von Gips schliessen lassen, 
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(2) lagige Gipsarenite (vielfach als Anhydrit) mit Rippel
schichtung und anderen texturellen Merkmalen, die für 
Sedimentation als klastisches Sediment, vermutlich durch 
Stürme sprechen, 

(3) knollige Sulfate liegen entweder als weisser oder rötli
cher reiner Mosaik-Anhydrit ("chickenwire" Typ) oder als 
grauer bis bräunlicher (d.h. kalkig-toniger) feinkörniger 
Mosaik-Anhydrit vor. Während letztere als pedogene Krusten 
(Gypcrete) interpretiert werden, sind erstere im Sediment 
gewachsen entsprechend den Anhydritknollen rezenter 
Sabkhas; 

B. Karbonat-Lithofazies-Assoziation mit homogenen Mikriten und 
Dolomikriten, Calcareniten und -ruditen (z.T. mit mariner 
Fauna) sowie interdidalen stromatolithischen Laminiten. 

C. Chlorid-Lithofazies-Assoziation mit Halit-Laminiten, massivem 
Halit und sowie durch teilweise Lösung und Einsturz von Salz
schichten gebildeten Kollaps-Breccien. 

D. Ton-Lithofazies-Assoziation mit 
(1) schwarzen, karbonatarmen sapropeli tischen Tonen, assozi

iert mi t Sulfareni ten oder Seleni t und somi t subtidaler 
Entstehung, 

(2) grünlichen und braun-roten kalkreichen Tonen, assoziiert 
mi t pedogenen Sulfaten und Trockenrissen, die Bildungen 
subaerischer Schlammflächen von Playas oder Küstenebenen 
darstellen. 

Der in den untersuchten Bohrungen 73-87 m mächtige Gipskeuper 
konnte in 8 Untereinheiten von unterschiedlicher Mächtigkeit (2-
30 m) gegliedert werden. Lithologisch und mit den geophysikali
schen Logs (insbesondere Widerstands-Log) lassen sie sich pro
blemlos von Bohrung zu Bohrung korrelieren. Mindestens 27 klein
massstäbliche regressive Zyklen konnten in den obersten 33-43 m 
des Gipskeupers im Kern und in den geophysikalischen Logs nachge
wiesen und weitgehend von Bohrung zu Bohrung korreliert werden. 
Im unteren Teil des Gipskeupers ist die Zyklizität weniger klar 
und die Zyklen oft unvollständig. Eine ca 90 cm mächtige Leitbank 
mit Sulpharenit (oben) und Muscheldolomit (unten) tritt etwa in 
der Mitte der Gipskeuperabfolge auf. 

Als Ganzes stellt der Gipskeuper eine die Kleinzyklen überlagern
de regressive Grossequenz dar. Sie setzt im unteren Tei I mi t 
Ablagerungen von Salzlagunen ein, die sich zu kontinentalen 
Playas mit Horizonten von Mosaik-Anhydrit (bzw. Gips) entwickeln. 
Diese werden im unteren mittleren Gipskeuper wiederum überflutet 
(?Meeresspiegelanstieg) und es kommt zur Bildung (subaquatisch) 
von Selenit und zur Ablagerung von Sulphareniten. Anschliessend 
folgt eine lange subaerische Phase mit verlangsamter Sedimenta
tion und extensiver Sulfat-Pedogenese, welche zur Bildung mächti
ger Sulfcrete-Zyklen führen. Gegen oben wird der Gispkeuper von 
Inland-Playas und von hypersalinen Überschwemmungsebenen-Ablage
rungen abgeschlossen und von kontinentalen Rotschichten des 
oberen Keuper überlagert. 
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Die Anhydritgruppe besteht aus einer Dolomitzone (oben), oberer 
Sulfatzone, Salzschichten und unterer Sulfatzone (unten). Sie ist 
durch starke Mächtigkeitsschwankungen (57-102 m) gekennzeichnet, 
die hauptsächlich auf unterschiedliche Mächtigkeit der Salz 
schichten zurückzuführen ist. Die Anhydritgruppe kann ebenfalls 
in 8 Untereinheiten gegliedert werden, die lithologisch und 
mittels geophysikalischer Logs von Bohrung zu Bohrung korrelier
bar sind. Wie der Gispkeuper weist auch die Anhydritgruppe eine 
klare Zyklizität auf, wobei die verschiedenartigen Kleinsequenzen 
korrelierbar sind. Die Zyklen lassen auf gegen oben zunehmende 
Salinität des Milieus schliessen. Im mittleren Teil der Anhydrit
gruppe werden die Zyklen durch Lösungsoberflächen an Salz- oder 
Sulfatschichten sowie Kollaps-Breccien abgeschlossen. Diese 
Breccien nehmen gegen oben ab und machen intraformationellen 
Konglomeraten und knolligem Anhydrit Platz, was auf stabile 
Bedingungen und geringere Salinität hinweist. Im oberen Teil 
tritt in allen Bohrungen eine 1 m mächtige weisse Anhydrit-Leit
bank mit selenitischer Textur auf. Der Dolomit der Anhydritgrup
pe, welcher viele Merkmale aufweist, die für Sedimente rezenter 
Küstensabkhas typisch sind, stellt den Übergang zur flachmarinen 
Mikritsedimentation des Hauptmuschelkalks dar. 
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RESUME 

Bien que très largement réparties dans le Jura suisse, les deux 
séries évaporitiques du Trias, le Gipskeuper et l'Anhydritgruppe 
du Muschelkalk moyen affleurent relativement mal. Cependant, ces 
deux séries évaporitiques ont été carottées lors de la réalisa
tion des forages de Bottstein, Leuggern, Riniken, Schafisheim, 
Weiach (Cédra-programme de forages profonds) et du forage de 
Beznau (NOK). Des analyses détaillées de la minéralogie, de la 
texture et de la sédimentologie de ces carottes ont permis de 
reconstruire l'histoire diagénétique et sédimentaire des évapori
tes du Trias ainsi que leur paléogéographie. 

La composition minéralogique primaire du Gispkeuper et de l'Anhy
dritgruppe a été modifiée lors de processus diagénétiques propres 
aux séries évaporitiques. La suite complexe de minéraux évapori
tiques: calci te, dolomi te, gypse, anhydri te et hali te, aSSOCl.ee 
avec le chert et le talc est interprétée comme représentant un 
assemblage de diagenèse précoce. 

C'est surtout sous l'influence du milieu de dépôts que des pro
cessus tels que précipitation de gypse et de nodule d'anhydrite, 
dolomitisation et silificication des carbonates ainsi que disso
lution de halite et de sulfates ont largement modifié la composi
tion minéralogique originelle de la roche. 

Pendant la diagenèse d'enfouissement (burial) qui a suivi, le 
gypse s'est déshydraté en anhydri te lorsque la température a 
dépassé 50°C. Ensui te, le remplacement de l' anhydri te par le 
méga-quartz et par la dolomite a libéré des ions traces qui ont 
permis la formation de phases minérales peu solubles telles que: 
fluorite, blende, pyrite, célestine. 

Après le soulèvement post-Tertiaire, les eaux météoriques pene
trent dans la partie supérieure des sédiments triasiques qui sont 
à l'état de diagenèse mésogénétique (burial). L 'hydratation de 
l' anhydri te qui en résulte (par exemple le Gipskeuper à Bott
stein), entraîne une fracturation de la roche et une importante 
dissolution des sulfates. De plus, la partie des séries évapori
tiques au contact des aquifères sont elles-mêmes hydratées (fora
ges de Beznau, B6ttstein, Leuggern). Ceci n'est pas observé dans 
les forages dans lesquels le Gispkeuper est surmonté d'une série 
de 500 m d'épaisseur. 

Malgré une importante modification diagénétique qui a presque 
transformé tous les minéraux primaires, les textures sédimentai
res originelles sont bien conservées. 

Dans le Gipskeuper et l'Anhydritgruppe, on distinque quatre li
thofaciès subdivisés en plusieurs sous-faciès: 
A. Lithofaciès sulfaté: 

(1) sulfate séléni tique témoignant de l'origine subaquatique 
du gypse, 
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(2) sulfarénites litées avec rides et autres structures sédi
mentaires indicatrices de remaniement et de redéposition 
subaquatique, probablement lors de tempêtes. 

(3) sulfates noduleux composés soit d'anhydrite ou de gypse de 
couleur blanche ou rouge présentant une structure "en cage 
à poule", soit d'anhydrite impure de couleur brun-gris en 
mosaïque de petits nodules. Ceci correspond respectivement 
à de l'anhydrite en structure "en cage à poule" de sabkha 
récente et à des sols évaporitiques (gypcrete). 

B. Lithofaciès carbonaté, composé de faciès saumâtre à hypersalin 
comprenant des micrites homogènes, des dolomicrites et lamini
tes stromatolithiques intertidales ainsi que des calcarénites 
et -rudites. 

C. Lithofaciès à chlorures avec de l'halite massive ou laminée et 
de l'halite en brèches à structure d'effondrement. 

D. Lithofaciès argileux: 
(1) argile sapropélique noire avec des sulfarénites et de la 

sélénite qui indique une origine subaquatique. 
(2) argile calcaire de couleur verte et brun-rouge avec sulf

crete et fentes de dessiccation, représentant une impor
tante formation de sols dans des playas subaériennes et 
des zones intertidales suj ettes à des inondations 
intermittentes d'eau saline. 

Le Gipskeuper (73-87 m) est subdivisé en 8 unités lithologiques 
dont l'épaisseur varie de 2 à 30 mètres. Grâce à l'analyse de la 
lithologie et des logs géophysiques, ces 8 unités sont corrélées 
de forage en forage. Le Gipskeuper correspond à un cycle régres
sif à grande échelle sur lequel se surimperposent jusqu'à 27 
cycles régressifs à petite échelle. Ces derniers sont situés dans 
les 33-43 m supérieurs du Gipskeuper et sont corrélables de 
forage en forage. 

Dans la partie inférieure du Gipskeuper, la cyclicité est 
difficile à discerner et les cycles sont souvent incomplets. Au 
milieu de la séquence du Gipskeuper, un horizon-repère dont la 
partie supérieure est une sulfarénite et la partie inférieure est 
une dolomie à coquilles, peut être aisément suivi. 

La partie basale du Gipskeuper représente une sédimentation dans 
de grands lagons salins. Le développement des playas continenta
les qui a suivi est marqué par la présence d'horizons à nodules 
sulfatés. Le dépôt de sélénite et de sulfarénites, marque l'inon
dation des playas durant la fin du Gispkeuper moyen. Une longue 
phase subaérienne avec une sédimentation plus lente et une impor
tante formation de cycles de sols sulfatés a suivi. A la fin du 
Gipskeuper, playas continentales et dépôts salins de plaine 
d'inondation, laissent place aux sédiments fluviatiles rouges du 
Schilfsandstein. 

L'Anhydritgruppe se compose d'une zone sulfatée surmontée d'une 
zone dolomi tique. La zone sulfatée est divisée en deux par des 
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couches salifères. La forte variation d'épaisseur de l'Anhydrit
gruppe (57-102 m) se marque surtout dans ces couches. Comme dans 
le cas du Gipskeuper, l ' Anhydri tgruppe est di vi sé en 8 uni tés 
lithologiques, corrélables de forage en forage. Il existe égale
ment une nette cyclicité dont chaque cycle est corrélable. Pour 
chaque cycle la salinité augmente vers le haut. 

Dans la partie médiane de l'Anhydritgruppe les cycles sont gene
ralement terminés par une bréchification ainsi que par une disso
lution des surfaces de couches salifères et sulfatées. Dans la 
partie supérieure de l'Anhydritgruppe la bréchification diminue 
et les cycles sont coiffés par des conglomérats intraformation
nels et des bancs de nodules d'anhydrite marquant des environne
ments plus stables et moins salins. Dans chaque forage un hori
zon-repère de couleur blanche d'l mètre d'épaisseur et de texture 
sélénitique est observé. 

La dolomie de la partie sommi tale de l' Anhydri tgruppe possède 
plusieurs simi li tudes avec les sédiments récents d'une sabkha 
côtière et fait transition vers les environnements de plate-forme 
carbonatée marine à faible énergie du Hauptmuschelkalk. 
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AIM AND ORGANIZATION 

A spectacular sequence of Triassic evaporites, only 
poorly represented at outcrop, was encountered and 
cored in the NAGRA boreholes Schafisheim, Riniken, 
Bottstein, Leuggern and Weiach and the NOK Beznau well 
in Northern Switzerland (Fig. 1). The sedimentary 
sequences ranging from Devono-Carboniferous to Tertia
ry have been described in the NAGRA technical reports 
(MULLER et al. 1984; PETERS et al. 1986; MATTER et al. 
1987b, 1988a,b; PETERS et al. 1988a,b) and in additio
nal papers (MATTER 1987, BLUM 1987, RAMSEYER 1987, 
DRONKERT 1987, BLASI 1987, MULLER et al. 1987, JORDAN 
1987, KEMPTER 1987, MULLIS 1987, MATTER et al. 1987a). 

This report focusses on the investigation of the evapo
rites from the Keuper and Muschelkalk of the available 
NAGRA cores. A detailed study of the sedimentary struc
tures, lithofacies and microfacies was carried out with 
the aim of reconstructing depositional facies and 
diagenetic history of the Triassic evaporites. 

Chapter 1, 2, 3 and 4 primarily provide descriptions of 
the investigated evaporites and establish their subdi
vision and mutual correlation. In chapter 5 and 6 the 
data from the earlier chapters is discussed and inter
preted. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1980, NAGRA, the Swiss National Cooperative for the 
Storage of Radioactive Waste, started a research pro
gram in the northern part of Switzerland to investigate 
the viabili ty of the subsurface for the disposal of 
nuclear waste. Up unti I 1985 six deep boreholes have 
been drilled, penetrating both sedimentary cover and 
crystalline basement. All of these boreholes cored 
Triassic rocks, which in most cases contained evapori
tes (Fig. 2). The parameters most relevant to the 
project such as permeability, porosity, general litho
logy, chemical composition, fracturing and the like 
have already been published in the geological reports 
on the NAGRA borehole cores (PETERS et al. 1986; MATTER 
et al. 1987b, 1988a,b; PETERS et al. 1988a,b). 

Triassic evaporite sequences are notoriously difficult 
to interpret (see, for example, ARTHUR TON 1980). There 
is no direct recent analogue to aid their interpreta
tion (BURGESS & HOLLIDAY 1974, p.10) and they are 
usually assigned to a continental to marginal marine 
deposi tional setting on the basis of data from the 
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over- and underlying clastic and carbonate sediments 
(BOURCART & RICOUR 1952; MERKI 1961; BAARS 1964; 
SCHWARZ 1975; HELING 1979). Although. the peneplaned 
Triassic continental setting was responsible for the 
development of the typical Triassic evapori te facies, 
the evaporite minerals have been subject to important 
modification as result of subsequent mesogenetic and 
telogenetic diagenetic alteration. Knowledge of the 
diagenetic history and recogni tion of original sedi
mentological structures will permit interpretation of 
the depositional environment and the reconstruction of 
the paleogeographic setting. 

General geological outline 

The northern part of Switzerland can be subdivided into 
various geotectonic units that have been described in 
more detail by MULLER et al. (1984) (Fig. 1). 

1. The crystalline basement crops out north of the 
river Rhine in the Schwarzwald (Black Forest) massif. 
South and east of the Schwarzwald massif the crystalli
ne rocks are covered by sedimentary units. The crystal
line basement itself is a mosaic of fractured igneous 
and metamorphic blocks. The general outline of the 
crystalline massif was established as early as the 
Permo-Carboniferous (250-300 Ma BP). 

2.Sediments and volcanics of the Badenweiler-Lenzkirch 
Zone. These rocks have been deposi ted in grabens and 
depressions of the crystalline massif and crop out in 
the Schwarzwald area. These Paleozoic rocks include 
Carboniferous strata, which have equivalents in the 
grabens of the subsurface of northern Swi tzer
land. 

3.The Upper Rhine Graben originated in Oligocene times 
and has locally attained a sedimentary fill of over 
3000 m. Volcanism accompanied the active phases and 
recent earthquakes indicate the continuity of rif
ting. 

4.The unfolded Jura (Tafeljura) consists of U.Carboni
ferous, Permian, Triassic, Jurassic and Tertiary sedi
ments that show slight inclination towards the south
east. The sediments represent the remains of the origi
nal cover of the Schwarzwald massif. 

5.The folded Jura (Falten- or Kettenjura) is the folded 
and partly thrusted equivalent of the' unfolded Jura. 
The folding is strongly younging from west to east and 
eastward the chain subsides below the Molasse. To the 
north the chain over-thrusts for several km the unfol
ded Jura. 
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6. The Mi ttelland Molasse fi 11 s the space between the 
Alps and the folded and unfolded Jura. The predominant
ly siliciclastic sediments are of Oligocene and Miocene 
age. They cover Mesozoic rocks equivalent to those of 
the Jura mountains and Permo-Carboniferous sediments 
preserved within the grabens in the crystalline base
ment. Moreover, Molasse sediments are present in some 
synclines of the folded Jura immediately north of the 
Molasse basin. 

Three major folding phases affected the area. 

1.The Caledonian orogeny took place during the Ordovi
cian and Silurian 500-400 million years ago. This phase 
is heavily overprinted by the younger phases and there
fore not directly recognizable. 

2.The Variscan or Hercynian orogeny took place during 
the Permo-Carboniferous 360-260 million years ago. 
During this phase most of the grani tes were emplaced 
and the present crystalline basement north of the Alps 
was consolidated. 

3 . The Alpine orogeny began in the Middle Cretaceous 
(105 million years ago) and reached its climax during 
Middle Tertiary (40 million years ago). In the after
math of this phase (11 million years ago) the formation 
of the Jura mountains began. During the Alpine phase 
important change s took pI ace, such as metamorphi sm, 
overthrusting, crust shortening, and erosion of older 
sediments. In the investigated area metamorphism is 
lacking and the only significant thrusting involves 
detachment on the evapori tes of the Middle Muschel
kalk. 

The Triassic evapori tes in fact were only indirectly 
influenced by the Alpine phase. However, their deposi
tional environment was strongly determined by the 
paleogeography that originated after the Hercynian 
orogeny. 

Stratigraphy of the Triassic 

In central Europe the Triassic is developed as two 
different facies: the Germanic facies and the A~pine 

facies. In the Germanic facies continental deposits are 
predominant whilst in the Alpine facies marine deposits 
predominate. Siliciclastics and evapori tes prevail in 
the Germanic Triassic of Germany and northern Switzer
land (BRAENDLIN 1911; BESTEL 1929; BADER 1925; ASSMANN 
1944; GOLDSCHMID 1965; SCHWARZ 1975). Most of the 
Alpine Triassic is located in the southeastern Alps 
where thick carbonate sequences developed. Marine 
incursions penetrated deeply into the Germanic realm 
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during the Middle Triassic and were responsible for the 
deposition of marginal marine carbonates (Musche1-
kalk) . 

On a European scale, the Triassic of Northern Switzer
land forms the marginal facies, being developed between 
the crystalline massifs (Black Forest -, Vinde1ician-, 
and Central Swiss Massif) and the more basinal facies 
developed in thicker sequences in the north (ALDINGER & 
SCHACHL 1952; SCHWARZ 1975; ZIEGLER 1982). TRtiMPY 
(1959) discounts the existence of a subaerially exposed 
Central Swiss Massif during the Triassic and acknowled
ges only the exposure of the massif of the A1emannic 
Land in the Liassic. However, he stressed that the 
transi tion from the Germanic Triassic to the Alpine 
Triassic in the southern part of Switzerland coincides 
with the present position of the He1vetic Belt or the 
Molasse trough in the Swiss Mi ttelland. Because both 
the Tethyan and Middle German facies of the Triassic 
display more basinal facies than the shallow water to 
subaerial sediments of the Northern Swiss Triassic, it 
may be assumed that the Triassic in northern Switzer
land was developed as a more marginal facies around at 
least a central high, if not a subaerially exposed 
zone, which existed during the Triassic in the area 
where the NAGRA cores were drilled~ 

The Triassic in Northern Switzerland directly overlies 
Hercynian crystalline basement rocks and the less 
extensive Permo-Carboniferous trough sediments (MULLER 
et ale 1984). 

Traditionally, the Germanic facies of the Triassic has 
been subdivided into three (lithological) units: multi
coloured sandstones of the Buntsandstein are followed 
by limestones, evapori tes and shales of the Muschel
kalk, which are in turn overlain by the mostly reddish
brown clays and evaporites of the Keuper. 

The Buntsandstein contains no primary evaporites but is 
locally cemented wi th sulphate, and sporadic sulphate 
nodules are developed. This study does not deal wi th 
the Buntsandstein sulphates but concentrates on· the 
primary evaporites found in the Middle Muschelka1k and 
Keuper (BONTE 1951,1955; HAUBER 1960; RICOUR 1960a,b). 
The Middle Muschelkalk evaporites are stratigraphically 
subdivided into the Sulfatschichten and the Salz
schichten, and contain both sulphates and halite (HAU
BER 1971,1980). The Keuper evaporites are assigned to 
the Gipskeuper and in this area are restricted to 
anhydrite and gypsum (TRUMPY 1959). 

The Buntsandstein is generally less than 50 m thick in 
the Nagra cores . (Fig. 2). In the Leuggern, B6ttstein 
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and Schafisheim wells, the Buntsandstein lies directly 
upon the crystalline basement. In the Kaisten, Weiach 
and Riniken wells it overlies the Rotliegend clastics. 
Only in the Weiach, Riniken and Schafisheim wells are 
the rocks overlain by Jurassic strata. Erosion has 
removed the Keuper and the top of the Muschelkalk in 
the Leuggern and Kaisten wells. The very top part of 
the Keuper is missing from the Bottstein core. 

Only in the case of the Schafisheim well do the evapo
ri tes have a present sedimentary cover greater than 
1000 m in thickness. In all the other wells the thick
ness of the sedimentary cover is insufficient to pre
serve anhydrite as a mineral in contact with water in a 
closed system; in the presence of water the anhydrite 
will eventually hydrate. This process will ultimately 
fracture the rock as a result of the expansion of the 
growing gypsum. The observed fact that most of the 
sulphate is still present as anhydri te indicates the 
operation of a more complex process that will be dis
cussed at the end of this report. 

Analytical methods and techniques 

Various laboratory techniques have been employed. The 
rock material was available as core slabs, of which 
samples were taken at significant intervals. This 
report is based qn information from the same samples 
and thin sections that were used for the NAGRA geologi
cal reports. In addition special polished thin section 
have been prepared for cathodoluminescence analysis. 
Staining of thin sections has been done according to 
methods decribed by FRIEDMAN (1959). 

The study of thin sections through the polarizing 
microscope permitted the determination of petrological 
microfacies, of general mineral suites, of rock textu
res and structures as well as of the various cement, 
replacement and authigenic phases. 

Cathodoluminescence microscopy was employed to reveal 
further detail about cement generations and diagenetic 
replacements. 

For the NAGRA geological reports, the major and minor 
element composition was determined by X-ray fluorescen
ce while refined element analyses were performed using 
the electron-microprobe when differentiation between 
various generations of cements was needed. 

As in the reports published to date, the rock classifi
cations employed here are those given for siliciclastic 
and carbonate rocks of FOCHTBAUER (1959), FOLK (1962) 
and DUNHAM (1962). The classification of the anhydrite 
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rocks follows MAIKLEM et ale (1969), while the gypsum 
rock classification is based on the work of ORTI CABO 
(1977) and DRONKERT (1985, p. 35-37; 251). Fabric termi
nology has been adapted from FRIEDMAN (1965). Most 
symbols follow the Standard Shell Legend (1976). 

GENERAL CORE DESCRIPTION 

The Keuper and Muschelkalk sediments exhibi t simi lar 
features in each of the boreholes discussed in this 
report. Therefore the descriptions of the sedimentary 
structures, the Ii thofacies, the microfacies and t.he 
sediment chemi stry are not presented separately for 
every borehole core but are described together in this 
chapter. The individual core descriptions in chapter 
3.3 will refer to the account given here and only 
special cases will be discussed in detail in the sepa
rate borehole sections. 

Complete core descriptions can be found in PETERS et 
ale (1986, B6ttstein,NTB 85-02), MATTER et ale (1988a, 
Weiach, NTB 86-01), MATTER et ale (1987b, Riniken, NTB 
86-02), MATTER et ale (1988b, Schafisheim, NTB 86-03), 
PETERS et ale (1988a, Kaisten, NTB 86-04), PETERS et 
ale (1988b, Leuggern, NTB 86-05). 

After describing the sedimentology, a revised subdivi
sion of the Triassic evaporites is presented. The 
sedimentological sequences of the Muschelkalk and the 
Keuper evaporites are treated separately_ 

Sedimentology 

The core sedimentology is described and discussed in 
three different descriptive sections. The first section 
consists of a description of those sedimentary structu
res that are fundamental for the interpretation of the 
depositional environment. The second section deals with 
the macroscopic sedimentary petrography of the evapori
te lithofacies. The third section gives a description 
of the microscopic sedimentary petrography fundamental 
to the interpretation of the diagenetic development of 
the evaporites. 

Sedimentary structures 

Sedimentary structures are abundant in the Triassic 
evaporites. However, interpretation is difficult or 
impossible if the evapori tes have been gypsified (see 
also HERRMANN & RICHTER-BERNBURG 1955). A distinction 
is made between depositional, erosional and early 
diagenetic structures. 
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3.1.1.1. Non-clastic depositional structures 

Depositional structures are present in autochthonous as 
well as in allochthonous evaporite sediments. Crystal 
growth forms and other precipitational structures are 
typical of autochthonous sediments. Cross-bedding and 
other structures found in clastic deposits are typical 
of allochthonous sediments. 

Precipitational structures 

Of the sedimentary structures that are indicative of 
the original depositional environment, precipitational 
structures are the most important, as they are indica
tive both of the presence of water and of the salinity 
of that water. As in the cases of structures developed 
in clastic sediments, precipitational structures can be 
indicative of the maximum or minimum energy levels of 
the water. The following types of precipitational 
structures were observed in the Northern Swiss Trias
sic: sulphate precipitates such as selenite crystal 
rows, domes or crusts; and structures based on halite 
precipi tation, such as inclusion banding, orientation 
of inclusion rich halite sub-perpendicular to bedding, 
chevron bedding of bottom-surface-grown halite, string
er lineation of halite cubes (sunken rafts). 

Selenite crystal rows 

Selenite crystals of cm-size, arranged next to one 
another on the bedding plane, occur in laminated sul
phate sequences. When thin, these rows follow the 
original bedding orientation and are often evenly 
bedded. The reentrant angles of the gypsum (now anhy
dri te) crystals point upwards indicating growth from 
the sediment-water interface (Mottura' s rule, OGNIBEN 
1954). The top parts of the selenite crystals have been 
covered by arenites of sulphate and/or dolomite partic
les (Plate 1A & B). Selenite crystal rows or grass-mat 
anhydrite of many authors (see PRESLEY 1987) have been 
observed in ancient evaporite deposits (HARDIE & EUG
STER 1971 p.195; ROUCHY 1976; SCHREIBER&FRIEDMAN 1976; 
DRONKERT 1976,1985; PRESLEY 1987), and modern environ
ments (DRONKERT 1985; ORTI CABO et al. 1985 ). They 
occur growing beneath a standing body of water, nu
cleating and ~recipitating on the sediment/water inter
face. In theSulfatschichten, they appear frequently in 
association with larger selenite crystals. In the lower 
Gipskeuper the seleni te rows never attain thicknesses 
exceeding a few cm. 

Domed selenite crystal rows 

Domed selenite 
bedding relief 

rows or selenite crusts follow the 
in a manner similar to the straight 
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selenite rows, but in this case the bedding is not even 
but undulating. When the selenite crystal rows follow 
one upon another without intervening arenite fills, but 
covered by drapes of fine sulphate or carbonate mud, 
then there exists an upward tendency towards increased 
doming. This phenomenon is also well-known from modern 
salina deposits where various sizes of selenite domes 
are present (ORT! CABO et al. 1985). Three kinds of 
domes can be distinguished (Plate 1B and C): 

1. domed selenite crusts on wave/current ripple 
surfaces. 

2. domed seleni te crusts on previously-domed surfaces 
(e.g. algal mats). 

3. domed selenite crusts on evenly bedded selenite 
crusts. 

In (3), algal acti vi ty can also be assumed, al though 
prolific algal growth is not indicated since this would 
provide too much combustible organic material for the 
sulphate-reducing bacteria, which would then devour all 
the gypsum crystals if buried below the oxidizing 
environment. The preservation of so much sulphate is 
only possible if the depositional environment is suffi
ciently hostile to prevent the accumulation of much 
organic material (DRONKERT 1985). KUSHNIR (1981) obser
ved that algal layers from a hypersaline pool were 
destroyed within 10-15 years. 

stromatolites 

stromatolites (also known as: blue-green algal mats or 
cyano-bacterial mats) can be considered as a biogenic 
structure accreting in situ. They are produced by 
trapping of suspended mud particles rather than by 
precipitation of carbonate. Stromatolites are thus 
difficult to recognize in the absence of algal relics, 
and in fact only a relatively few wavy or dome-like 
laminated dolomitic structures can be strictly identi
fied as stromatolites. However, most of the dololami
nites where no sulphate is present probably have an 
algal (cyano-bacterial) origin too (Plate 1D). ROUCHY & 
MONTY (1981) described stromatolites from sulphate 
environments. 

Ooid beds 

Coid beds may be considered as a facies incorporating 
precipitational, biogenic and clastic facies elements: 
most ooids are transported and therefore can be consi
dered clastic; ultimately, however, they owe their 
origin to an interplay between organic and inorganic 
processes. 

Ooid beds are present in the upper Middle Muschelkalk 
where they form cross-bedded layers on a cm- to drn-
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scale. They are typical shallow water deposits. Their 
early diagenesis is discussed in the section on diage
nesis and is important in interpreting the depositional 
environments. The presence of ooid beds largely deter
mines the early cementation, compaction, dolomitization 
and silicification histories. 

3.1.1.2. Clastic sedimentary structures 

Fine-grained sediments 

Clastic sediments occur in different grain sizes and 
lithologies within the Triassic. Fine-grained mate
rials, such as clays and micri tes, make up beds or 
laminae that are ei ther uniform and planar or drape 
over former relief. Planar gypsiferous (now anhydrite) 
clay/silt/or dolomite laminites were recently found in 
estuaries or lagoons (GLENNIE 1970 p.138; DRONKERT 
1985). Dark, or even black, dolomitic clays devoid of 
any distinct structure but containing a high content of 
organic material might represent the insoluble remains 
of gypsum rich beds after sulphate reduction. 

Arenitic beds 

It is di fficul t to measure the grain sizes of the 
sulpharenites as the sulphate grains have been recrys
tallized and no longer show their original grain size. 
This problem is less severe wi th dolomi te or calci te 
particles and in the rare event of the presence of 
quartz and feldspar particles, a valid estimate can be 
made. Pure sulpharenites having a macroscopic appearan
ce similar to sulphareni tes containing carbonate or 
quartz particles are assumed to be arenites. This 
"grain size" can, of course, be corroborated with 
typical sedimentary structures, such as cross-bedding, 
since such structures are usually restricted to sand 
and silt size sediments. 

Gyparenites were recently found in shallow saline 
lagoons or as strand-line deposi ts of saline lagoons 
(ORTI CABO et ale 1985). OGNIBEN (1957), HARDIE & 
EUGSTER (1971) and DRONKERT (1985) describe gypsareni
tes from ancient evapori tes and attribute these to a 
similar environment. Basinal depositional environments 
were proposed by PAREA & RICCI LUCCHI (1972) DRONKERT 
(1976,1985) for turbiditic gyparenites.u 

Cross-bedded arenites 

Crossbedding has been recorded in both modern and 
ancient evaporite deposits (HARDIE & EUGSTER 1971 
p.201; ORTI CABO et ale 1985; DRONKERT 1985). It is not 
so conspicuous in the more homogeneous beds of the 
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Triassic evaporites from Northern Switzerland, but in 
more heterogeneous beds, containing mixtures of dolomi
te, sulphate and clay, cross-bedding is very common and 
can be recognized both in hand specimen and in thin 
section. 

Both tabular cross-bedding and wave ripple cross-bed
ding occur. Normal tabular current cross-bedding is the 
most common form and is developed in cross-bedded 
layers which are never more than a few sets high. As 
most areni te beds are only a few cm to a dm thick 
(Plate 1G lower part) the sets do not exceed dm size. 
Early cementation has probably prevented reworking and 
consequent build-up of thicker beds. 

Oscillation ripples (wave ripples) are often hampered 
in their development and capped by sulphate crusts 
(Plate IE and F). 
Adhesion ripples are present in sequences containing 
mud-cracks. However, within the evaporites only ques
tionable adhesion ripples were observed and the examp
les are not so nice as those described by REINECK 
(1955) and GLENNIE (1970 p. 72). Adhesion ripples and 
other eolian sediments have rarely been reported from 
ancient evaporites which is not surprizing viz. their 
lack in modern environments (see the modern example of 
the Sabkha EI Melah in Tunisia by BUSSON & PERTHUISOT 
1977) . 

Disturbed bedding 

Gravitational adjustments such as load casts, ball and 
pillow structures and convolute bedding are all present 
(Plate 1G and Plate 2A). Rapid deposition of arenites 
on top of water-saturated non-cemented arenites and 
clays leads to density inversion responsible for bed
form instability. 

Graded bedding 

The sulphareni te beds are often graded. Fining-upward 
is a common feature of sulphate-clay-dolomite beds. In 
contrast, sulphareni tic beds often show inverse gra
ding. It is difficult to recognize grading in sulph
arenitic beds which often appear to be coarsening 
upward. It is important to realize however, that this 
could be a secondary phenomenon resulting from the 
recrystallization of the sulphate particles. Fine 
particles are more prone to recrystallization than 
larger particles. Crystal enlargement will transform 
the originally fine sulphate particles to larger sul
phate crystals. This process will change the appearance 
of a normal graded bed to that of an inversed graded 
bed (OGNIBEN 1957). 
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OGNIBEN (1957) suggested that reverse graded laminar 
gypsum originated by seasonal diagenesis. Anhydrite 
precipi tated during the warm season directly from the 
water surface and was transformed to gypsum upon the 
next influx of fresh water brine. HARDIE & EUGSTER 
(1971) obj ected against anhydri te precipi tation, and 
suggested that diagenesis caused by influx of fresher 
brine was responsible for the Ii thification and the 
growth of gypsum crystals at the top of each layer, 
thus forming a reverse-graded structure. GARRI SON et 
ale (1978) proposed yet another model by which the 
reverse grading was produced by an ini tial batch of 
small crystals precipi tated from a highly saturated 
brine followed by a batch of large crystals deposited 
from a less saturated brine. 

In contrast, the fining upward beds are simply the 
resul t of sudden flooding of the evapori te flat or 
storm reworking of grain material in shallow water 
(HARDIE & EUGSTER 1971; AIGNER 1982). 
Irregular bedding 

Fundamental to irregular bedding is a heterogeneous 
lithology. Many types of irregular bedding occur within 
the sulphate units. 

1. Recrystallization and neomorphism has clearly 
altered and deformed the original bedding, locally 
obscuring it entirely. HERRMANN & RICHTER-BERNBURG 
(1955) remarked that gypsification can obli terate 
the difference between even bedding and flaser 
bedding. If this diagenetic process can be recogni
zed and isolated then various other origins for 
this type of bedding can be distinguished. 

2. Flaser bedding as described by HERRMANN & RICHTER
BERNBURG (1955) is composed of dolomitic clays with 
lenses (mm to cm scale) of doloarenite or sulphare
nite. This type of bedding structure has a mechani
cal origin and is the product of variations in 
sediment supply and changes in water energy (Plate 
2C base). 

3. The presence of frequent truncations and erosional 
surfaces with subsequent fills by material of 
slightly different composition can also give this 
flaser bedding aspect (Plate IF). 

4. A similar kind of irregular flaser bedding is made 
up of slightly-eroded wave ripples with clay drapes 
(Plate IE top). 

5. Variations in intensity of early cementation, 
biogenic binding and erosion can also give rise to 
an irregular aspect to the bedding. Cemented parts 
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are resi stant whi Ie non-cemented parts are easi ly 
washed out. Early carbonate, but more likely early 
gypsum, cements may be responsible for this cemen
tation. Subsequent 'diagenesis gives these layers a 
cloudy nodular aspect. 

Algal binding can alone 
cementation lead to the 
irregular bedding. 

or in combination wi th 
formation of a type of 

7. Compaction leads to a reduction in thickness of 
clay-rich sediment but leaves the cemented parts 
undeformed. This process is responsible for the 
diagenetic creation of another type of irregular 
bedding. 

8. Tectonic streching can also generate a lenticular 
wavy bedding (MULLER 1976; MULLER & BRIEGEL 1977, 
1978; MULLER et al. 1981; JORDAN 1987). However, 
care has to be taken to ascertain real flowage of 
the rock. 

3.1.1.3. Desiccation marks 

Mud cracks 

In some layers, the regular bedding is cut by "V" 
shaped cracks, which are filled wi th slightly diffe
rent, mostly coarser, material. The margins of the 
layer next to the "V" shaped wedge may be slightly 
rai sed in respect to the uncracked part of the layer 
(Plate IE and IF, Plate 2D and 2E). 

Drying out of clay-rich sediment causes contraction of 
the sediment as a result of clay dewatering. This 
contraction results in the formation of vertical mud/ 
or desiccation cracks. The sediment on the sides of the 
cracks is bent slightly upward as a consequence of 
differential lateral and vertical contraction of the 
upper drier surface versus the wet sediment beneath. 

Mud cracks have been reported from other Triassic 
sequences (FREEMAN 1962). In the Permian continental 
sabkha sediments of the Delaware Basin JACKA & FRANCO 
(1974) described mudcracked red silty shales alterna
ting wi th anhydri te laminae from brine pan deposi ts. 
ZIMMERMANN (1898) di scovered mudcracks in the Middle 
Muschelkalk of southern Germany. Thi s overturned the 
ruling opinion that all sal ts were deep basin 
deposits. 

Desiccation type dish structures 

Plate 2B shows a layer where the upper laminae have 
been split off and bent upwards away from the plane of 
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bedding. These structures are usually associated with 
de-watering of the sediment, but in this case they can 
be identified as desiccation structures (Plate 2B). The 
desiccation type dish structure comprises the curved 
surface between up-turned crack margins. 

Tepee structures 

In Plate 2B the broken up layer has bent up margins on 
both sides of the desiccation crack forming a structure 
reminiscent in form of a tent roof. 

Tepee structures are expansion features developed by in 
situ crystallisation on supratidal areas and salt 
flats. 

3.1.1.4. Erosional structures 

Erosional structures originate either from purely 
mechanical erosion or abrasion, or by a combination of 
erosion, cementation and corrosion. This combination of 
erosion, cementation and corrosion is most important in 
evapori te deposi ts. An important aspect of erosional 
structures is the time over which the erosion took 
place. Cementation is relatively rapid in a saline 
environment and steep undercutting or intraformational 
conglomerates are not exclusively indicative of long 
hiati. The sediment is resistant to erosion because of 
early cementation and the formation of surface crusts. 
Only severe storms are capable of ripping up the crusts 
and scouring channels. Deflation surfaces as recorded 
by BURGESS & HOLLIDAY (1974) (fossil) and SHEARMAN 
(1966) (modern) are a common feature in continental 
evaporite environments. 

Intraformational or chip conglomerates 

Plate 2F shows mm- to em-size flat particles or chips 
that have accumulated in a thin layer parallel to 
bedding. The particles are probably derived from the 
cemented laminae and from the dish and tepee structures 
described above. Slivers of mm- to em-size split from 
the upper laminae forming the sediment surface during 
contraction on drying. After prolonged drying the 
slivers become detached and are washed away and are 
redeposited by the next flood. In modern evaporite 
envi ronments chip conglomerates are recorded in the 
supratidal or lakeshore zone. HARDIE & EUGSTER (1971) 
suggested that breaking up of the balatino beds (gyp
sum/dolomite laminites) resulted in the deposition of 
these conglomerates in the strandline or mudflat envi
ronment. FRIEDMAN et al. (1973) describe early lithifi
cation of dolomicrites in living algal mats. Thus, very 
early lithification in flexible, partly decaying, 
material that will eventually break up to form intra
formational conglomerates. 
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Channels 

Channels are difficult to recognize in cores only 1Dcm 
wide and estimating their lateral extent is largely 
conjectural. However, there are several reasons to 
assume that channels are present within the evaporite 
sequences of the Triassic. Small cm- to drn-size scours, 
filled with mostly calcarenites or sulpharenites, are 
proof of small channelling (Plate 2G). Conglomerate or 
breccia beds may be channel fills. However, if the 
components are very angular wi th "j ig- saw" fi ts, and 
seem to be nearly in si tu, collapse of the original 
bedding must be preferred to clastic transport (Plate 
2H). The intraformational conglomerates mentioned above 
may be deposited over large areas and may not be 
restricted to channels if sedimented from sheet floods 
(Plate 2F). However, such beds would only attain appre
ciable thickness in depressions or in channels. 

Obliquely-cut bedding with coarser fills are interpre
ted as simple erosional channels. 

A more complex situation occurs in Plate 3A where 
oblique bedding is confined between two horizontal 
beds. The oblique bed contains a clastic channel fill. 
The oblique bed could be part of a lateral accretion 
set of a migrating channel or else a sediment drape 
resting on existing relief. Another possibility is bank 
collapse of still plastic material within a depression 
or gully. 

Most of the conglomerates or breccias are clast-suppor
ted, well-cemented and lithified. Some very porous and 
friable breccias do exist, such as the breccia horizon 
in Weiach (935-936m). This horizon may be correlated 
wi th the Salzschichten of the other wells. This is a 
typical collapse breccia and in this case, the loose 
texture indicates that salt dissolution occurred as a 
very late process (Plate 3B). In most of the other 
cases, the collapse happened during Muschelkalk or 
Keuper deposition (late synsedimentary). These non
channel conglomerates and breccias are discussed in a 
later section. 

HERRMANN & RICHTER-BERNBURG (1955) describe Permian 
sulphate breccias from the Harz area embedded in flaser 
anhydrite. They conclude that the brecciation took 
place during early diagenesis leading to redeposition 
(parautochthonous Wiederablagerung) before the next bed 
was deposi ted .. 

3.1.1.5. Corrosion. leaching, dissolution 

Dissolution is more extensive in the case of the more 
soluble sal ts. Dissolution often strongly overprints 
the original depositional textures, particularly in 
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ephemeral halite deposits. Dissolution takes place both 
subaerially and subaqueously. Subaerial dissolution is 
a vadose process and is better described as leaching. 
Corrosion refers to surface attack (etching or solution 
rounding) of the salts without total dissolution of the 
material present. 

Dissolution horizons 

Truncation of crystals or grains and rounding of larger 
structures are features characteristic of dissolution 
at the depositional surface. Dissolution horizons are 
observed in the Salzschichten (Plate 3C) but are also 
very common in sulphate sediments. However, dissolution 
is only recognizable in sulphate sediments if selenite 
crystals are truncated or rounded (Plate 3D). Thus, 
recognition of dissolution is difficult insulphareni
tes. In the case of sulphate nodule zones, recognition 
depends on the presence of clastic sediment drapes. 

Thin irregular mud laminae or mud drapes are present in 
the halite beds of the investigated cores. These struc
tures reflect the concentration of insoluble material 
on the dissolution surface after dissolution of a 
halite horizon. The mud drapes consist mostly of anhy
drite with some clay and organic material. Vague sele
nite pseudomorphs are occasionally observed in the 
upper part of the drapes. These are probably the gypsum 
crystals precipitated before the onset of halite preci
pitation and later pseudomorphed by anhydrite. A thin 
gypsum horizon of this type can be confused with inso
luble remains consisting of anhydrite crystals. Only if 
pseudomorphs of selenite crystals are present is there 
clear evidence of dissolution by very low salini ty 
brines. Otherwise it would appear that dissolution has 
only affected the halite, with more insoluble elements 
merely being concentrated as a result. Salinity suffi
cient for calcite or gypsum precipitation was not ne
cessarily attained. 

Dissolution pits or karst pipes 

Some Salzschichten halite beds show hollows and crack
like features developed in the surface and filled with 
anhydrite, clay or, most commonly, halite. These hol
lows are interpreted as karstic pipes or pits leached 
out from the halite bed. Particularly in halite depo
si ts, di ssolution does not only truncate the surface 
but it also penetrat~s the underlying beds to create 
dissolution hollows, pipes or pits. 

Later deposition fills these hollows with clastic 
sediment. Precipi tation of sulphate crystals is also 
observed within the voids (Plate 3E), and often much of 
the void is filled wi th later hali te precipi tates or 
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even halite cements. BUSSON & PERTHUISOT (1977)descri
bed "cavernes de dissolution" wi thin the modern sal t 
beds of the Sabkha EI Melah in Tunisia. The surface 
expression of these, at depth, large cavities were dark 
brine "eyes" within a solid salt flat. 

Dissolution pits or karst pipes in halite are by them
selves not equivocal proof of subaerial exposure but 
are clearly indicative of strong vadose influence at 
least. 

Collapse breccias 

Fine to coarse conglomerates or breccias are present in 
all wells. They consist of anhydrite, clay, dolomite or 
halite, with often angular fragments or blocks locally 
cemented together. The halite breccia contains rounded 
to angular halite components and angular anhydrite 
blocks which appear to be fragments of sedimentary 
horizons. Clay material often fills the space between 
the fragments, as do various cements. In sulphate 
breccia, dolomite blocks are very angular whereas 
anhydrite components may be weakly-rounded or even 
intermixed with an anhydrite mud/clay grade matrix. 

The breccia beds include all stages from broken but 
intact beds to randomly-sorted horizons. In the inter
mediate stages, parts of the original bed are still 
visible but pass laterally or vertically into a brec
cia. In such cases a collapse origin for this bed seems 
to be the most appropriate. 

Two types of collapse are present: 1) Mechanical under
cutting of a channel wall; and 2) chemical dissolution 
of soluble material underneath less soluble material. 

1. Channel-undercutting is a continuous process during 
channel migration. It is, however, restricted to 
the channel wall and does not have an effect away 
from the channel wall itself, since all the collap
sed material is transported away during the pro
cess. This kind of collapse can only be preserved 
by sudden channel abandonment or when the channel 
is rapidly filled by sheetfloods. 

2. Chemical dissolution of halite beds of dm thickness 
is initiated from dissolution centers around porous 
zones or karst holes in the overlying beds. Pro
gressive dissolution thus undercuts areas of the 
overlying beds while still leaving other areas 
supported by the sal t. Because of the irregular 
nature of the dissolution, part of the overlying 
beds are undermined, so that they eventually break 
off, falling into solution centers. 
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In-situ collapse breccias have a very angular 
appearance since chemical corrosion causes rounding 
only of the more soluble material. The presence of 
disseminated insoluble material (anhydrite, clay) 
in the hali te leads to the formation of a muddy 
matrix between the collapsed blocks. 

BUSSON & PERTHUISOT (1977) described halite collap
se breccias from the sabkha EI Melah in Tunisia. 
Vertical conduites are enlarged at depth to large 
chambers that have later been filled with salt 
breccia. 

RICOUR (1960a) went so far as to suggest that many 
anhydrite breccias were crushed subaqueously during 
crystallization by the exerted pressure. 

GUSTAVSON et ale (1980) described the di ssolution 
of Permian salt beds and the subsequent playa-col
lapse. They recorded dissolution down to 500 m deep 
below playa-lakes. Collapse of these dissolution 
caverns has also recently taken place liberating 
hot formation waters of over 70°C and forcing them 
to the surface. Some of the collapse breccias 
(chimneys) were cemented some were not. Dissolution 
of the Permian Panhandle formations started in the 
Cretaceous after extensive erosion. 

Lithofacies 

Four main lithofacies associations can be recognized in 
the studied cores from the Gipskeuper and the Anhydrit
gruppe: 

1. a sulphate facies; 
2. a carbonate facies; 
3. a clay facies; and 
4. a chloride facies. 

Additionally, coarse siliciclastics, chert and phospha
te lithologies are interbedded with the main lithofa
cies. 

3.1.2.1. Sulphate lithofacies association 

The sulphate facies association comprises seven main 
sulphate lithofacies, each with related subfacies. 
Where possible, use has been made of the nomenclature 
defined by MAIKLEM et ale (1969), HOLLIDAY (1970), ORTI 
CABO (1977) and DRONKERT (1985). 

1. Nodular sulphate. Anhydrite or gypsum nodules, red, 
rose, white, grey or blue coloured. Three subfacies 
are distinguished: chickenwire anhydrite (Plate 
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4B) , grey raqqed nodular sulphcretes (Plate 4F) 
and whitish isolated sulphate nodules in carbonates 
or sulpharenites. 

The chickenwire anhydrite (FORGOTSON 1956 in RILEY 
&. BYRNE 1961) is present as a tightly coalescing 
mosaic of cm- to dm-size pure sulphate nodules 
separated from each other by thin clay partings 
(mosaic anhydri te of RILEY & BYRNE 1961). This 
structure corresponds to the macro cell structure 
of WEST (1964,1965,1979). The nodules are white 
(Plate 4B) or red (Plate 4C). The rose-coloured 
sulphate nodules represent intermediary stages 
between the red and the white types. 

The gypsified nodules are usually red in the shal
low wells, while from the same horizon in the deep 
wells the anhydrite nodules are still white. 
Colouring must in these cases have been a late 
process associated with the passage of meteoric 
waters and consequent hydration of the anhydrite. 
The dissolved oxygen wi thin invasive water also 
probably oxidized and/or hydrated the iron within 
the greenish clays as well as that within the 
anhydri te nodules, colouring both clays and anhy
drite nodules red. 

However, red anhydri te nodules were also observed 
in the deep wells. These were probably coloured 
during early diagenesis under near-surface oxidi
zing conditions (ALVAREZ et ale 1965; GLENNIE 
1970). The grey sulphate nodules incorporate a 
variable content of carbonate material, usually 
dolomite. The bluish sulphate nodules are invariab
ly anhydrite (center of bigger nodule in Plate 5C). 
This colour is the most common natural colour of 
"clean" nearly pure anhydrite rock. 

Single row nodule stringers sometimes resemble 
boudinaged beds that might confuse non-evapori te 
geologi sts. Howev-er, simi lar structures have been 
grown under atmospheric condi tions in laboratory 
experiments by RILEY & BYRNE (1961). 

The grey ragged anhydri te or gypsum nodules often 
grade from isolated small nodules set in a brownish 
carbonate clay matrix into tightly-coalescing gray
ish to brownish nodule aggregates. The nodules are 
smaller and less pure than those of the chickenwire 
anhydrite and have a duller grey colour. They also 
incorporate carbonate and clay material. The gray
ish ndirty" nodule beds are interpreted as paleo
sols (sulphcretes). This sulphate carbonate clay 
assemblage could have been created through mul ti-
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phase growth and dissolution, hydration and dehy
dration of gypsum or anhydri te wi thin carbonate
clay sediments within a soil horizon. 
Isolated white sulphate nodules comprise the third 
subfacies and are present in the basal part of the 
Anhydritgruppe. These are late sulphate nodules 
that developed when highly saline groundwaters 
invaded the calcareni tes, replacing some of the 
carbonate wi th sulphate in the form of isolated 
nodules. 

2. Selenitic sulphate: pseudomorphs of selenitic gyp
sum crystals occurring either as crystal stringers 
or as massive beds. In Plate lA, 1B and Ie mm- to 
cm-size seleni te crystal pseudomorphs are seen to 
have grown in rows on the sediment surface wi th 
upward-oriented re-entrant angles. Locally, these 
selenite crusts develop into small domes created by 
thickening of the seleni te laminae. The seleni te 
pseudomorphs are identifiable in this way because 
of preservation of the original twinned re-entrant 
angles of the gypsum crystals (DRONKERT 1977,1985) 
beneath a layer of carbonate mud. 

Larger selenite pseudomorphs are found in the 
massive sulphate beds near the base of the Muschel
kalk evaporite (Plate 4A). The larger selenite 
pseudomorphs consist of finely-crystalline anhydri
te crystals. Sharp crystal boundaries have develo
ped only when selenite grew in a clay-carbonate mud 
matrix. Massive "selenitic" anhydrite beds show a 
more cloudy nodular structure where chevron outli
nes are vaguely preserved as clay partings. These 
whitish, 1 m thick, anhydrite beds consist of chev
ron-type selenite crystals which in some cases 
bui ld dm-high stacks of twinned seleni tic gypsum 
"stems". In the taller stacks, the individual 
growth lines of the twinned selenite crystals are 
still visible. However, in these marker beds also 
most of the selenite crystals do not exhibit 
lengths greater than their width. Individual beds 
within the meter thick-marker beds are seldom 
thicker than one dm. The beds are covered by 
carbonate-bearing sulphate mUd. 

Similar anhydri tized seleni te crystals have been 
described by BURGESS & HOLLIDAY (1974) from the B
bed of the Permo-Triassic of the Vale of Eden 
(England). PURSER (1980) decribed columnar anhydri
te from Lower Miocene sabkha deposits of Iran. 
These probably had a selenite precursor as well. 

It seems clear from the interbedding of the sulpha
tes with the carbonate beds that depositional 
condi tions were more variable during the Triassic 
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in this area than, for example, during the Late 
Miocene when individual crystals of over 5 m long 
were formed (DRONKERT 1977). Nevertheless, the 
formation of this type of selenitic gypsum is 
typically indicative of subaqueous growth and is 
therefore an important environmental indicator 
(SHEARMAN 1966). 

3. Areni tic sulphate: clastic gypsum grains now pre
sent as anhydrite (Plate lA, 1E, 1G, 2A, 2B, ~E and 
SF). The presence of a granular surface and of 
erosional or ripple structures is diagnostic of 
arenitic sulphates. Individual grain boundaries are 
not visible as all of the sulphate, both the grains 
and the cement, has recrystallized~ Grain size can 
only be estimated if the sulpharenites are inter
mixed wi th carbonate grains: in this case grain 
size ranges from .2 mm to 1mm. Smaller size frac
tions might have existed but can not be proven. 

In any case, enough evidence is present to conclude 
that these sulpharenite beds did originate by 
transport and redeposi tion of sulphate (probably 
gypsum) grains derived from the immediate surroun
dings (ORTI CABO et al. 1985; PRESLEY 1987). 
HARDIE & EUGSTER (1971) and KENDALL (1978) general
ly consider laminated anhydrite as algal bound 
storm deposi ts or direct gypsum precipi tates from 
ponded waters. TRICHET (1963) and ALMENDINGER 
(1971) describe eolian gypsum sand derived from 
modern playa lakes. 

4. Crystal accumulates: anhydrite lath crystals that 
have accumulated horizontally on the bedding plane 
(Plate 9A, 9B and 9C). The anhydrite laths attain a 
length of .05 to .4 mm. They are horizontally to 
subhorizontally oriented on the bedding plane. In 
complete sequences (each .5 to 2 cm thick), normal 
grading is observed from fabrics wi th dense anhy
drite laths into dolomuds having few anhydrite 
laths. Usually, however, these small-scale sequen
ces are amalgamated or incomplete. In the case of 
very dense -accumulates the laths are lost and the 
fabric grades into a felted anhydrite. 

5. Dissolution accumulates: accumulates of minerals 
less soluble than halite, (e.g. anhydrite, carbona
tes and siliciclastics) that were concentrated in 
layers as a result of dissolution of halite incor
porating these minerals as impurities (Plate 3C and 
3E) . 

6. Sulphate rudites: collapse breccias and intraforma
tional conglomerates. The coarse blocky sulphate 
facies is very common and may often be correlated 
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wi th laminated beds in other boreholes. Rudi tes 
with angular clasts (breccias) and more rounded 
clasts (conglomerates) are observed. Most of the 
breccias are collapse breccias ranging from weakly 
broken beds to chaotic zones of sulphate blocks. 
Collapse breccia formation depends upon instability 
as a consequence of partial dissolution of the 
strata. For this reason, the sulphate collapse 
breccias are often associated with halite, although 
dissolution of sulphate alone may also permit 
collapse (Plate 3B and 3H). 
The formation of sulphate intraformational conglo
merates is a surface phenomenon which occurred 
either during heavy storms (Plate 2F) or at channel 
walls because of undercutting (Plate 2H). 
Both the collapse breccias and the intraformational 
conglomerates are often intermixed wi th carbonate 
material. 

7. Sulphate veins: anhydritized early gypsum veins 
(alabastrine anhydrite veins or alabastrized veins) 
(KENDALL 1975, Plate 5B), and late fibrous gypsum 
(satin spar) veins (Plate 5C, SD, 5E and SF). The 
Gipskeuper especially shows a clay-rich upper part 
which is strongly veined with white, thick, and 
often tapering sulphate veins. 
In the deep wells (Schafisheim, Weiach) the sulpha
te veins consist of mostly whi tish (rarely red) 
anhydri te. A very vague fibrous structure can be 
observed in these obliquely cross-cutting veins. 
The veins were probably filled wi th gypsum origi
nally, having developed at a very early stage after 
sediment burial to at least a few meters. Sedimen
tary structures such as desiccation marks are 
sometimes associated with the veins (see also 
ALJUBOURI 1971). Red anhydrite veins are also 
developed in the sulphareni tes. These are mostly 
bedding-parallel and originated in the same fashion 
as early diagenetic veins. 

In the shallow wells fibrous gypsum veins are also 
present; these may be red or translucent and cross
cutting or bedding-parallel (Plate SD and 5E). 
These veins have originated at the time of 
anhydrite hydration. Some veins have a central 
parting as described by RICHARDSON (1920). The 
thickness ratio between the upper and the lower 
part of such veins varies but is generally between 
1 and 3. 

3.1.2.2. Carbonate lithofacies association 

Four main lithofacies associations are recognized each 
with subfacies: 
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1. Homogeneous carbonate mud facies: micrites and do
lomicrites, 

a. structureless finely-crystalline Ca carbonates (mi
crites), 

b. structureless finely-crystalline CaMg carbonates 
(dolomicrites), 

2. Laminated carbonate mud: evenly or irregularly la
minated, undulating to domed micrites and dolomi
crites, 

a. evenly laminated micrites and dolomicrites, 
b. irregular, undulating to domed laminae, sometimes 

with bird~s eyes (including stromatolites (GEBELEIN 
& HOFFMAN 1968,1973; FLUGEL 1977), (Plate 7E and 
7F) ) . 

3. Carbonate arenites: oosparites, oopackstones, pel
sparites and pelmicrites with carbonate, quartz or 
anhydri te cements, and pseudo- areni tes consi sting 
of dolomi te rhombs formed by recrystallization of 
calcite or sulphate precursor grains, 

a. oograinstones and oopackstones wi th carbonate 
(Plate 6A,6B,6Cand 60), quartz, chert (Plate 6E and 
6F) or anhydrite cements (Plate 6G and 6H), 

b. pelsparites and pelmicrites with carbonate, quartz, 
chert or anhydrite cements (Plate 7A and 7B), 

c. shell debris beds (coquinas)(Plate 7C and 7H), 
d. pseudoarenites consisting of neomorphic dolomite 

rhombs recrystallized from calcite or sulphate 
precursor grains (Plate 13C and 130), 

e. pseudo-arenites consisting of neomorphic calcite 
spheruli tes originating from recrystallization of 
calcite or sulphate precursor grains (Plate 9F, 13A 
and 13B), 

4. Carbonate rudites: coarse shell debris, bone beds, 
collapse breccias, (formed by dissolution of carbo
nate or sulphate) and intraformational conglomera
tes (created through erosion of carbonate beds and 
redeposition of eroded clasts). 

a. coarse shell debris, lumachelles, bone beds, 
b. collapse breccia (formed by dissolution of carbona

te or sulphate), 
c. intraformational conglomerates (created through 

erosion of carbonate beds (Plate 3D) and redeposi
tion of eroded clasts (SHINN et al.1969). 
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Clay lithofacies association 

The clay facies association consists of three main 
lithofacies: 

1. Carbonate-poor black clays often rich in organic 
matter, associated with the sulpharenite and the 
seleni te facies (Plate 4A). The black clays were 
probably deposited subaqueously and may never have 
been subjected to oxidizing conditions. The presen
ce of sulphate excludes reducing conditions because 
under those conditions the sulphate would have been 
removed by sulphate-reducing bacteria. Only where 
no sulphate is present wi thin the black clays a 
reducing environment can be postulated. Similar 
black euxinic clays have been reported from the 
Sabkha El Melah (Tunisia) where they were deposited 
in the deepest part of the hypersaline lagoon 
(BUSSON & PERTHUISOT 1977), 

2. Carbonate-rich. dark to liqht brownish-green clays, 
often associated with sulphcretes (Plate 4F). The 
partial oxidation of iron complexes in the clay 
produces a greenish colour. This process could have 
occurred during early diagenesis. Continuous oxidi
zing conditions during deposition of the clays can 
be ruled out as these clays would have turned red 
on oxidation. Changing oxidation/reduction condi
tions caused by fluctuation of the groundwater 
table probably preserved the iron in the lower 
oxidation state. A clay-rich soil environment 
dominated by sulphate-rich groundwater seems a 
likely depositional environment. During near-surfa
ce weathering, as evident from the Bottstein core, 
these greenish-brown clays often alter to red. In 
contrast, the same clays are preserved greenish 
brown in deeper bores, 

3. Carbonate-bearing. red to brownish green clays, 
associated with nodular sulphates (Plate 4D). This 
reddish clay assemblage represents the highest iron 
oxidation state. Depositional conditions of the 
clay must have been ei ther subaerial or wi thin a 
well aerated soil containing oxygen-rich ground-wa
ter. The transformation of the clay has taken place 
during early diagenesis or penecontemporaneous to 
deposition. 

An al ternative explanation for the red colour is 
that hematite was introduced by eolian processes, 
during deposition. It seems unlikely that the iron 
was oxidized later, as this would only have been 
possible on introduction of highly-oxygenated 
groundwater into the clay_ This latter process 
could only have occurred under very near-surface 
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conditions. As there is no evidence for Jurassic to 
Oligocene exposure to a depth where freshly oxyge
nated water could oxidize the evaporitic clays of 
the Triassic, then oxidation during these periods 
may effectively be ruled out. Exposure of the 
studied area during Upper Cretaceous and Eocene did 
not erode enough post Triassic sediments· to in
fluence the oxidation potential of the pore waters 
in the evapori tes. Thick clay sequences, such as 
the Opalinus Ton, effectively sealed the Triassic 
evaporites. 

3.1.2.4. Chloride lithofacies association 

Hali te is the only abundant chloride mineral in thi s 
lithofacies. It occurs only in the Salzschichten of the 
Middle Muschelkalk (BESTEL 1929) . Although hali te is 
very susceptible to dissolution and recrystallization 
many detailed structures are still observed in the 
slabbed cores. The original sedimentary structures and 
the recrystallization structures are discussed below. 

1. Halite laminites: laminated halite beds. Lamina
tion in the Triassic halite is observed as colour 
bands within massive halite beds. Clay particles 
give a brownish to black colour, whereas anhydrite 
produces a whitish to greyish stain. Hematite 
particles colour the hali te red. In the Leuggern 
and Riniken wells hali te lamini tes are virtually 
lacking. In the Schafisheim well hali te lamini tes 
are developed as colour bands. In some of the 
intermediate carbonate layers calcium carbonate 
occurs. Similar occurrence of calcium carbonate but 
in the form of aragonite is described from the deep 
(300m) northern basin of the Dead Sea (NEEV & EMERY 
1967), 

2. Colour-banded halite: layered halite beds. Colour
banded hali te beds are present in Leuggern and 
Schafisheim. This type of halite develops in analo
gy to the laminated halite but here the influx of 
terrigenous material is gradual during the process 
of halite precipiation, 

3. Massive cloudy halite: homogeneous halite beds. 
Massive, cloudy halite beds are present in Leuggern 
and Schafisheim. Recrystallization of massive 
halite leaves a heterogeneous fluid and gas inclu
sion pattern that displays a cloudy appearance. 
Non-laminated or layered halite was described from 
the Sabkha EI Melah (Tunisia) by BUSSON & PERTHUI
SOT (1977), 

4. Halite rudites: coarse blocky halite breccias and 
conglomerates. Thi sis very common Ii tho logy in 
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the NAGRA salt cores. Angular blocks from cm to dm 
size appear in black, brown, red, beige and trans
parent shades with all variations in between. 
Sometimes the fragments have been rounded. The 
breccias have probably developed by collapse of 
overlying halite beds, 

5. Mixed halite rudites: coarse blocky halite breccias 
and conglomerates with anhydrite or dolomite compo
nents. This is the predominant halite facies in the 
cores. However, in most cases halite is only pre
sent as matrix or cement between the sulphate and 
carbonate blocks. If halite fragments have existed 
fs in many cases not obvious. When halite fragments 
are present they have usually been rounded much 
more than the anhydrite or dolomite blocks. In most 
cases the breccias can be considered as collapse 
breccias, 

6. Transparent halite: translucent recrystallized ha
lite cubes. Transparent halite is observed in dis
solution cavi ties where it crystallized protected 
from open brine conditions, 

7. Clay-rich halite: halite beds containing darker 
clay material. In the event of strong terrigenous 
influx halite is dissolved and clay will be deposi
ted. If the upper part of the clay layer does 
contain anhydrite then the clay layer was probably 
a primary deposit. Otherwise secondary dissolution 
is responsible for redistribution of the clay. Some 
red halite beds exist where nearly idiotopic halite 
is surrounded by envelopes or a matrix of red fine 
grained material (clay/dolomite). The halite has 
grown intersti tially in this probably terrestrial 
bed. Similar enveloped red hali tes are described 
from the Upper Permian in Yorkshire by SMITH 
(1971). 

Hali te from modern environments is often very porous 
and shows typical crystal habits such as chevron bed
ding, hopper crystals, crystals rafts (SHEARMAN 1970), 
salt biscuits (MULLER & IRION 1969). 

Other lithologies 

In addi tion to the main Ii thofacies, several minor 
lithologies are variously interbedded: 

1 . Chert bands or layers replacing sulphate nodules 
(Plate SF, SG and SH). Chert replaces sulphate 
nodules in the transition zone between the sulpha
te- and the carbonate environment. This is the case 
in the "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" (Fig. 5 and 6) 
where stromatoli tes are also associated wi th the 
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sulphate nodule beds, 

2. Chert-replacing carbonate beds. Replacement of 
ooids by chert is common in the transi tion zone 
from hypersaline to normal marine as represented in 
the "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" (Plate 6E, 6F, 6G 
and 6H). Replacement of micri tes (and of algal 
micrites in stromatolites) also occurs at the same 
horizon. The chert often fills bird's eye vugs 
(Plate 7E) but also replaces micrite matrix (Plate 
7F) , 

3. Siliciclastic sand- and siltstones wi th grains of 
quartz, plagioclase, feldspar. Quartz overgrowths 
are common. The grains are usually set in a carbo
nate matrix or cemented by sulphate or carbonate, 

4. Phosphatic bone beds, containing common fish teeth 
and scales together with rare bone fragments, all 
set in a coarse carbonate matrix (Plate 12F), 

5. Sphalerite crystal stringers in carbonate and 
sulphate beds, 

6. Pyrite concentrations in carbonate or sulphate beds 
(Plate 12E), 

7. Fluorite in carbonate and beds of replaced sulpha
te. Fluori te in carbonate beds is pseudomorphic 
after sulphate, replacing anhydri te crystals and 
nodules (Plate 12G and 12H). In sulphate beds 
fluorite is concentrated during replacement of 
sulphate by carbonate or quartz (Plate 13E, 13F, 
13G, 13H, 14A, 14B, 14C and 14D). Fluorine is a 
normal consti tuent of gypsum and anhydri te from 
recent environments (DRONKERT 1985). It occurs as 
fluori te inclusions or as fluorine ions in brine 
inclusions. Recrystallization of the sulphate 
mobilizes the fluorine which is precipi tated as 
fluorite. 

Microfacies 

Numerous thin sections of the sulphate-, carbonate- and 
quartz-Ii thofacies were examined under the polarizing 
microscope. Thin sections of the chloride facies were 
not available. Most thin sections contain sulphates and 
carbonates. Significant amounts of clay and very minor 
amounts of coarser siliciclastics are present. Fossils 
or traces of fossils are rare. Opaques, such as pyrite, 
hematite, limonite and sphalerite occur more commonly. 
Fluorite, apatite and other phosphates are also quite 
common at certain horizons. The sulphate, carbonate and 
quartz microfacies represent the main mineral groups in 
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the rocks studied. Subsidiary minerals have been grou
ped together under "other minerals". A detailed des
cription of the various microfacies is given below. 

3.1.3.1. Sulphate microfacies group 

The sulphate microfacies group comprises the anhydrite
and gypsum microfacies (nomenclature based on GOLDMAN 
(1925,1950), MAIKLEM et al.(1969) and DRONKERT(1985»: 

3.1.3.2. Anhydrite microfacies: 

a. Blocky anhydrite: Blocky anhydrite appears in 
sulphate nodules as crystals .2 to 1 mm in modal 
size. The crystals have compromise boundaries while 
the nodules themselves are separated by clay or 
carbonate partings. Blocky anhydrite is indicative 
of slow growth. It develops as void filling cement 
(void filling anhydrite of MURRAY 1964) or as deep 
burial replacement of anhydri te or gypsum (Plate 
8A, 8E and 8G), 

b. Blocky anhydrite with dolomite: Some of the blocky 
anhydrite appearing in sulphate nodules as crystals 
of .2 to 1 mm in modal size (as in (a) above) also 
encloses dolomite rhombs. Whilst non-idiotopic 
dolomite might be relics left after pervasive 
carbonate replacement by sulphate, idiotopic dolo
mite rhombs postdate the sulphate and usually 
reflect partial replacement of the anhydri te (re
placement anhydri te of MURRAY 1964) (Plate lOA, 
lOB, lOC, lOD, 10E, lOF, l3C and 13D), 

c. Blocky anhydrite pseudomorphs: Blocky anhydrite 
often occurs as pseudomorphs after gypsum crystals 
(see also BURGESS & HOLLIDAY 1974). Two types of 
pseudomorphs are recognized: lenticular or discoid 
pseudomorphs (indicative for gypsum that has grown 
wi thin carbonate or siliciclastic sediments under 
the influence of organic acids (CODY 1976» (Plate 
7D), and chevron-type pseudomorphs (indicative for 
selenitic gypsum crystals that have grown sub
aqueously at the sediment water interface (Plate 
8E, 8F, 8G and 8H). 
CLARK & SHEARMAN (1980) described double-bladed 
axe-head shaped anhydrite crystals that mimic 
lenticular gypsum. These crystals are usually found 
in limestones as calcite replacements, 

d. Aphanitic anhydrite: Aphanitic anhydrite appears in 
sulphate nodules as very finely-crystalline to mi
cro-crystalline anhydrite crystals. Crystal bounda
ries are difficul t to recognize but the crystal 
forms are definitely not euhedral. Mixing with 
other minerals is rare but does occur (Plate 8B), 
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e. Aphanitic anhydrite with fibrous rims: As in (c) 
but in this case the nodules have a fibrous rim. 
The fibers are oriented radiaxially (e. g. perpen
dicular to the nodule core) and it can be deduced 
from this the rims post-dated the formation of the 
aphanitic anhydrite (Plate 8B), 

f. Felted anhydrite: Felted anhydrite occurs in sul
phate nodules as small interlocking lath-shaped 
crystals of randomly-oriented anhydri te (Plate 8E 
and 8F). The anhydrite laths are often stubby and 
rather short and may grade into fine blocky 
anhydrite, 

g. Fibrous anhydrite: Fibrous anhydrite occurs as rims 
of sulphate nodules or as veins. Both types are 
secondary growth forms with fibers oriented centri
petally away from the wall of the surrounding 
sediment. The vein-type fibrous anhydrite is a 
replacement of fibrous gypsum veins (Plate 8B), 

h. Fibrous anhydrite parallel to wall: Thi s type of 
fibrous anhydrite occurs as rims of sulphate nodu
les or anhydrite masses. The anhydrite fibers are 
oriented tangentially to the wall of the surroun
ding sediment (Plate 14A and 14B), 

i . Lath-type anhydrite: A later growth of anhydri te 
laths is observed on the margins of some sulphate 
nodules (Plate 8e and aD). This only occurs when a 
relatively abundant carbonate-clay matrix was 
avai lable to host the growth of the laths. The 
growth and replacement process must have ceased at 
an early stage; otherwise the laths would not have 
been preserved as individual crystals. BURGESS &: 
HOLLIDAY (1974) describe a lath-type anhydrite that 
is a variety of the blocky anhydri te described 
here, 

j. Fibrous anhydrite sheaves: Anhydrite fibers orien
ted in converging bundles that are called anhydrite 
sheaves. These sheaves (.1 to 1 mm) often occur in 
the center. of sulphate nodules or wi thin larger 
anhydrite masses. More rarely, a transition can be 
observed from laths protruding from anhydrite 
nodules to isolated sheaves of anhydrite laths set 
in a carbonate-clay matrix. Both types are secon
dary growth forms. A third sheaf-type anhydrite is 
developed when gypsum is heated and starts to 
dehydrate. This happens very often during the 
preparation of gypsum thin sections unless precau
tions are taken to avoid heating, 

k. Anhydrite lath accumulates: Anhydrite lath accumu
lates are found in a dolomicrite/clay matrix where 
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they have a horizontal to subhorizontal orientation 
(Plate 9A, 9B and 9C). Grading from a dense lath 
texture below to a pure matrix above is commonly 
observed. This mechanical accumulation is explained 
by the formation of anhydrite crystals near to or 
at the brine surface followed by "mechanical" 
precipitation (sedimentation) of the anhydrite 
laths in the existing carbonate clay mud, 

3.1.3.3. Gypsum microfacies: 

a. Alabastrine gypsum: Alabastrine gypsum consists of 
finely-crystalline gypsum. The crystals show undu
lose extinction, vague crystal boundaries and a 
equidimensional to elongate anhedral habit. Alaba
strine gypsum is always a secondary phase gypsum 
replacing anhydrite or gypsum (GOLDMAN 1925, 1950, 
1958; OGNIBEN 1955, 1957). In most cases the origi
nal sediments were supratidal sulphate nodules 
consi sting ei ther of gypsum or of anhydri te. In 
other cases alabastrine gypsum originates during 
progressive uncovering of anhydrite or gypsum. This 
process is mostly confined to karst zones or pipes 
(Plate 9E, 15C, lSD, 15E and 15F), 

Very sparse hydration, probably at an early stage 
of telogenesis resul ts in disseminated porphyro
blastic gypsum within massive anhydrite. Bulk 
hydration of the anhydrite creates finely-crystal
line alabastrine gypsum (DRONKERT 1985). 

b. Fibrous satin spar veins: Most gypsum veins have a 
satin lustre caused by the presence of many indivi
dual twinned fibers within the vein. This explains 
the name satin spar. The long fibres wi thin the 
crystallites have a perpendicular alignment orien
ted away from the attachment surface. The fibers 
have elongate, sharp to diffuse crystal contacts, 
and often display undulose extinction. Sinusoidal 
or s-di storti on is common and is the resul t of 
differential movement of the fracture walls. Inclu
sions of foreign material (such as chips from the 
vein sides) are common, but the satin spar itself 
is usually very crisp and pure (Plate 9D, 9E, 15A 
and 15B), 

Hydration of anhydrite to gypsum effectuates a 
volume increase of max. 64%. Therefore, hydraulic 
fracturing of the sulphates is probably the cause 
of fracture formation (SHEARMAN et al. 1972). The 
gypsification process itself causes self-healing of 
fractures and microfractures under the inferred 
conditions of restricted fracturing and limited 
water movement (BATH et al. 1985), 
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c. Lenticular gypsum: Lenticular habi t is typical of 
gypsum formed within the sediment. In the Triassic 
evapori tes it is only recorded as voids, or as 
anhydrite, carbonate, or fluorite replacements. The 
crystal size varies £rom .05 mm to several cm 
(Plate 7B, 7D, 11C, lID and 11F), 

d. Selenitic gypsum: Selenitic gypsum is only recorded 
as anhydrite or carbonate replacements. Primary 
seleni te is a typical subaqueous type of gypsum 
(DRONKERT 1985). However, large crystals of seleni
tic gypsum may also occur in open veins where no 
Ii thostatic pressure is imposed on the gypsum as 
occurs during the latest phases of uncovering 
(Plate 8E, BF, 8G and BH). The formation of porphy
roblasts or crystalloblasts also occurs during 
exhumation. These blasts can attain the size of and 
look like selenite crystals (GOLDMAN 195B), 

e. Gypareni tes: There are no true gypareni te occur
rences. Primary gypareni tes as described by 
OGNIBEN (1955) and DRONKERT (1985) have all been 
replaced by blocky anhydrite, by felted anhydrite 
or by coarse crystalline carbonates of various 
types, or in the case of the shallow wells by 
gypsified anhydrite (base Plate BE). 

3.1.3.4. Carbonate microfacies group 

The carbonate microfacies group consi sts of micri te, 
dolomicrite, pelsparite, pelmicrite, oosparite, oopack
stones, bird's eye micrites, radial (spherulitic) cal
cites, dolomite rhombs, coarse dolomite crystals repla
cing anhydrite, dolomite pore-lining cements and calci
te fracture-fills (nomenclature based on DUNHAM 1962; 
FOLK 1959,1962). 

a. Micrite. Micrite is the most common form of carbo
nate occurring within the evaporite series. It 
occurs as dominantly dolomitized micrite or as 
dolomicri te. However, most micri te displays some 
crystal enlargement; this probably took place 
during or after dolomitization (BATHURST 1976). 
Dolomicrite is common as a constituent of mud chips 
(Plate 6A and 6B) and as pellets (Plate 7B). It 
also occurs as packstone matrix (Plate 6C), on the 
floors of sheltered pores, as cores of ooids, or as 
particle envelopes (Plate 7A). Dolomicrite is also 
intermixed wi th clay to form the matrix between 
evaporite nodules (Plate 8B, 8C, IDA, lID and 11F). 
Most of the stromatoli tes consist of dolomicri te 
(Plate 7E and 7F) (FLUGEL 1978). Less frequent is 
the occurrence of aragonitic micrite within the 
halite sequence, 
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b. Bird's eye micrites. In Plate 7E anastomosing vugs 
"fenestrae" are filled with chert. This vug system 
was probably part of a gas vent system wi thin a 
stromatolite, 

c. Cement A. The first aragoni tic "A cement" or dog 
tooth's cement has been dolomitized in most of the 
studied thin sections. In Plates 6E,F,G and H the 
relics of this cement phase are visible as small, 
coarse grained coatings of dolomite rhombs. Subse
quent pore filling carbonate cement has been sili
cified, 

d. Meniscus cements. Plate 6E shows the presence of 
carbonate meniscus cements between the ooid partic
les. This early cement is a vadose phase and is 
indicative of early diagenesis in the vadose zone, 
possibly during subaerial exposure of the sediment. 
The cement has been subsequently dolomitized, 

e. Sparites. Oosparites and pelsparites are rare, but 
are present in the "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" 
(Plate 6A, 6B and 7B) and in the upper part of the 
Sulfatschichten. Spari te occurs wi thin carbonate
rich beds of the evapori te series as a blocky, 
second generation cement and as fracture filling 
cement (Plate 6B). Sparite also fills cracks in 
shrunken ooids (Plate 6B), 

f. Calcite replacement of anhydrite. Calcite replaces 
anhydrite in sulphate nodules in the form of coarse 
anhedral crystals (Plate 13G, 13H, 14A, 14B, 14C, 
14D). The calci te- anhydri te replacement postdates 
the dehydration of gypsum to anhydrite. The calcite 
probably formed as result of the reduction of the 
sulphate from the anhydrite. The calcite postdates 
the replacement of anhydri te by mega-quartz but 
developed prior to its replacement by chalcedony, 

g. Dolomite replacement of anhydrite. Dolomite repla
ces anhydri te in sulphate nodules in the form of 
coarse anhedral crystals (Plate 9G, lOA, lOB, laC, 
laD, 10E, 10F, llG, 11H,). The dolomite-anhydrite 
replacement postdates the dehydration of gypsum to 
anhydrite. This dolomite postdates the replacement 
of anhydrite by mega-quartz but obviously developed 
prior to the replacement of dolomite by chalcedo
ny, 

h. Neomo~hic rhombic dolomite crystals. Rhombic dolo
mite crystals .05 to .3 mm in size grow as new cry
stals within the carbonate containing clay matrix 
of the anhydrite nodules. No displacive growth is 
observed. These idiotopic crystals do not displace 
former structures, but rather grow right through 
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-the matrix or particles present. The neomorphic 
dolomi te crystals also occur wi thin the anhydri te 
nodules. The dolomi te rhombs are often zoned and 
have turbid cores (Plate 13C and 13D). They develo
ped during the remobilization of tiny carbonate 
micrite crystals during deeper burial, 

i. Porelining dolomite cements. Dolomi te occurs as 
porelining cement in late secondary pores (Plate 
14E, 14F, 14G and 14H), 

j. Spherulitic radial calcite crystals. Calcite crys
tals occur in unusual, almost spherulitic or sheaf
like arrangement in some parts of the Keuper evapo
ri te series. When present in a clay or anhydri te 
matrix, these crystals appear to be twinned. Even 
in the presence of anhydrite these crystals are not 
dolomi tized. The circumstances of their formation 
are not very well understood. Probably high sulpha
te content and a low Mg/Ca ratio in the groundwater 
brine prevented the formation of dolomite and 
promoted calcite formation during bacterial sulpha
te decay. The shape of some of these radial calcite 
twins is somewhat reminiscent of bacterially built 
Microcodium plates (Plate 9F, 13A and 13B), 

k. Calcite open fracture lining. The formation of cal
ci te also took place in open fractures that were 
probably associated with the latest uncovering 
phase. 

3.1.3.5. Quartz microfacies group 

The quartz microfacies group consists of various types 
of chert, quartz and chalcedony: 

a. Chert replacement of micrite. This is common in the 
"Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" . Microcrystalline 
chert crystals are dispersed throughout the origi
nal micrite. The chert is crystalline and not 
amorphous opaline, but this reflects the age of the 
rock rather than conditions of the formation. 
Boundaries between the chert and the micri te are 
diffuse and poorly defined (Plate 7E, 7F, 11A, lIB 
and 12A). 

b. Chert fill of bird's eyes/fenestrae. Chert fills 
vugs within the micrite. These fenestrae were 
probably gas-filled during early deposition. This 
chert has a small crystal size but is not amorphous 
isotropic (Plate 7E). Silica was probably precipi
tated as an opaline gel before the crystallization 
of anhydrite or carbonate cements. 

c. Chert replacing ooids. In some ooid beds, the ooid 
core or some of the accreted layers of the ooid are 
replaced by finely-crystalline chert. Replacement 
was a very early diagenetic process and occurred 
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simultaneous with or just after the replacement of 
part of the ooid shells by clay minerals. Early 
vadose cements in the oolites are not affected by 
this silicification (Plate 6E, 6F, 6G and 6H). 

d. Mega-quartz cement in carbonate grainstones. Mosaic 
equant mega-quartz (isometric quartz of ARBEY 1980) 
is often observed as a blocky cement in oograin
stones. Per defini tion, mega-quartz crystals are 
larger than 20 microns (ARBEY 1980). This type of 
cement does not incorporate any relic minerals. 
However, it does occur together with anhydrite 
cement which itself seems to have been replaced by 
mega-quartz (Plate 6G). 

e. Mega-quartz cements as quartz overgrowth. Quartz 
grains are very scarce, but show at least one phase 
of quartz overgrowth. There are two possibili ties 
for the origin of these overgrowth; they could be 
relic overgrowths developed prior to erosion and 
redeposition of recycled quartz grains or could be 
overgrowths which originated during diagenesis of 
the Triassic evaporites. The fact that quartz 
cement was available during this diagenetic history 
supports the hypothesis of in-situ overgrowth. 

f. Mega-quartz replacing anhydrite. Mega-quartz lo
cally replaces anhydrite within anhydrite nodules. 
Various stages of replacement can be observed. 
Early stages show only minor growth of quartz along 
anhydrite cleavage planes (Plate 9G); well-develo
ped stages show the development of nearly perfect 
prismatic idiotopic quartz crystals (isometric 
mega-quartz "en puzzle" of ARBEY 1980). Relics of 
anhydrite laths are preserved in most mega-quartz
crystals, but pseudomorphs after gypsum were not 
observed within these crystals. Therefore the mega
quartz must have grown after dehydration of gypsum 
to anhydrite. In several cases, all the anhydrite 
of anhydri te nodules is replaced by mega-quartz 
(Plate 10E, 10F, 11e, lID and lIE). Most replace
ments are associated with the presence of isolated 
sulphate nodules preserved in micri tic carbonate 
matrices. In the case of beds where sulphate domi
nates mega-quartz is present (but rare) and does 
occur as large idiotopic quartz crystals. 

Idiotopic bipyramidal quartz crystals have been 
recorded from the Triassic and Permian allover the 
world and are generally considered as calcium-sul
phate replacements (GRIMM 1962; Jacintos de Compo
stela of GALVAN et al. 1963). 

g. Mega-quartz replacement of gypsum pseudomorphs. A 
lenticular pseudomorph after gypsum is observed in 
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Plate 11F ~ now filled wi th quartz. Al though the 
pseudomorph shows typical gypsum form in this (and 
most other) case, it must be assumed that the mega
quartz replaced anhydrite and not gypsum. This as
sumption is based on two facts: 1. If gypsum pseu
domorphs are found that contain calcium sulphate 
this invariably is anhydrite. 2. Quartz microfacies 
association "f" already shows various stages of 
anhydri te replacement by mega-quartz. Both gypsum 
pseudomorphs and anhydri te were replaced by the 
same type of mosaic equant mega-quartz, presumably 
during the same replacement stage. Therefore ~ the 
anhydrite had previously replaced (dehydrated) the 
gypsum. 

h. Mega-quartz filling open pore space. In several 
cases ~ mega-quartz is observed as large crystals 
growing from the walls towards the center of the 
pores. In many instances the original pore center 
is still a void. In most cases, the pore itself 
represents a dissolved sulphate nodule. Anhydri te 
relics are still occasionally present wi thin the 
mega-quartz ~ suggesting that the final pore space 
was created by dissolution of the remaining 
anhydrite (Plate lOG and 10H). In other cases the 
quartz crystals do not show any traces of relic 
anhydri te or of anhydri te cleavage traces wi thin 
their fabric. Thus, quartz grew after dissolution 
of the anhydrite; and secondary porosity was 
created before the growth of the mega-quartz (Plate 
12B~ 12C and 12D). 

i. Chalcedony replacing carbonate. Chalcedony replaces 
dolomite and calcite that has formerly replaced the 
anhydrite of sulphate nodules (Plate 13G, 13H, 14A~ 
14B, 14C, 14D, 14G and 14H). The hemispherical 
cauliflower-like chalcedony growth still incorpora
tes fragments of the bounding dolomite at its 
margins (Plate 11H, 14E and 14F). Most chalcedony 
has grown as radial-fibrous twinned crystals show
ing wavy extinction. Length-slow, length fast and 
zebraic chalcedony (ARBEY 1980) have all been 
observed. The chalcedony is often present in . the 
silicified parts of the "Dolomit der Anhydritgrup
pe" but rare in other parts of the evapori te se
ries. Chalcedony shows a beige-brown luminescence 
colour (Plate 13H, 14B, 14D, 14F, 14H) which 
clearly distinguishes it from the bright to dark 
blue luminescing mega-quartz (Plate 15B). 

h. Quartz-arenite and quartz-wacke in rare sandstones 
and siltstones. Silt-grade quartz material is 
rarely found wi thin the sulphate beds. Increased 
detri tal influx wi th mainly plutonic quartz and 
feldspar was only recorded in the upper part of the 
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Both water transport (sheet-floods) 
transport (BELLAIR 1958) could have 
siliciclastics into the evaporite 

Various other authigenic minerals also occur as repla
cements; these include fluori te, sphaleri te, pyri te, 
phosphate and halite. 
a. Fluorite. Fluorite is common in sulphate beds or in 

replaced sulphate beds, being present as small 
isotropic crystals with partly cubical outlines 
(IDE and 10F). When examined under the cathodo
luminescence microscope it luminesces bright blue 
(Plate 13F, 13H, 14B, 14D and 14F). Usuailly the 
fluorite has crystallized within the circumference 
of the original sulphate mineral (7G). Only in rare 
cases does fluorite fill entire former ,sulphate 
nodules (Plate 12G and 12H 299, 301). The fluorite 
was redistributed after dissolution of the sulphate 
in which is was incorporated as crystal inclu
sions. 

b. Sphalerite. Sphalerite is present in some carbonate 
horizons. However, it is generally rare in the 
evaporites of the northern Swiss cores. Sphalerite 
crystals are usually developed as stringers of 
idiotopic to hypidiotopic crystals with many voids 
in which dolomite is still preserved. The crystals 
are often associated with stromatolitic carbonates 
and particularly with certain organic-rich horizons 
therein (RENFRO 1974). Ore beds are well known from 
the German and Swiss Triassic (HOFMANN 1979). KUHN 
(1976) describes Cu-Pb-Zn bearing carbonate 
horizons from the Triassic of the Thuringian Basin. 
The ore beds are mostly associated wi th skeletal 
fossil components. The "Bleiglanzbank" of the lower 
Gipskeuper contains Pb-Zn-Ba minerals (Galena, 
Sphalerite, Barite) and organic phosphate within a 
clay-rich dolomite. The mineralizing ions could 
have been derived by reworking of sediments from 
the Paleozoic continent. All mentioned mineraliza
tions reflect a low-temperature sedimentary genesis 
depending on lowering of the Eh in a lithological
facial boundary zone. KUHN (1976) explained the ore 
formation by changes in reducing-oxidizing condi
tions of the depositional environment that resulted 
from marine incursion in the lagoon. 

c. Pyrite. Pyrite is associated both with carbonates 
and with sulphates. Within carbonate beds, pyrite 
is present as small framboidal crystal agglomera
tes; within sulphate beds it usually has a cubic or 
rectangular crystal form. Pyrite is common in 
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silicified or dolomi tized sulphate beds, whereas 
in sulphate-rich beds it is rather rare. This is 
because pyrite is generated through bacterial 
reduction of the sulphate; thus pyrite occurs 
preferentially in beds where the sulphate has been 
subject to diagenetic alteration. Pyrite generation 
is also promoted by binding of Fe present in the 
intra- and inter-nodular clays wi th the sulphur 
ions liberated during diagenetic silicification or 
dolomitization (BERNER 1985) (Plate 12E). 

d. Phosphate is present in the form of fish scales and 
bones (Plate 12F). Authigenic apatite is rare. 

e. Halite occurs in the cores in many different hab
its. It occurs only in the "Salzschichten" of the 
Middle Muschelkalk. 

Lithostratigraphy of the Triassic evaporites 

The cored evaporites have been subdivided according to 
the usual Triassic subdivision described in the NAGRA 
geological reports. Two main evaporite series are 
recognized: the evaporites of the Gipskeuper occurring 
within the Keuper (Upper Triassic) and the evaporites 
of the "Anhydri tgruppe" occurring wi thin the Muschel
kalk (Middle Triassic). In the following section these 
two evaporite series are treated separately. The series 
are subdivided into units, each of which reflects 
horizons correlatable between the different boreholes. 
The various sedimentary sequences are presented at the 
end of this subchapter. 

Keuper 

The Keuper in Northern Swi tzerland consists of eight 
formations, of which only the Gipskeuper and its bound
ing formations will be treated here. 

The Keuper Formations are from top to bottom: 

1. Knollenmergel 
2. Stubensandstein 
3. Obere bunte Mergel 
4. Gansinger Dolomit 
5. Untere bunte Mergel 
6. Schilfsandstein 
7. Gipskeuper 
8. Lettenkohle 

Gipskeuper 

The first completely cored Gipskeuper, from the Beznau 
well, was described in 1984 (NTB 84-34). Other descrip-
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tions were published: B6ttstein (PETERS et ale 1986,NTB 
85-02); Riniken (MATTER et ale 1987b); Weiach (MATTER 
et ale 1988a, NTB 86-01) and Schafisheim (MATTER et ale 
1988b, NTB 86-03). 
No complete profiles were known from surface outcrops 
or from other cores (HAUBER 1971). The Gipskeuper 
averages 100 m thickness in the unfolded Jura «80 m 
BRAENDLIN 1911; 100 m HERZOG 1956; 130 m HAUBER 1960; 
60-80 m BARTHOLET 1964), while in the folded Jura it 
averages 60-85 m (GOLDSCHMID 1965). In the G6ttingen 
region the Gipskeuper reaches 180m thickness (ECHLE 
1961). At the surface the Gipskeuper is expressed as 
valleys and marshland and consists of clayey gypsum 
(BARTHOLET 1964). Fr.om evidence provided by rai 1 way 
tunnels, wells and mines it has long been known that 
anhydrite was present (GOLDSCHMID 1965). The best 
sedimentological description of the North Swiss 
Gipskeuper available is the work of PRASAD (1974) on 
the Keuper of the Belchen motorway tunnel. 

Formation boundaries 

The upper boundary of the Gipskeuper lies above a 
series of blackish and greenish clays with red sulphate 
nodules. This series is capped by a Ii thified light 
grey dolomitic marl layer that marks the onset of the 
Schilfsandstein. The Schilfsandstein, lying on top of 
the Gipskeuper, consists of sandstones, siltstones and 
clays containing abundant organic material. The deposi
tional environment was ascribed to a delta facies by 
WURSTER (1964) and HELING & WURSTER (1971), who sugges
ted that normal marine to brackish, if not fresh water 
prevailed. According to PETERS et ale (1986), Schilf
sandstein of the Swiss Jura is entirely fluviatile in 
origin. 

On a larger scale this transition of the Gipskeuper to 
the Schilfsandstein is a gradual one and does not 
appear to represent a strong break in the depositional 
environment. Only the salini ty of surface water and 
groundwaters changed significantly, suffering a marked 
decrease during the time of deposition. 

Desiccation cracks and' intraformational conglomerates 
are common in the lower few meters of the Schilfsand
stein. In the very lowest part some gypsum nodules, 
locally replaced by chert, and authigenic quartz are 
all present. 

The Gipskeuper/Schilfsandstein boundary coincides with 
a change in clay-mineralogy. Corrensi te, the typical 
Triassic clay mineral that accompanies the Triassic 
evaporites is absent above the boundary (PETERS et ale 
1986) . 
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The lower boundary of the Gipskeuper is marked by a 
pronounced change in colour from light grey dolomites 
of the Lettenkohle to the dark brown dolomites of the 
Gipskeuper. Phosphates and clay are also much less 
frequent in the Gipskeuper. 

Lithological units 

The Gipskeuper consists of carbonates, clays and sul
phates occurring in a wide variety of appearances and 
mixtures (Fig. 4). Calcite is rare but present close to 
the aquifers which are found both above and below the 
Gipskeuper. The prevalent carbonate is dolomite, accom
panied by less important amounts of siderite and anke
rite. Clay minerals are present as illite and corrensi
te, with minor amounts of chlorite. Sulphate minerals 
occur in the form of anhydrite, gypsum and celestite. 
However, gypsum is present only in the shallow wells 
and close to the overlying and underlying aquifers. 

The core correlation of the Gipskeuper is remarkably 
consistent and the geophysical resistance- and gamma 
ray-logs of different wells are in great detail syn
chronous (Fig. 7). This in contrast to what was expec
ted from outcrop data. It is known from surface out
crops that individual beds can not be followed for long 
distances and therefore layer correlation between cores 
was not to be expected (BRAENDLIN 1911, p.94). 

The six fold subdivision first p~oposed for the Gips
keuper of the B6ttstein well (NTB 85-01), will also be 
used (with slight amendment) in this report. The amend
ments were necessary because in the B6ttstein well the 
Gipskeuper lies within 100 m of the surface and gypsi
fication has changed the Ii thology to such a degree 
that the existing Ii thological subdivision could not 
easily be applied to the other wells without some 
modification. To avoid working with different subdivi
sions the Weiach well has been taken as the standard 
well section for the Gipskeuper evaporites. This 
brought only slight changes in the unit boundaries of 
the B6ttstein well but the unit names had to be altered 
for use in all the wells. Because not all the boreholes 
were described by the same author different subdi
visions have been used. This report uses the following 
scheme (Fig. 3). 

Lithological subdivision of the Gipskeuper (from top to 
bottom) : 
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I. A. Anhydrite nodules and clay 
(Tone mit Anhydritknollen) 

I. B. Anhydrite nodules clay/siltstones 
(Tone mit Anhydritknollen) 

II. Heavily veined sulphcretes 
(Zyklische Serie) 

III.A. Banded nodular sulphates with 
clay and dolomite beds 
(Feingeschichtete Serie aus 
Tonen und Anhydritlagen) 

III.B. Clay. anhydrite nodules and 
banded sulpharenites 
(Feingeschichtete Serie aus 
Tonen und Anhydritlagen) 

III.C. Banded su1pharenites with 
stringers of red nodules 
(Feingeschichtete Serie aus 
Tonen und Anhydritlagen) 

IV. Banded. massive sulpharenites 
(Gebanderter massiger Anhydrit) 

V. Banded sulpharenites with 
dolomite and clay 
(Dolomit/Anhydrit Wechsellagerung) 

BOE 
10.67 

7.63 

BEZ 
14.67 

10.05 

WEI 
14.20 

6.75 

RIN 
15.20 

11.00 

SHA 
10.35 

6.10 

19.60 18.83 20.40 21.00 17.50 

10.00 29.88 10.60 12.00 16.50 

12.35 8.10 13.00 7.30 

3.85 3.74 3.00 2.55 

7.50 8.00 7.29 9.00 10.26 

4.12 3.96 3.45 2.90 2.39 

(The existing or equivalent German names for the litho
logical units are placed between parentheses; figures 
indicate the total thickness of the unit). 

The first unit (I) consists of 2 subunits each easily 
distinguishable on the basis of their lithological 
composition as expressed in detail in the geophysical 
logs. Subunit 1A is more clay-rich while subunit 1B is 
characterized by a predominance of quartz in the 
siliciclastics. 

I. A. Anhydrite nodules and clay (10-15 m) 

At Bottstein, this subunit is gypsified and was termed 
there "Anhydrite mit Gips". The unit consists of about 
10 regressive cycles of dolomite/sulphate and clay. The 
sulphate is developed as anhydrite nodules (gypsum in 
the Bottstein well) or as alabastrine anhydrite veins. 
There are various types of nodules. White, or sometimes 
pink, or red nodules are relatively large (1-10 cm) and 
occur either isolated or in beds, forming the typical 
"chickenwire" mosaic (Plate 4C). Grayishjblack anhydri
te nodules are often smaller (rom-cm) and occur in bands 
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or in dense grey massive horizons. The basal part of 
the horizons shows clear grading from a relatively few 
to abundant, densely packed nodules. The clay-rich 
horizons in particular are cleaved obliquely or hori
zontally with veins consisting of alabastrine anhydri
te, usually clear white or pinkish in colour. Diffuse 
fibrous (radiaxial, wall perpendicular) texture is 
visible but these veins mostly have a weakly nodular 
appearance. 

The clay is usually poorly recovered in drilling, and 
even when better recovered no structure is visible. 
However, sedimentological structures are visible in 
marly clay or clay-rich dolomites. Horizontal banding, 
intraformational conglomerates, rip up structures, 
broken beds, desiccation cracks, cross-bedding and 
convolute bedding are all present. 

In these dark doloarenitic beds only scattered anhydri
te veins are present and these are, without exception 
pinkish. Therefore the doloarenites must have been well 
oxygenated even until after the formation of the veins 
and their transformation from gypsum to anhydrite. 

The dolomite grains are idiotopic rhombs but often they 
are elongated, twinned and rounded. Most of the grains 
are zoned and have a turbid core. 

The middle part of the subuni t (I A) has a predomi
nantly brown/pinkish dolomite matrix with (mm-cm) 
nodules of carbonate and isolated white anhydrite 
nodules. 

The basal part of subunit I A consists of poorly reco
vered dark green to blackish clay beds and grayish, 
irregularly banded anhydrite horizons. Red or pinkish 
colours are rare, while white chickenwire anhydrite is 
restricted to the central parts of the grey nodule 
bands. ' 

I.B. Anhydrite nodules. clay/siltstones (6-8 m) 

This basal part of unit I is light brown coloured and 
consists primarily of siliciclastics, which also con
tain some doloarenites and dolomicrites. The mudstones 
(doloarenites and quartz silts) become increasingly 
reddish towards the top. Intercalated with the mudsto
nes are some whi te dm thick beds of "chickenwire" 
anhydrite (Plate 4B). 

The mudstone and arenite beds show some horizontal 
bedding, but are usually broken. These broken beds show 
many early stages of intraformational conglomerate 
formation (Plate 3H). Often traces of the original 
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bedding are sti 11 preserved. Veins or recrystallized 
veins are not frequent and rare cm sized veins are 
restricted to the anhydrite beds. 

II. Heavily veined sulphcretes, anhydrite nodules, ban
ded anhydrite and clay (17.5-20.4 m) (Zyklische Serie) 

This uni t is primarily characterized by the veined 
nature of all of the beds (Plate 5B). Transition from 
this unit to the over- and underlying units is gradual 
and the compromise unit boundaries have been fixed on 
rock lithology and are not primarily based on the most 
prominent geophysical boundaries. 

Seventeen regressive cycles are recognized in the co
res. In the resistance logs these cycles show up very 
well. They are primarily determined by the presence of 
clay in contrast to harder and less conductive rocks 
such as halite, gypsum, anhydrite and dolomite. A 
slightly different version of this cycle was described 
by PETERS et al. (1986). 

Four main facies types make up a cycle (from top to 
bottom) : 

1. Grayish nodular anhydri te wi th rom-cm size nodules 
within a carbonate/clay matrix (sulphcrete). 

2. Banded, or layered to laminated rocks, that consist 
of mostly dolomi tes or clay-rich dolomi tes which 
have partly been sulphatized. 

3. Single beds (2-10 cm) of whi te or pinkish massif 
coalescing anhydrite nodules (chickenwire anhydri
te) . 

4. Greenishjbrownish clay horizons with thick white or 
pinkish anhydrite veins. 

The average cycle in the resistivity logs is about 1 m 
thick; however, individual cycles range from 80-200 cm. 
The cycle boundaries are not always very clear in the 
core itself, but in the upper part of the unit a se
quence of nodular anhydrite to banded anhydrite to 
clay-rich layers is observed, with marked contacts from 
nodular anhydri te to clay in the overlying cycle. The 
sulphate veins in the clay underlying the nodular 
anhydrite are often more dense than in the clays over
lying the nodule beds where veins are often absent. 
Alternations from nodular anhydrite to banded anhydri
te often occur in the nodular part. In the lower part 
of the unit, the nodular anhydrite is less common and 
the layered anhydri te is volumetrically most impor
tant. 
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In the nodular anhydrite part (types 1 and 3) of this 
uni t sulphate veins are thinner if present, are more 
irregular, branch more often and amalgamate into nearly 
massive anhydrite beds. In the layered anhydrite part 
veins are usually parallel to bedding and could easily 
be mistaken for layered or laminated sulphate beds. 

The nodule size in the nodular beds (type 1) is small 
(mm-cm) and their abundance gradually increases until 
they coalesce, when hardly any distinction between the 
nodules can be made. However, the colour of the beds 
remains dark grayish rather than the bright whi te of 
the well-known sabkha "chickenwire" mosaic anhydri teo 
It is assumed that the nodular beds were not developed 
purely in the capillary zone, but that they were immer
sed in groundwater at least at times (Plate 4F). This 
oscillation between vadose and phreatic zones is a 
typical process in aridisol formation. Therefore, the 
grayish dirty anhydrite nodule beds have been interpre
ted as sulphcretes. 

The veins in the clayey part (type 4) are cm thick and 
contain alabastrized fibrous gypsum now converted to 
anhydrite (Plate 5B). The original fibrous texture is 
hardly visible and the veins are recrystallized inter
nally into nodules. 

The top part of the clay-rich intervals is often capped 
by a white-to-pinkish layer of larger (cm size) anhy
drite nodules. However, this cap should not be conside
red as a real top of a deposi tional cycle, since the 
clay dolomi te interval stretches further up into the 
nodule zone, where later nodule formation has reduced 
the clay/dolomite to a mere matrix between the nodu
les. 

The clay-rich and dolomi tic layers (type 2) wi thout 
anhydrite nodules do display some anhydrite veins. If 
any bedding is visible it is horizontal. No evidence of 
primary sulphates is recorded. The absence of primary 
sulphates precludes deposition under very saline condi
tions. These clay-rich beds may have developed either 
during eolian sedimentation, or as a result of settling 
from suspension after inundation from sheet floods. 

At the base of uni t I I there is a very conspicuous 
marker bed, which gives a double peak on resistivity 
logs (Fig. 7). Correlation of Icores with the petrophy
sical data shows that the marker bed actually consists 
of two sulphcrete horizons separated by dolomitic 
clays. The upper sulphcrete zone gives the better and 
higher peak of the two. The double peak is clearly 
correlatable between all the wells. 
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III.A. Banded nodular sulphates with clay and dolomite 
beds (10 - 16 m) (Top part of Feingeschichtete Tone mit 
Anhydritlagen (22 - 28 m» 

Most obvious is the strong decrease in veins compared 
to uni t ( I I ). The grey beds wi th coalescing nodules 
(sulphcretes) are still observed, but this unit is 
better layered and more thinly-bedded than unit (II). 

A few beds of .1-.5 m thick clay occur, although they 
give poor recovery. The clay-rich beds have some verti
calor oblique anhydrite-filled veins (Plate 2D) of cm
thickness and traceable for 50 cm within the core. 
Al ternating wi th the clay-rich beds and the banded 
nodular sulphates are dolomitic/clay layers 1-2 cm 
thick. Towards the base of this subunit the sulphcrete 
nodules are absent and layering is more pronounced. 
Sulpharenite beds also occur alternating with doloare
ni tes and clays. Some silicified sulphcrete horizons 
are present (Plate 5G) at the top of this subunit. 

III.B. Clay. anhydrite nodules. and banded sulphareni
tes (7 13 m) (Middle part of the Feingeschichtete 
Tone und Anhydritlagen) 

The top of this uni t is represented by a marker bed' 
consi sting of sulphareni te and calcareni te/rudi te 
layers (Plate 2F). In the resistivity logs this marker 
bed is recognizable as the highest isolated peak in the 
Gipskeuper sequence. A less intense peak just beneath 
represents a correlatable horizon of pinkish massive 
nodular anhydrite. 

Subunit IIIB is characterized by the serrate shape of 
the resistivity logs with highly contrasting peaks and 
lows, which reflect an alternation of massive anhydri
te and nearly pure clay. The clay is poorly recovered 
and shows some lamination and lenticular sulphate 
(Plate SA). 

A few thick vertical veins are present; these have 
ragged edges and contain pink anhydrite. Most anhydri
te nodules (2-10 cm) are pinkish mosaics (Plate 4D). 
The small (.5-3 cm) grey sulphcrete nodules that are 
abundant in subuni t (I IIA) do not occur in subuni t 
(IIIB). The banded sulphcretes that do occur have been 
silicified (Plate SF). In the massive sulpharenite 
horizons some diffuse chevron banding is visible on a 
cm-scale, and probably indicates the former presence of 
selenite crystals (Plate Ie and IB). The lower part of 
unit (IllS) consists of a well bedded alternation of 
clay-rich dolomite and sulpharenites (Plate IE and 
5E) . 
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III.C. Banded sulpbarenites with red nodule stringers 
(2.50 3.85 m) (Basal part of the Feingeschichtete 
Tone mit Anhydritlagen) 

Most conspicuous in thi s uni t are the salmon pink 
cm-to-dm thick massive anhydrite nodule beds. These are 
well-developed at Schafisheim and Weiach. However, at 
Bottstein, these salmon pink beds only occur in subunit 
(IIIB) (Plate 4D), so that layer-to-Iayer correlation 
between Bottstein and the other wells is impossible. 
The beds are interlayered with clay-rich doloarenites 
showing sharp, smooth upper and lower bedding planes 
(Plate SE and 2B). Virtually no matrix material is 
incorporated within these nodule beds. A nodular dis
torted (convolute) sulpharenite bed is present in the 
middle of subunit (IIIC). 

The banded part showing moderately clear uniform bed
ding is not easily correlatable between wells, since 
the thickness of the lower part of subunit (IIIC) 
varies greatly between the wells. 

IV. Massive banded sulpharenites (7.3 - 10.2 m) 
(Gebanderter massiger Anhydrit) 

The top of the unit has a meter of dark, vaguely nodu
lar sulphareni tes and doloareni tes containing unusual 
radial calcite crystals (Weiach 804m). 

The base of the unit contains very dark~ slightly 
clayey sulpharenites. These form very irregular layers 
several cm or so in thickness. Sedimentary structures 
present include load casts, convolute bedding, current 
ripples, wave ripples and rip-up bedding (Plate 2A). 
Very rarely mm-cm scale ptygmatic folding of grey 
brownish anhydrite is observed (just as in Plate 4H). A 
transi tion from grayi sh-di rty "sulphcrete" nodules to 
bigger and cleaner "chickenwire" nodules is observed 
topping a sulpharenite sequence (Plate 4E) at very top 
of unit (IV). Gypsum crystals are visible as sharp or 
diffuse outlines at the base of some of the sulphareni
te beds. 

On the resistivity logs this unit as a whole displays 
the peaks of highest resi sti vi ty. These strong high 
resistivity peaks are primarily caused by massive 
sulpharenites. 

V. Banded sulpbarenite and doloarenite beds with clay 
(2 - 4.12 m) (Dolomit-Anhydrit-Wechsellagerung) 

The top of this uni t comprises a sulphate cemented, 
intraformational conglomerate made up of dolomite 
flakes and sulpharenite particles. The sulphate of the 
sulphareni te clasts is now present as anhydri te but 
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probably originated as gypsum. Below this are a series 
of dolomi tic sulphareni tes containing bluish, mostly 
isolated .5 - 2 cm anhydrite nodules arranged in strin
gers or beds. 

However in the B6ttstein well, this unit is gypsified 
and nodules are darker and less common. 

The outlines of former selenite crystals are frequently 
visible. They appear as centimeter thick crusts at the 
base of individual beds and are covered wi th dolo
micrite or sulpharenites (Plate lA). 

In the lower part of this unit both root horizons and 
phosphate bone beds occur; these are similar to those 
found in the Lettenkohle. 

The transition to the Lettenkohle is relatively abrupt, 
and is recognizable by the change from the uppermost 
yellow dolomi te bed of the Lettenkohle to the dark 
sulph-/doloarenites of the Gipskeuper. However, the 
upper part of the Lettenkohle also contains significant 
sulphate, partly in soil fabrics (e.g. as root replace
ments or in subsoi 1 shrinkage cracks) and partly as 
nodules (e.g. bluish white nodules or nodule beds). 
Based on the cri teri a of sulphate content alone, the 
nodule zones would belong to the Gipskeuper. On the 
basis of carbonate content, then even some of the lower 
beds of unit (V) (root horizons or phosphate bone beds) 
would belong to the Lettenkohle facies. The transition 
is not very clear on the resistivity logs and lies 
across the flank of a high peak. The boundary is there
fore placed on the basis of the change from yellow 
colour and low clay content to dark brown colour and a 
slightly higher clay content. Although a good litho
stratigraphic marker, this boundary is, probably, 
diachronous. 

Muschelkalk 

The subdivision of the Muschelkalk into Lower, Middle 
and Upper Muschelkalk was established long ago (e. g. 
BUXTORF 1916). The Muschelkalk evaporites described in 
this report belong to the "Anhydritgruppe", equivalent 
to the Middle Muschelkalk. The occurrence of sal t in 
the "Anhydritgruppe" of Switzerland was well-known 
since the salt boring at Pratteln (1837) (METZ 1980; 
BESTEL 1929). The subdivision of the the Anhydritgruppe 
was redefined in detail by HAUBER (1960,1971) on the 
basis of salt company cores. 

During the construction of the Weissenstein Tunnel, 
BUXTORF already noticed in 1907 that the Middle Mu
schelkalk was the decollement horizon for Jura detach-
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ment tectonics. He noted that the Lower Muschelkalk was 
hardly affected, while the Upper Muschelkalk and young
er formations were severely folded. Therefore the 
evapori tes of the Middle Muschelkalk were of prime 
importance in the tectonic movements responsible for 
the genesis of the Jura mountains. An interesting 
question is whether this movement took place by inter
nal flow of the evaporites (MULLER 1976; MULLER & 
BRIEGEL 1977, 1978; MULLER et ale 1981) or by brittle 
fracturing in a thrust zone (LAUBSCHER 1980). Closer 
sedimentological observation presented in this report 
will help to answer this question. 

In addition to their scientific interest, the Muschel
kalk evaporites also cater for almost the entire halite 
and sulphate needs of Switzerland. Salt production is 
effected by dissolution recovery while most of the 
sulphates are quarried in open pits (e.g. Zeglingen). 
A gypsum mine was formerly operated at Felsenau (BAU
MANN & STUCKY 1984) but it is due to be closed in 
1987. 

3.2.2.1. Anhydritgruppe 

At the Hauenstein basis tunnel BUXTORF (1916) measured 
a thickness of 70-80 m for the Anhydritgruppe. BRAEND
LIN (1911) recorded 80 m and BESTEL (1929) 97 m. 
According to BARTHOLET (1964) the thickness of the 
Anhydri tgruppe ranges between 40-75 m. In the NAGRA 
boreholes the thickness of the Anhydritgruppe averages 
60 m. However, at Schafisheim the core contains 160 m 
Anhydritgruppe material (Fig. 5, 6 and 8). 
The subdivision of the Anhydritgruppe of the Middle 
Muschelkalk as used in the NAGRA reports is as follows 
(from top to bottom): 

1. Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe ("Anhydritdolomit") 
2. Obere Sulfatschichten (dolomite, marl, anhydrite) 
3. Salzschichten (anhydrite, halite) 
4. Untere Sulfatschichten (dolomite, marl, anhydrite) 

Formation boundaries 

The boundary between the "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" 
and the Hauptmuschelkalk is characterized by a transi
tion from bright yellowish dolomite to brownish calci
tic marly limestone. 

The lower boundary of the Anhydritgruppe is defined by 
a massive dolomite bed which overlies a series of grey 
brown calcareous marls, the Orbicularis Mergel. This 
particular dolomi te bed has a basin-wide occurrence 
(SCHWARZ 1975). 
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Lithological units 

The Anhydri tgruppe is mineralogically similar to the 
Gipskeuper and consists of carbonates, clays~ sulphates 
and halite occurring in a wide variety of appearances 
and mixtures. Calcite is rare but occurs close to the 
aquifers above and below the Anhydritgruppe and in the 
"Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe". Dolomite is the dominant 
carbonate, and is accompanied by less important amounts 
of siderite and ankerite. The clay mineral assemblage 
consi sts mainly of i IIi te and corrensi te and minor 
amounts of chlorite. Sulphate minerals present are 
anhydrite, gypsum and celestite. However, gypsum only 
occurs in the shallow wells and close to the aquifers 
overlying and underlying the "Anhydri tgruppe". Field 
exposures are better than those of the Gipskeuper but 
even relatively fresh outcrops are subject to rapid 
degradation and collapse after weathering (HAUBER 1960; 
BARTHOLET 1964; GSELL 1968). 

All wells except the' Schafisheim well are located in 
the unfolded Jura and are tectonically undisturbed. The 
Schafisheim well lies in the Molasse basin south of the 
exposed folded Jura and closest to the Alpine front. 
The core shows tectonic repetition of the top part of 
the "Anhydri tgruppe" . The original sequences can be 
easily traced in the Ii thological cores and in the 
geophysical logs. 

A six fold subdivision of the.Anhydritgruppe was pre
sented in the Bottstein report (PETERS et al. 1986). 
This subdivision will also be used here, with slight 
amendments. The Anhydritgruppe in the Beznau, Leuggern 
and Bottstein wells lies within 250 m of the surface. 
Gypsification has modified the Ii thologies to such a 
degree in these wells, that earlier well log descrip
tions used a different nomenclature, which is now 
redundant. Thanks to nearly perfect correlations now 
possible between the different units some other bounda
ry depths have been used (Fig. 5 and 8). 

Lithological subdivision of the Anhydritgruppe: 
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LEU BOE BEZ WEI RIN SHA 
DOLOHIT DER ANHYDRITGRUPPE 

I. Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe 12.52 7.4 11.45 9.76 9.98 17.17 
(also "Anhydritdolomit") 18.56* 

OBERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 

II. Carbonate-rich sulpharenites 10.61 11.95 9.15 9.49 9.72 10.02 
(Dolomit und Merge1schichten 
mit Anhydrit) 13.24* 

III.A. Sulpharenites and selenites 9.20 10.25 9.80 9.85 10.90 6.00 
(Heterogene Anhydritserie) 9.20* 

III.B. Layered sulpharenites 17.20 17 .30 **** 13.56 15.10 11.80 
(Heterogene Anhydritserie) 

IV. A. Sulphate/carbonate breccias 6.75 6.81 **** 8.84 4.80 *** 
(Anhydritbreccien) 

IV. B.Layered sulpharenites .59 1.02 **** ** 1.30 *** 
(Anhydritbreccien) 

SALZSCHICHTEN 
V. Salzschichten 7.88 2.07 uu 0.00 2.38 45.23 

UNTERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
VI. Untere Sulfatschichten 4.37 6.00 **** 6.16 7.97 6.36 

(Dolomitmergel mit 
Anhydritschichten) 

German unit names to which the lithological units belong or the equivalent German 
unit names of the lithological units are given in parentheses. 

(*) indicates the tectonic repetition of the unit in the Schafisheim core. 
(**) unit is not present. 
(***) folded and bedded halite and sulphate included in the Salzschichten. 
(****) not cored. 

I. "Dolomit der Anhydritqruppe" (7 - 18 m) 

The "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" is referred to under 
various names in the literature. HAUBER (1960, 1971) 
and BARTHOLET ( 1964) used "Dolomi tzone" or "Unterer 
Dolomit" (Lower Dolomite) to distinguish the unit from 
the Upper Dolomi te or Trigonodus Dolomi te. The term 
"Anhydri tdolorni t" is used by GSELL (1968) and WILDI 
(1975), while GSELL (1968) also refers to the "Dolomit 
der Anhydri tgruppe". The latter name is used in the 
NAGRA reports. Field exposures of the "Dolorni t der 
Anhydri tgruppe" occur in the region of Zeglingen, but 
these are severely weathered. The "Dolorni t der Anhy
dritgruppe" is of interest as it represents an interme-
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diate facies between the evapori tic deposi ts of the 
Middle Muschelkalk and the marine limestones and marls 
of the Hauptmuschelkalk (Upper Muschelkalk). 

Another important feature of the "Dolomit der Anhydrit
gruppe" is its porosity (one of the highest porosities 
of the Mesozoic rocks in the Jura area) which makes the 
uni t a significant aquifer. The various facies tran
sitions represented (non-marine to marine and the 
hypersaline to fresh-water) are of great interest in 
diagenetic studies. 

Unit Boundaries 

The upper limit of the "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" is 
taken at a lithological/mineralogical change from 
dolomi tic lamini tes to calci tic/marly lamini tes. The 
sediment colour correspondingly changes from bright 
light-brown to tanned yellowish brown. The boundary is 
a compromise boundary and can not be reliably correla
ted between different wells. The resistivity logs show 
a significant decrease (2000 20 ohm m) (Fig. 8) 
associated wi th the Ii thological/mineralogical change 
from limestone (calcite) to dolomite, but this boundary 
does not correspond with the previously-accepted bound
ary (based on field data) which has in a modified form 
also been employed in the NAGRA reports to date. 

The lower boundary of the "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" 
is more difficult to define. GSELL (1968) took the 
basal breccia as the boundary. In Bottstein the bounda
ry was taken at the change from brownish sulphate
bearing laminites (Obere Sulfatschichten; PETERS et ale 
1986) to yellow beige dolomites (Dolomit der Anhydrit
gruppe). The same transition is also observed at Weiach 
and at Schafisheim MATTER et ale (1989a, 1988a,b). 

The sediments of the "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" 
comprise a variety of laminated, wavy laminated and 
brecciated dolomites. The dolomite is partly replaced 
by anhydrite nodules, chert and by mega-quartz. Calci
te, fluori te, corrensi te, talc, sphaleri te and pyri te 
are also all present in small quantities. 

Some of the dolomi te laminae di splay fenestrae, vugs 
and other cavi ties (Plate 7E). Some are preserved as 
open pores others have been fully cemented with anby
dri te or quartz. Together wi th the undulose or domed 
appearance of these laminites (Plate 1D, 7F) these 
features are typical of cyano-bacterial mats (GEBELEIN 
&. HOFFMAN 1968). 

Some beds consist of carbonate-cemented pelgrainstones 
or pellet packstones (Plate 7B). Fossil fragments are 
occasionally observed (mostly gastropods (Plate 7C) 
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and molds of gypsum lenses are also commonly present 
(Plate 7B and 70). This facies indicates biogenic 
deposi tion under low salini ty condi tions followed by 
later early diagenetic growth of gypsum as a result of 
the passage of hyper-saline groundwaters. The sequence 
is typical in shoaling upward sequences for the sedi
ments just beneath intertidal algal mats. Several beds 
contain ooids. Some ooids have been replaced by talc, 
some by chert, and some by mega-quartz (Plate 6E, 6F, 
6G). Where ooid beds were cemented prior to compaction 
the ooids preserved their spherical shape, but in some 
other cases compaction ini tiated before the bed was 
cemented, resulting in flattened ooids (Plate 6H). 

Plate 6E shows meniscus cements developed between 
ooids. These cements are indicative of vadose condi
tions. Some ooids (Plate 60) are fractured or broken. 
This was probably caused by reworking and subsequent 
redeposition. Radial fractures in ooids and the occur
rence of ooids detached from their shells with inter
shell cements between displaced ooid shell layers both 
indicate shrinkage of the ooids at some stage, probably 
under vadose conditions or during subaerial exposure. 
CAROZZI (1963)describes shrunken or half moon oolites. 
He suggests that their origin is associated with ear
lier evaporites. MAZZULLO (1977) is convinced that the 
evidence of origin is unrelated to carbonate-evaporite 
diagenesis. The eccentricity of the shells of the ooids 
may indicate longer intervals of agitation or reworking 
(GASIEWICZ 1984). 

Shelter porosity occurs (Plate 6A), and it is also 
possible to recognise later infiltration of micri te 
into pore spaces in ooid- and bioclastic-grainstones. 
Fluctuating energy levels are indicated, with flow 
capable of transporting larger grains at some times 
occasionally waning to enable deposition out of suspen
sion. 

Wave ripples and current cross-bedding occur in the 
coarser-grained beds (Plate IF and 5H). Brecciated beds 
and channel scours (Plate 2G, 3A) indicate the occur
rence of high energy events (possibly storms) on "the 
supra- and intertidal-flats. 

Horizons with isolated white sulphate nodules are also 
present. The nodules have commonly been silicified by 
chert and mega-quartz "(Plate 4G). 

The thickness of the "Oolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" is 
very variable (7-18 m). This variability can be explai
ned by relative vertical movements or by diachroneity. 
The "Oolomit der Anhydritgruppe" was probably deposited 
in an extensive lagoon wi th an algal mat mud flat 
margin. In such environments, paleogeography will only 
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remain constant during periods of slow subsidence. If, 
as is more likely, the rate of sedimentation exceeds 
the rate of subsidence, then the marginal flats will 
prograde over the lagoon facies. Thus the shallow water 
mud flat facies (e. g. "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe") 
will be thinner in the more basinal areas than at the 
edges of the basin. Therefore Schafisheim (18 m) and 
Leuggern (16 m) could represent marginal areas south 
and north of the subsiding lagoon area during deposi
tion of the "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe", while the 
thinner sequences of B6ttstein, Beznau, Riniken and 
Weiach indicate deposition in a subsiding basin area. 

An alternative model explains the difference in thick
ness as result of erosion of part of the "Dolomit der 
Anhydritgruppe" in the area of B6ttstein, Beznau, 
Riniken and Weiach. This model assumes that these sites 
were exposed at a higher elevation and were therefore 
more prone to erosion than the si tes at Leuggern and 
Schafisheim. Unfortunately, time markers were not 
recognized in the "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" and the 
geophysical logs give too Iowa resolution for detailed 
correlation within this unit, so that a detailed paleo
geographical reconstruction is difficult for this 
unit. 

In summary, it can be said that the "Dolomit der Anhy
dritgruppe" represents typical hypersaline coastal flat 
deposition in environments ranging from just subtidal 
to supratidal with some marine influence always retai
ned. 

II. Carbonate-rich sulpharenites (8.6 - 13.2 m) (Dolo
mit- und Mergelschichten mit Anhydrit) 

The carbonate-rich sulphareni tes representing the 
uppermost unit (II) of the Sulfatschichten reflect the 
continuation of sedimentation patterns established for 
the "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" . Sulphate sediments 
are dominant and beds wi th fossil fragments are vir
tually lacking in the carbonate-rich sulpharenites. In 
contrast, ooid beds and dolomicrites are still promi
nent features in the upper part of Unit II. 
The upper part of the unit shows dark greenish sulphate 
lamini tes wi th some organic material and clay. These 
beds alternate with brighter yellowish-brown dolomite
grainstones and micrites that show desiccation cracks 
and scour marks (Plate 2E). Remarkably persistent is an 
undulating convolute ripple bed which was found both at 
Weiach (898. 75m) and at Schafisheim (1305. 75m). This 
ripple bed overlies cross-bedded doloarenites. Beneath 
these doloarenites lies a doloarenite bed with selenite 
crystal traces. Further down a series of light brown 
doloarenites and clay laminites overlies an enteroli-
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thical anhydri te nodule bed (10-15 cm). This bed is 
underlain by light brown coloured laminites of doloare
nite/micrite and former selenite crusts. After another 
enteroli thic horizon with sulphate nodules about one 
meter of partly gypsified (anhydritized) doloarenites 
follow in which deep desiccation cracks (5-15 cm) have 
developed. These have been filled with clayey material 
(Schafisheim 1314.30; Weiach 905.10). Beneath these we 
find a series of light brown doloarenites (partly 
sulphatized). The base of the unit is reached with the 
occurrence of the dark clay-rich sulphate laminites of 
unit IlIA which contain abundant organic material. 
As mentioned above, the sulphate and doloarenite lami
nites sometimes contain pseudomorphs after selenite 
crusts (Plate 2C). The presence of seleni te suggests 
deposition in a shallow pool. 

Ball and pillows structures, convolute bedding and 
over-steepened cross-bedding occur in sulpharenites 
(Plate IG) and are indicative of the transport of 
evaporite grains as clasts and their later subaqueous 
deposition in pools or lagoons where salinity was high 
(but not high enough for continuous precipitation of 
selenite) . 

The carbonate-rich sulphareni te facies (I I) continued 
in the "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe". However, marine 
influence was less important and hypersaline conditions 
were of longer duration in unit II so that flushing and 
dilution of the brines was less frequent. In terms of 
paleogeography this indicates deposition on the land
ward side of the marginal mud flats (towards the hyper
saline lagoon) and not on the marine side (as was the 
case for the "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe"). 

III. A. Sulpharenites and selenites (9 - 11 m) 
(Heterogene Anhydritserie) 

Uni t I I I comprises two subuni ts. The lower subuni t 
(IIIB) is represented by the non-selenitic clayey 
sulpharenite. The upper subunit (IlIA) contains a 
selenite marker bed (Fig. 8), which is easely correla
table both geophysically and lithologically. 

The upper limit of subunit IlIA is taken where the 
overlying brownish dolomitic sulpharenite laminites of 
unit II become very dark and where the resistivity is 
lowest. The subunit consists of dark brownish, weakly
l,ayered anhydri te beds at the base, whi te anhydri te 
(forming the marker bed) near the top (Plate 4A) and 
dark sulphate-poor, organic-rich, clayey beds at the 
very top. The anhydri te at the base and the whi te 
anhydri te marker bed both show chevron bedding and 
internal chevron clay drapes. These features are indi
cative of original selenitic gypsum growth (Weiach 
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(909.84-910.76) , Riniken (712.60-713.60) , B6ttstein 
(221.80-222.60), Schafisheim (1373.50-1374.70». The 
selenite grew in pools or lagoons several meters deep. 
The lateral persistence of the selenite bed manifests 
the wide extent and non-ephemeral character of these 
lagoons. 

In contrast to unit II, unit IlIA was deposited under 
continuous subaqueous hypersaline conditions. 

III. B. Layered sulpharenites (13 - 17 m) 
(Heterogene Anhydritserie) 

Pseudomorphs after selenite are rare in unit IIIB and 
irregularly-layered sulpharenites with variable amounts 
of clay and dolomi te form the chief Ii thologies pre
sent. The occurrence of erosional structures (Plate 2H 
and 3D) indicates a more turbulent and shallower envi
ronment than represented by uni t I I IA. The rounded 
surfaces of the sulphate blocks are indicative of 
corrosion. The channels were scoured and clasts of the 
intraformational breccias were fractured all in a 
subaerial environment. 

Intraformational conglomerates are dominant in the 
middle part of the uni t and intercalations of coarse 
siliciclastics (sand) are also present. The absence of 
sulphate nodule beds rules against the occurrence of 
longer periods of subaerial exposure. 

The lowest part of this uni t is well-bedded and con
tains beds of massive anhydrite. These replace selenite 
but are not as well developed as in unit IlIA. 

IV. A. Sulphate/carbonate breccias (5 - 8 m) 
(Anhydritbreccien) 

Isolated intraformational conglomerates in the middle 
part of unit III have cm-sized components. The top part 
of uni t IV shows coarse blocks in variable matrices. 
Unit IVA is made up of white, beige, brown and red 
chunks of sulphate nodules, all mixed with sulpharenite 
blocks and dolomite- and dolomicrite-fragments. At some 
core si tes, a few parts of the uni t are layered but 
most of the unit has been severely brecciated, so that 
it is now composed of coarse intraformational conglome
rates. Some of the breccias were caused by collapse; 
the particles still fit together in a "jig-saw" pattern 
(Plate 3B), but the absence of relation between the 
particles in others suggest that they have been trans-
ported. 

Subuni t IVA is present in all NAGRA wells except at 
Schafisheim where it is correlated with the top part of 
the first salt bed and the layered (folded) sulphare-
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nites of the Salzschichten. Indeed, closer inspection 
of the Salzschichten in Schafisheim reveals sulphate 
blocks similar to those present in the unit IVA brec
cia. These blocks are floating in the sal t or are 
present as intercalated competent layers. 

The fabric of unit IVA reflects later processes, such 
as dissolution collapse. Although some of the breccias 
might have been intraformational, the presence of 
collapse breccias indicates that salt was deposited and 
then subsequently removed by dissolution. 

IV. B. Layered sulpharenites (1 - 2 m) 
(Anhydritbreccien) 

This unit caps the halite of the Salzschichten at 
Bottstein, Leuggern and Riniken. The unit comprises 
laminated sulphate and carbonate but excludes the 
coarse breccia of unit IVA. In Weiach this unit and the 
salt below it are both missing. At Schafisheim, units 
IV and V are represented by salt facies with intercala
ted bedded anhydri tes. Layer-to-Iayer correlation is 
thus precluded, since the Ii thologies and structures 
are different. Bedded clay-rich anhydrite caps the salt 
at Schafisheim. This is similar to that of uni t IVB, 
but a synchronous correlation seems unlikely. The 
layered/laminated sulphates are typical lagoonal facies 
and form the impermeable top of salt sequences. 

V. Salzschichten (0 - 45 m) 

With the exception of the Weiach well, all wells con
tain hali te, albei t of variable thickness. Leuggern, 
Bottstein and Riniken have comparable sal t deposi ts, 
but Schafisheim, with its nearly 40 m of halite, is a 
different case. Laminated bedding, and, especially, 
brecciated beds and intraformational conglomerates of 
variable colour are also present in the hali te beds 
(Plate 3C). 
Dissolution of the top of a halite bed is common (Plate 
3E), and is recognisable from the resultant concentra
tion of anhydrite inclusions liberated from within the 
halite beds now capping salt beds. 

Two salt horizons are recognized at Schafisheim. These 
are separated by folded (vertical) layered anhydri te 
beds (Plate 3F3G). 

A closer look at the salt beds reveals structures (e.g. 
inclusions of sulphate and carbonate horizons and 
blocks) that are very similar to those found within the 
breccia unit IVA breccia. 
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In southern Germany, at Heilbronn, the salt unit is 
split up in (from top to base): 
1. Oberes Salz (0-20 m), 
2. Bandersalz (7-10 m), 
3. Unteres Salz (12-20 m). 
The lower and upper salt are considered clastic trans
ported salt while the "Bandersalz" shows original 
depositional (varved) bedding (SCHACHL 1952,1953,1954; 
DELLWIG 1966; DELLWIG & KUHN 1974). The anhydrite layer 
separating the lower and the banded salt (Anhydri t 
Trennschicht, HAUBER 1980) is up to 10 m thick at 
Heilbronn. The lower salt is coarsely crystalline with 
few impuri ties and shows vertical stripes (Kolonnen). 
The upper sal t is also coarsely crystalline and con
tains much anhydri te fragments and two intermediate 
anhydri te layers. The very variable thickness of the 
Salzschichten are attributed to post depositional 
leaching, operating from: (1) the border of salt beds, 
from (2) rivers cutting through the salt and from (3) 
fault tectonics (SCHACHL 1953). WILD (1977) even des
cribed a fourth salt layer above the upper salt. In the 
Basel area the salt ranges from 1-100 m in thickness. 
HAUBER (1980) suggests that synsedimentary tectonics 
and later solution caused this thickness variation. 

VI. Untere Sulfatschichten (4 - 8 m) 

The lower part of the Untere Sulfatschichten is repre
sented by doloareni tes 'of yellowish grey colour. The 
middle part of this unit consists of brownish dolomitic 
sulpharenites while the upper part contains some red
dish sulphate nodule horizons. Sedimentary structures 
such as scours and ripples are present; these indicate 
subaqueous conditions. The whole sequence is indicative 
of a turnover from the normal saline conditions exis
ting during deposition of the Orbicularis Mergel to the 
hypersaline conditions of the Salzschichten. More 
massive anhydrite beds are present just below the 
hali te. These show chevron structures indicative of 
subaqueous seleni tic gypsum deposi ts. This seleni tic 
anhydrite phase is not well developed at Weiach, sup
porting the hypothesis that primary salt development 
was less important there. 

Differential analysis of individual cores 

The Bottstein well 

3.3.1.1. Gipskeuper (42.50-117.27 m) (total 74.77 m) 

At B6ttstein, the upper part of the Keuper, namely the 
Obere Bunte Mergel, Gansinger Dolomi t and the Untere 
Bunte Mergel, is missing. The first Keuper formation 
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that was cored is the Schilfsandstein (Fig. 3, 4 and 
7) . 

The transition in the core from the Schilfsandstein to 
the Upper part of the Gipskeuper is marked by a grey 
dolomitic marl. The lowest consistent marl layer is the 
arbitrary boundary defining the base of the Schilfsand
stein, below which the Gipskeuper commences. This 
boundary coincides wi th a change in clay-mineralogy, 
characterized by the first appearance in the core of 
corrensi te, which is the guide clay mineral of the 
Triassic evaporites. 

The lower boundary of the Gipskeuper is marked by a 
pronounced change in colour from light grey dolomites 
of the Lettenkohle to dark brown dolomites in the 
Gipskeuper. 

In contrast to the si tuation at Weiach, Riniken and 
Schafi sheim, the Gipskeuper at B6ttstein consi sts in 
part of gypsum rather than anhydrite. Otherwise, the 
Gipskeuper is developed as described in chapter 2. 

The siliciclastic intercalation in the top part of the 
Gipskeuper is not so pronounced at B6ttstein as at 
Weiach or Schafisheim. 

Remarkable selenite crusts (these were first anhydriti
zed, then partly gypsified) occur at the base of thin 
beds in the basal part of the Gipskeuper. 

Clear satin spar veins appear predominantly in the 
upper part of the Gipskeuper al though the lower- and 
middle part also contain scattered gypsum veins. Veins 
are commonest in the middle part of the Gipskeuper, 
where they are now anhydri tized and seem" therefore to 
be inherited features. The anhydrite is totally hydrat
ed above about 50 m depth where anhydri te is only 
preserved when present as inclusions in quartz. 

Direct groundwater penetration is necessary for a 
pervasive hydration of anhydri te. This is limi ted to 
the first 100 m of the sedimentary cover. Hydration of 
deeper anhydri te depends on the presence of condui ts 
within the sediments and is in any case not pervasive. 

The gypsified part of the B6ttstein core shows a much 
redder colour of the sediments than at Weiach or Scha
fisheim, even although virtually the same lithological 
units are present. 
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OVERVIEW OF KEUPER UNITS: BOTTSTEIN 

unit depth (m) total (m) 
1. A. Anhydrite nodules and clay 42.50 - 53.17 10.67 
1. B. Anhydrite nodules, clay/siltstones 53.17 - 60.80 7.63 
II. Heavily-veined sulphcretes 60.80 - 80.20 19.40 
III.A. Banded nodular sulphates with 80.20 - 89.45 9.25 

clay and dolomite beds 
III.B. Clay. anhydrite nodules and 89.45 - 101.80 12.35 

banded sulpharenites 
III.C. Banded sulpharenites with 101.80 - 105.65 3.85 

red nodule-stringers 
IV. Banded massive sulpharenites 105.65 - 113.15 7.50 
V. Banded sulpharenites with 113.15 - 117.27 4.12 

dolomite and clay 

3.3.1.2. Anhydritgruppe (197.2 - 261. m ) (total 63.8 m) 

The Anhydri tgruppe sediments at Bottstein have been 
gypsified, just as in the case of the Gipskeuper, 
although to a lesser extent. The gypsification is 
associated with the the presence of overlying Muschel
kalk aquifer. The gypsification is essentially restric
ted to the upper part of the Anhydritgruppe, i.e. the 
"Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe". "Excluding the gypsifica
tion, the sediments of the Anhydritgruppe in the B6tt
stein core conform well to the general description 
given earlier in this chapter. All units are present, 
although the Salzschichten are represented by only 2.25 
m of halite (Fig. 5, 6 and 8). 

Unit V particularly (the salt bed) "shows collapse 
structures and halite breccias with some carbonate and 
sulphate chunks. The uni t shows different shades of 
gray and brownish gray; except for the upper meter of 
the salt, which is coloured red and is well-bedded as 
are the layered sulphates capping the salt. 

OVERVIEW OF ANHYDRITGRUPPE UNITS: BOTTSTEIN 

unit depth (m) total (m) 
DOLOMIT DER ANHYDRITGRUPPE 
I. Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe 197.20 - 204.60 7.40 
OBERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
II. Carbonate-rich sulpharenites 204.60 - 216.55 11. 95 
III.A. Sulpharenites - selenites 216.55 - 226.80 ID.25 
III.B. Layered sulpharenites 226.80 - 244.10 17 .30 
IV. A. Sulphate/carbonate breccia 244.90 - 251.71 6.81 
IV. B. Layered sulpharenites 251.71 - 252.73 1.02 
SALZSCHICHTEN 
V. Salzschichten 252.73 - 254.80 2.07 
UNTERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
VI. Untere Sulfatschichten 254.80 - 261.00 6.20 
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3.3.2. The Beznau well 

3.2.2.1. Gipskeuper (131.15 - 216.31) (total 85.16 m) 

As at B6ttstein, much gypsum is present in the Gipskeu
per at Beznau. Great similarity between these two wells 
would be predicted as they are si ted only a few km 
apart. It would be expected that most descriptions for 
B6ttstein would apply equally for Beznau. 

However, because of the low resolution of geophysical 
logs, insufficient quality of core photographs and long 
intervals of unsliced core it was impossible to corre
late Beznau with other wells in the same detail as was 
possible for the NAGRA cores. The uni t boundary and 
thickness figures for the Gipskeuper at Beznau are 
previously published figures taken from the NAGRA 
report (84-35). However, these figures do not apply 
exactly to the units u~ed in this report. 

Particularly remarkable in uni t I is a 60 cm deep 
desiccation crack filled with sulphate. 

OVERVIEW OF GIPSKEUPER UNITS: BEZNAU 

unit depth (m) total (m) 

<lA) Tone mit Gips 131.15 - 140.12 8.67 
(lA/B) Tone mit Anhydrit/Gips Obergang 140.12 - 146.12 6.00 

(Anhydrite nodules and clay) 
<IB) Tone mit Anhydritschichten 146.35 - 156.40 10.05 

(Anhydrite nodules and siltstone) 
(II ) Heterogene Serie 156.40 - 175.23 18.83 

(Heavily-veined su1phcretes) 
<III ) Zyklische Serie (A+B+C) 175.23 - 204.35 29.88 

(Banded nodular sulphates with 
clay and dolomite beds and banded 
sulpharenites) 

<IV) Massiver Anhydrit 204.35 - 212.35 8.00 
(Banded massive sulpharenites) 

(V) Dolomit-Gips-Wechsellagerung 212.35 - 216.31 3.96 
(Banded sulpharenites +do1omite/clay) 

NAGRA core unit names between parentheses 

3.3.2.2. Anhydritqruppe (291.40 - 321.80) (total 30.40 m (not 
complete» 

In the Anhydritgruppe coring was only performed for the 
"Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" and the Obere Sulfat
schichten. Using core photos, good correlation of the 
unit boundaries with the B6ttstein well was possible. 
Just as at Bottstein, gypsification had affected some 
of the anhydri te sediments in the "Dolomi t der Anhy-
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dritgruppe" and the top part of the Sulfatschichten. 
However, at Beznau the "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" is 
40% thicker than at B6ttstein. This great variation 
over so short a distance is rather surprising. In 
contrast, unit II of the Anhydritgruppe is two meters 
thinner at Beznau than at B6ttstein. 

OVERVIEW OF ANHYDRITGRUPPE UNITS: BEZNAU 

unit 

DOLOMIT DER ANHYDRITGRUPPE 
I. Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe 
OBERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
II. Carbonate-rich sulpharenites 
III.A. Sulpharenites - selenites 

other units not cored! 

3.3.3 The Leuqqern well 

3.3.3.1. Gipskeuper ( - ) 

depth (m) 

291.40 - 302.85 

302.85 - 312.00 
312.00 - 321.80 

total (m) 

11.45 

9.15 
9.80 

The Gipskeuper is missing in Leuggern because of Qua
ternary erosion. 

3.3.3.2. Anbydritqruppe (87.87 - 159.08) (total 71.21 m) 

At Leuggern the Anhydritgruppe lies closer to the 
surface than in all other investigated wells. This is 
readily evident from the high amount of gypsum present 
within the cored sediments. Nonetheless, the units 
correlate well with the general description of the 
lithological units (Fig. 5 and 8). 

However, the "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" is much 
thicker than at B6ttstein. Because this unit is indica
tive of sedimentation near sea-level, this suggests 
that deposition kept pace with subsidence during a 
longer period than in.B6ttstein (if no hiatus existed). 
If, as is likely, the sequence is incomplete at B6tt
stein then the thickness difference might be explained 
by greater erosion at B6ttstein than at Leuggern. 
The salt (unit V) is relatively little disturbed. Some 
brecciated horizons and salt conglomerates are present, 
but these show only minor intermixing with sulphate or 
carbonate material. Only in the interval between 152.72 
- 152.98 m is intermixing the significant. Most of the 
salt is dark and rich in organic material; it is not as 
red as the reworked upper parts of the Salzschichten at 
B6ttstein and Riniken. There is a gradual change from 
the salt to dark laminated or bedded sulphates. 
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As at B6ttstein, the Untere Sulfatschichten are well 
bedded wi th some dm thick layers of intraformational 
conglomerates. 

OVERVIEW OF ANHYDRITGRUPPE UNITS: LEUGGERN 

unit depth (m) total (m) 
DOLOMIT DER ANHYDRITGRUPPE 
1. Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe 87.87 - 100.39 12.52 
OBERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
II. Carbonate-rich sulpharenites 100.39 - 111.00 10.61 
III.A. Sulpharenites - selenites 111.00 - 122.30 9.20 
III.B. Layered sulpharenites 122.30 - 139.50 17.20 
IV.A. Sulphate/carbonate breccia 139.50 - 146.25 6.75 
IV.B. Layered sulpharenites 146.25 - 146.83 0.59 
SALZSCHICHTEN 
V. Salzschichten 146.83 - 154.71 7.88 
UNTERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
VI. Untere Sulfatschichten 154.71 - 159.08 4.37 

3.3.4. The Weiach well 

3.3.4.1. Gipskeuper (739.55 - 814.08) (total 74.53 m) 

The Gipskeuper at Weiach is the sequence conforming 
best to the standard scheme of the lithological units 
described in section 3.2.1., wi th the least distur
bance due to gypsification or tectonization (Fig. 3 and 
7). The depth and relative impermeability of the 
Triassic in the Weiach core evidently prevented the 
hydration of anhydrite to gypsum. 

OVERVIEW OF GIPSKEUPER UNITS: WEIACH 

unit depth (m) total (m) 
LA. Anhydrite nodules and clay 739.55 - 753.75 14.20 
LB. Anhydrite nodules, clay/siltstones 753.75 - 760.50 6.75 
II. Heavily veined sulphcretes 760.50 - 780.90 20.40 
III.A. Banded nodular sulphates with 780.90 - 791.50 10.60 

clay and dolomite beds 
III.B. Clay, anhydrite nodules and 791.50 - 799.60 8.10 

banded sulpharenites 
III.C. Banded sulpharenites with 799.60 803.34 3.74 

red nodule-stringers 
IV. Banded massive sulpharenites 803.34 - 810.63 7.29 
V. Banded sulpharenites +dolomite/clay 810.63 - 814.08 3.45 

3.3.4.2. Anbydritqruppe (887.90 - 944.56) (total 56.66 m) 

If the Salzschichten were not lacking from the Weiach 
core, then this core would have been the ideal (holo
type) core for the Triassic evaporites (Fig. 5 and 8). 
Weiach correlates very well with B6ttstein, except for 
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uni ts IVB and V (which are missing). These missing 
units probably partially correlate with collapse bre
ccias at the base of unit IVA. Thus the lower boundary 
of unit IVA does not represent a synchronous boundary. 

However, unit VI (Untere Sulfatschichten), is thicker 
than in any other well. This might be due to salt 
deposi tion (uni t 5) starting later at Weiach than at 
the other borehole localities. This could have reflect
ed nearer and more prolonged marine influence. 

In addition to the absence of salt, the Anhydritgruppe 
from the Weiach core is still reduced in thickness 
relative to the other wells. 

OVERVIEW OF ANHYDRITGRUPPE UNITS: WEIACH 

unit 
DOLOHIT DER ANHYDRITGRUPPE 
I. Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe 
OBERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
II. Carbonate-rich sulpharenites 
III.A. Sulpharenites - selenites 
III.B. Layered sulpharenites 
IV.A. Sulphate/carbonate breccia 
IV.B. Layered sulpharenites 
SALZSCHICHTEN 
V. Salzschichten 
UNTERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
VI. Untere Sulfatschichten 

The Riniken well 

depth (m) 

887.90 - 897.66 

897.66 - 906.15 
906.15 - 916.00 
916.00 - 929.56 
929.56 - 938.40 

not present 

not present 

938.40 - 944.56 

Gipskeuper (528.8 - 611.9) (total 83.1 m) 

total (m) 

9.76 

9.49 
9.85 

13.56 
8.84 

6.16 

The Gipskeuper was not cored at Riniken, so that only 
cuttings were available. Nevertheless, the geophysical 
logs show good correlation wi th Weiach and Bottstein 
even though cm scale correlation is not possible. The 
subdivision of the Riniken cores used here is diffe
rent from that employed in in the NAGRA geological 
report. This report deals with all available Northern 
Swiss NAGRA cores on the Triassic evaporites, and uses 
the same subdivision scheme for all cores (Fig. 3 and 
7) . 
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OVERVIEW OF GIPSKEUPER UNITS: RINIKEN 

unit depth (m) total (m) 
I.A. Anhydrite nodules and clay 528.80 - 540 11.20 
LB. Anhydrite nodules, clay/siltstones 540 - 551 11. 
II. Heavily-veined sulphcretes 551 - 572 21. 
III.A. Banded nodular sulphates with 572. - 584 12. 

clay and dolomite beds 
III.B. Clay. anhydrite nodules and 584 - 597 13. 

banded sulpharenites 
III.C. Banded sulpharenites with 597 - 600 3. 

red nodule-stringers 
IV. Banded massive sulpharenites 600 - 609 9. 
V. Banded sulpharenites with 609 - 611.90 2. 

dolomite and clay 

Anh:ydritgrulme (689 - 650.70) (total 61.70 m) 

The Anhydritgruppe has been cored completely with the 
exception of the upper boundary (Fig. 5 and 8). Vir
tually no gypsum was observed (just as at Weiach). 
However, the Salzschichten contrast from those at 
Weiach; at Riniken they have developed as a 2.38 m 
thick hali te sequence similar to that found in the 
Salzschichten of B6ttstein. Collapse breccias present 
30 cm above and in the top of the Untere Sulfatschich
ten indicate the former existence of now dissolved salt 
horizons. The hali te bed itself is also composed of 
collapsed blocks of sulphate and halite, cemented 
together by hali te. The upper three-quarters of the 
sal t sequence is red in colour. The middle and lower 
part of the Obere Sulfatschichten is difficult to 
correlate wi th other wells. The int.ense brecciation 
occurring at different levels in the Riniken sequence 
compared with the Weiach and B6ttstein sequences is the 
main reason for this problematic lithological correla
tion. However, the resistivity correlation matches 
perfectly wi th B6ttstein and Weiach and supports the 
subdivision used here. Therefore the limit between unit 
(I I I) and (IV) has been changed from 716.03 in the 
geology report (MATTER et al. 1987b) to 734.20 m in 
this report. 
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OVERVIEW OF ANHYDRITGRUPPE UNITS: RINIKEN 

unit depth (m) total (m) 
DOLOMIT DER ANHYDRITGRUPPE 
I. Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe 688.50 - 698.48 9.98 
OBERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
II. Carbonate-rich sulpharenites 698.48 - 708.20 9.72 
III.A. Sulpharenites - selenites 708.20 - 719.10 10.90 
III.B. Layered sulpharenites 719.10 - 734.20 15.101 
V.A. Sulphate/carbonate breccia 734.20 - 739.05 4.80 
IV.B. Layered sulpharenites 739.05 - 740.35 1.30 
SALZSCHICHTEN 
V.Salzschichten 740.35 - 742.73 2.38 
UNTERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
VI. Untere Sulfatschichten 742.73 - 750.70 7.97 

3.3.6. The Schafisheim well 

3.3.6.1. Gipskeuper (1139.04 - 1224.0) (total 84.96 m) 

The Gipskeuper of the Schafisheim core compares reaso
nably well with that of Weiach. Both lithological and 
resistivity logs provide good correlation (Fig. 3 and 
7). The siliciclastic intercalation noted in the top 
part of the Gipskeuper is clearly present at Schafis
heim, and is evident from the occurrence of coarse 
quartz and feldspar grains. In contrast, only silt and 
clay were observed at B6ttstein. Because of the present 
depth of the evaporites no gypsum was expected and this 
prediction was confirmed by the detailed microfacies 
analyses presented in this report as well as by the x
ray mineralogical data (MATTER et al. 1988b). 

OVERVIEW OF GIPSKEUPER UNITS: SCHAFISHEIM 

unit depth (m) total (m) 
LA. Anhydrite nodules and clay 1139.04 - 1149.40 10.36 
LB. Anhydrite nodules, clay/siltstones 1149.40 - 1155.50 6.10 
II. Heavily-veined sulphcretes 1155.50 - 1183.00 27.50 
III.A. Banded nodular sulphates with 1183.00 - 1200.50 17.50 

clay and dolomite beds 
III.B. Clay, anhydrite nodules and 1200.50 - 1207.80 7.30 

banded sulpharenites 
III.C. Banded sulpharenites with 1207.80 - 1210.35 2.55 

red nodule-stringers 
IV. Banded massive sulpharenites 1210.35 - 1221. 61 11.26 
V. Banded sulpharenites with 1221.61 - 1224.00 2.39 

dolomite and clay 
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3.3.6.2. Anhydritgruppe (1287.71 
part, complete) 

1441.79) (103.79 m lower 

Layer-to-Iayer correlation between the NAGRA wells 
showed that the sulphate-bearing clay-rich lamini tes 
(typical Obere Sulfatschichten) of the Schafisheim well 
correlate with the "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" of 
other wells (Fig. 5 and 8). Logically the boundary 
between the Sulfatschichten and the "Dolomit der Anhy
dri tgruppe" should be taken above the last sulphate 
laminite; however, the original subdivision has been 
retained in order to prevent confusion. Thus, apparent 
lateral lithofacies changes occur between wells. 

The Anhydritgruppe is clearly different at Schafisheim 
from that encountered in the other wells. This diffe
rence chiefly reflects tectonic doubling of the upper 
part of the sequence. The lower part of Uni t I I is 
folded but still recognizable. However, the consider
able thickness of the Salzschichten (35 m) and the fact 
that two halite levels are present instead of one, also 
make Schafisheim very different from all other 
investigated cores. 

At 1305.26 and 1306.56 isoclinal fold hinges are visi
ble in sulphate beds just below carbonate beds. The 
sedimentological textures in the sulphate beds are not 
so accute as in the other cores, they seem to smooth 
out somewhat. The wavy, irregular bedding, observed in 
the other cores becomes straight laminar towards the 
thrust boundary where uni t I I overlies the younger 
Upper Muschelkalk limestones. These limestones have 
been intensely fractured, brecciated and veined, with 
beds dipping in all directions. The lower part of the 
overthrusted Upper Muschelkalk limestones and the 
normal contact wi th the "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" 
has not been cored. At the base of the "Dolomi t der 
Anhydri tgruppe" and the top of uni t I I in the normal 
(lower) sequence folds are observed at exactly the same 
location as in the same units above the thrust. 

The tectonic doubling of uni t I and I I amounts to at 
least 100 m of shortening when an overthrust angle of 
20° is assumed. The larger individual folds in these 
units do certainly not account for important amounts of 
shortening. The part from 1360.20 to 1366 m is severely 
folded with over a meter of vertical beds. However this 
folding could not have resulted in more than a few 
meters of shortening. Microfolds seem to be very ubi
quitous but comparison with other cores learns that the 
same structures are present in sediments that are not 
tectonically disturbed. Many early diagenetic features 
such as convolute bedding, enterolithical bedding and 
load casts also produce folds and flow structures. 
Therefore, microfolds, or ductile behaviour has to be 
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regarded with caution. 

The tectonic doubling allows a close comparison of the 
unit I and II sediments from the upper and the lower 
sequence. Practically all beds can be correlated and 
certainly the sedimentary trends coincide completely 
(anhydrite beds; laminated, bedded or clastic carbona
tes). Remarkable is the fact that although these sedi
ments were deposited in probably close vicinity detai
led sedimentary features differ quite a lot. 

At 1357.36 to 1357.70 (= below thrust plane) the clas
tic carbonates are intraformational conglomerates, 
whereas above the thrust this part (1305.80-1306.15) 
consists of cross-bedded doloarenites, both clastic but 
a different facies. Here the equivalent part below the 
thrust is coarser. However, just above an anhydrite bed 
at 1355.15-1354.95 doloarenites are present in the 
"Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" below the thrust whereas 
at 1303.68-1303.53 coarser intraformational conglomer
ates are present. This indicates that on this detailed 
scale one has to be careful to draw paleogeographic 
conclusions. However, clastic events proper correlate 
very well. Lithological changes such as dolomicrite to 
clay beds (1306.58 and 1357.19) allow very sharp 
correlation too. 

The excessive thickness of uni t I I in the normal se
quence is caused by tectonic doubling. Unit IlIA, 
including the seleni te marker bed is darker and con
tains more clay in the Schafisheim core than in the 
other cores. 

Anhydrite veins (alabastrized satin spar veins) are 
hardly observed in the Anhydritgruppe. In unit IIIB at 
Schafisheim these veins are more abundant than in the 
other wells. At 1382.40 a fold hinge wi th parasi tic 
folds is obeserved that corresponds with an intraforma
tional conglomerate beds at Bottstein (228.70-230.00) 
and a bedded/laminated sulpharenite at Weiach (918.50-
918.80). The presence of earlier synsedimentary fold 
structures might be decisive for the ini tiation of 
later tectonic folds. 

Closer inspection of the Salzschichten reveals that 
most of the salt can be correlated with breccia hori
zons of other wells. If this correlation is entirely 
valid, then a model could be proposed postulating 
synchroneous salt deposition at all borehole locations. 
Later dissolution would then have resulted in breccia
tion, altering the Ii thology to its current state. 
Alternatively, slight differences in the original 
depositional environment could have resulted in deposi
tion of salt in deeper pools contemporaneous with 
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subaerial sulphate deposition elsewhere. It is impor
tant to note that halite sedimentation rates are nor
mally ten times greater than those in the sulphate 
depositing environment. If allowance is made for this, 
then it is clear that the Anhydritgruppe in the Scha
fisheim core does not really represent a different 
style of deposi tion than that evident from the other 
cores, since the apparent difference in thickness of 
the evaporite sediments simply reflects the lithologi
cal difference. 

OVERVIEW OF ANHYDRITGRUPPE UNITS: SCHAFISHEIM 

unit depth (m) total (m) 
DOLOHIT DER ANHYDRITGRUPPE 
1. Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe 1287.71 - 1304.98 17.17 
OBERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
II. Carbonate-rich sulpharenites 1304.98 - 1315.00 10.02 
III.A.Sulpharenites - selenites 1315.00 - 1320.15 5.15 
UPPER MUSCHELKALK 1320.15 - 1338.00 17.85 
DOLONIT DER ANHYDRITGRUPPE 
I. Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe 1338.00 - 1356.56 18.56 
OBERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
II. Carbonate-rich sulpharenites 1356.56 -1369.80 13.24 
III.A. Sulpharenites - selenites 1369.80 - 1379.20 9.20 
III.B. Layered sulpharenites 1379.20 - 1390.20 11.00 
SALZSCHICHTEN 
IV.A.+IV.B. 
V. Salzschichten 1390.20 - 1435.43 45.23 
UNTERE SULFATSCHICHTEN 
VI. Untere Sulfatschichten 1435.43 - 1441.79 6.36 

CORRELATION BETWEEN THE WELLS 

Correlation between the wells has partly been discussed 
in the chapter on lithostratigraphy and separately for 
each well in the core descriptions of the previous 
chapter (Fig. 3, 5, 7 and 8). In general, lithological 
correlation between the cores is possible on the basis 
of sedimentary structures and lithology. Correlation on 
the basis of structures alone is difficult, if not 
impossible, because the sedimentary structures show 
such rapid lateral change. Correlation based on litho
logy is possible but Ii thostratigraphic uni ts may be 
diachronous, unless they reflect basin-wide events. 
Suitable time markers are provided particularly by the 
deposits of higher energy events, such as intraforma
tional conglomerates. Good correlation is possible in 
such cases, sometimes to cm-scale. Sulphate breccias, 
especially collapse breccias, are often correlatable on 
meter- (but not on drn-) scale. Sequence correlation is 
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very useful in providing an important control on the 
validity of the geophysical logs. 

The best (meter scale) correlation is achieved wi th 
resistivity logs. Because discrepancies of more than a 
dm are evident from depth correlation between the 
wireline logs and the lithological core logs, matching 
is better performed using marker horizons. Figures 
7 and 8 show the borehole resistivi ty logs. The most 
important marker horizons have been named. Clay hori
zons have low resistivity values while limestone, 
sulphate and hali te show high resistivi ty. It is re
markable that Ii thological change between carbonates, 
chlorides and sulphates does not affect the correlation 
sequences. Resistivi ty correlation in these evapori te 
sequences is based mainly on the change in input of 
siliciclastic material. Resistivity is effectivily a 
measure of the ratio between evaporitic/non-evaporitic 
rocks. However, this ratio depends on external factors 
such as climatic fluctuations or subsidence rates of 
large areas or basins. Since these factors represent 
large scale events the time significance of a correla
tion based on resistivity logs is probably better than 
one based on lithological/mineralogical facies criteria 
alone. 

When this large scale geophysical correlation was 
established, a detailed correlation between sedimenta
ry layers was made based on combined sediment-structu
ral/Ii thological comparisons. Horizon to horizon cor
relation was feasible in this way for both the Gipskeu
per and Anhydritgruppe. Even mineralogical differences, 
for example between gypsified cores of the shallow 
wells and anhydrite cores from the deeper wells did not 
disrupt resistivity correlation. 

The correlations reveal that the southernmost location 
(Schafisheim) received the greatest coarse clastic 
input and has suffered most subsidence. Penecontempo
raneous subsidence of the Schafisheim area explains the 
highest accumulation and most complete preservation of 
hali te at that si te. Of the excessive thickness of 
halite at Schafisheim, only a minor amount is thought 
to reflect tectonic emplacement. Most other cores show 
evidence of extensive phases of dissolution and collap
se brecciation - this indicates incomplete preservation 
of deposited salt. 
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DEPOSITIONAL AND DIAGENETIC HISTORY 

In this chapter the depositional and diagenetic history 
of the northern Swiss Triassic evaporites will be 
interpreted based upon data from the· former chapters 
and the available literature. The discussion will be in 
chronological order, starting with the interpretation 
of the deposi tional environment and ending wi th the 
effects of uplift and exhumation. As fundament for the 
subchapters on the diagenetic history, subchapters on 
sediment chemistry, authigenic minerals and replace
ments have been included to explain mineral behaviour 
wi thin the evapori te environment wi th detailed inter
pretations of the occurring minerals and textures. 

Depositional environments 

Gipskeuper 

The deposi tional environment of the middle European 
Gipskeuper was equivalent to the modern desert environ
ment according to BELLAIR (1958). Eolian accumulation 
of evaporites was the most important depositional 
agent. AVIAS (1963) preferred generation and deposition 
of the sulphates in brine pans or shallow lagoons. 
These two hypotheses represent the general idea that 
persisted since last century on the deposition of 
Triassic sulphates in Europe. The discovery, in the 
sixties, of the preservation potential of coastal 
sabkhas and the results of sedimentological investiga
tion of modern saline deposits (KIRKLAND &. EVANS 1973, 
PURSER 1973) allowed for a much more detailed compari
son of these modern deposi ts wi th the ancient Permo
Triassic evapori tes (JACKA &. FRANCO 1974, ROBERTSON
HANDFORD et al. 1982, PRESLEY 1987). JACKA 6( FRANCO 
describe a brine-pan sequence from the Permo-Triassic 
in the Texas Panhandle with (1) laminites of anhydrite 
and silt below the water-table and above the water
table (2) red hali tic shale, (3) red-brown sandstones 
cemented with halite and (4) deflation sands and silts 
cemented by dolomite and anhydrite. However, these 
Texas sediments contain much more siliciclastic mate
rial than the Gipskeuper sediments in N.Switzerland. 

A deeper (marine), basinal, halite environment 
ribed from the French Jura, Lorraine and the 
North Sea (BUSSON &. CORNEE 1989). In the NAGRA 
hali te occurs in the Keuper. Therefore the 
Swiss Upper Triassic occupied a marginal 
compared to the basinal halite environment 
French Jura. 

is desc
southern 
cores no 
northern 
position 

of the 
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The sediments of the Lettenkohle reflect deposition in 
marine to brackish lagoons and marshes (DURINGER 1982). 
The transition to the basal Gipskeuper is gradual. The 
preceding chapters already showed the remarkable corre
lation of all the units in the Gipskeuper between the 
wells. The continuity of the lithological units of the 
Gipskeuper over such large distances implies that we 
are dealing with large-scale events and that these 
uni ts do not represent local Ii thological variations 
that are laterally equivalent to each other. In con
trast the meter- and the decimeter-scale sequences 
represent vertical facies transitions which might re
flect lateral facies variations. 

In the following section the various depositional 
environments of the Gipskeuper units and subunits are 
discussed in detail (Fig. 9 and 11). 

The basal part of the Gipskeuper (uni ts IV and V) 
mainly consists of sulpharenites (clastic sulphate 
sands). Sedimentary structures indicate deposition in 
shallow water. The presence of sulphareni tes implies 
erosion in subj acent areas or reworking of deposi ted 
sulphate sands (HARDIE & EUGSTER 1971, SCHREIBER et ale 
1976. The extensive shallow lagoon or lagoon complex 
must have contained hypersaline water to preserve 
sulphates (DRONKERT 1985), but only locally was the 
hypersaline lagoon water concentrated enough to preci
pi tate gypsum crystals (seleni te). Elevated salini ty 
was attained near the margins of the hypersaline 
lagoons or in more isolated pools where evaporation of 
the water concentrated the brine sufficiently to form 
rows of selenite crystals. These were covered by sul
phate and carbonate sands. 

The deposition of clay can be the result of eolian or 
aqueous processes (Fig. 13). However, in the more 
lagoonal sequences aqueous processes are most impor
tant. Flocculation of the clay will occur when it is 
introduced from a fresh water environment into a saline 
environment or when it reaches a pycnocline in a stra
tified brine (FREEMAN 1962). The dispersal of the clay 
over the basin is much more equal if the basin brine is 
layered (BUSSON & CORNEE 1989). Most of the sequences 
show a variation in clay content which is remarkably 
well reflected from the resistivity logs. A decrease of 
the clay content can be explained in several ways: 

1. Assuming a constant supply of detri tal material 
such as clay, a strong increase of sulphate preci
pitation would result in a corresponding increase 
in the sulphate/clay ratio. This would be expected 
to occur in shallow marginal areas where the ef
fects of evaporation were more pronounced. 
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2 Alternatively, the supply of clay might have been 
constant but reworking resulted in removal of the 
clay particles, or else water agitation prevented 
the clay from deposi ting. This model calls for 
higher energy condi tions (wind, waves, currents) 
such as might occur at the margin of a large ba
sin. 

3. The supply of clay might have varied with time. The 
reason for this variation might have been related 
to long-term climatic variations. 

4. The sulphates that were deposited could have been 
preferentially removed in one location by sulphate 
reducing bacteria, while in another the bacteria 
were not present or were not able to reduce the 
sulphate. The inability of these bacteria to reduce 
sulphate depends largely on the availabili ty of 
nutrient organic material. Abundant supply of 
organic material normally rules out sulphate pre
servation. 

Models 1 and 2 require fluctuation in water-level over 
time in order to accomplish the variation in depth of 
deposition. A change of water level could be related to 
global climatic changes but could also be explained by 
reduction of basin depth due to sedimentary infill. 

The presence of cross-bedding wi thin the gypareni tes 
indicates higher energy, shallow-water conditions. 
Towards the middle of the basal Gipskeuper, lamination 
becomes more irregular, convolute bedding and intrafor
mational conglomerates are more common. 

Aeration of the sediment is also important for the 
preservation of sulphate. The longer the sulphate stays 
in an oxidizing environment the better is its preserva
tion potential. With the passage of time most organic 
material will be oxidized or removed and sulphate 
reducing bacteria are no longer able to attack the 
sulphate. 

In the basal units (IV and V) of the Gipskeuper, lar
ger-scale sequences occasionally show sulphate nodule 
lenses, stringers or beds towards their tops. Clay-rich 
laminated, gypareni te passes upwards in the sequence 
through stringers of seleni te crystals eventually to 
domed crusts. Sulphate nodules also appear. It can be 
assumed that these have formed during episodes of 
subaerial exposure. 

The middle part of the Gipskeuper (unit II and part of 
unit III) lacks the well-laminated gyparenites. Clay
rich parts riddled wi th sulphate veins and beds of 
sulphate nodules make up the larger part of the unit. 
Virtually no indications are present to indicate that 
the sulphate precipi tated under sub,aqueous condi tions; 
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rather the exclusive presence of sulphate nodules (in 
the absence of seleni te) indicates precipi tation of 
sulphate from saline groundwater or from the capillary 
zone. 

Relatively pure detri tal material (mostly clay) was 
deposited in hypersaline, laterally extensive, ephem
eral water bodies where salinity never reached a level 
sufficient for the precipitation of gypsum. 

Gypsum might have been deposi ted during periods of 
higher salini ty, in which case it was later removed, 
possibly by sulphate reducing bacteria. 

Temporary or long-term desiccation cracked the clay and 
initiated pedogenic (soil forming) processes. During 
this episode the salinity of groundwater increased and 
early diagenetic processes resulted in the formation of 
corrensite, dolomite and sulphate nodules. 

De-watered and cracked clays were exposed to these 
hyper-saline brines and the cracks were filled wi th 
sulphate crystals in a process very similar to the 
formation of late diagenetic gypsum veins. However, in 
the core these veins are composed of finely-crystalline 
white anhydrite, indicating mesogenetic dehydration 
during during burial. The veins, therefore, seem likely 
to have formed earlier, ie. during the early diagenetic 
stage. 

The nodule stringer zones and beds are typical of 
sulphate that has precipi tated from brines enriched 
through capillary evaporation of the groundwater. Such 
a system has recently been found in large modern playa 
lakes (EUGSTER 1969,1984) and coastal sabkhas (BUSH 
1973) . 

The presence of the veined clays, and of various sul
phate nodule zonesjbeds, implies prolonged exposure of 
the deposits. 

The change from subaqueous deposi tion (clays) to su
pra-aqueous deposition (sulphate from the capillary 
zone) would have been associated wi th an increase in 
salini ty. This increase in salini ty might only have 
attained a level sufficient for gypsum precipi tation 
after the brine-level has been lowered below the sedi
ment surface to groundwater level, so that in this case 
subaqueous precipitation of gypsum would not have taken 
place. 

Gypsum wi 11 precipi tate subaqueously on the sediment 
water interface (selenite crusts), when the brine 
reaches the concentration for gypsum precipitation 
before draw-down has reached the sediment surface. The 
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fact that such selenite crusts do not appear in unit II 
confirms the hypothesis that the subaerial exposure 
lasted during longer periods. During long exposure of 
the sediment surface the gypsum crystals wi thin the 
sediment recrystallize to form nodules of either anhy
drite or gypsum. These nodules form the basis of the 
nodular sulphate horizons (sulphcretes). 

The middle part of the Gipskeuper (uni ts I I and I I I ) 
reflects indications for the presence of periods of 
non-deposition and very slow deposition but erosion was 
not very pronounced if it occurred at all. 
The upper part (unit I) of the Gipskeuper contains less 
clay and more carbonate. The sediments have fewer 
veins, but those veins that are present are in colour 
red. Bedding is very irregular and most of the sulphate 
occurs in the form of clean large red nodules. The 
thicker sulphate nodule beds comprise a mosaic of 
virtually clean (red and white) sulphate with a 
"chickenwire" pattern reflecting the redistribution of 
clay minerals to the sides of the individual nodules. 
Nodular beds of this type are similar to those found in 
modern supratidal sabkha deposits. The reduced 
abundance of veins in the clay-rich intermediate 
calcareous beds and the larger size of nodules suggests 
more constant but discrete subsidence resulting in the 
eventual restoration of fresh to brackish water 
condi tions as had existed during the start of Middle 
Keuper time. 

To summarize, it seems that the marshlands environment 
of the Lettenkohle evolved into a hypersaline environ
ment with large pools or lagoons during the deposition 
of the lower part (units IV and V) of the Gipskeuper. 
During the middle part of Gipskeuper time (units II and 
III) these lagoons were supplied with fresh water and 
temporarily filled. Extended periods of pedogenesis 
(soil development) resulted in the formation of sulph
cretes or gypscretes, which dominated in the middle 
part of the Gipskeuper during periods of reduced or 
non-subsidence. 

The upper part of the Gipskeuper (unit I), records long 
periods of submergence, associated with more pronounced 
subsidence and deposition in large saline lagoons. 

Virtually lacking from the core observations is eviden
ce for the lateral extent of the small scale sequences. 
However, field evidence indicates the presence of low 
angle channels at Bankerjoch. Individual beds and small 
scale sedimentary sequences pinch out rapidly. Thus a 
laterally-extensive fluvial system can not be postula
ted for the Gipskeuper. Not before Schilfsandstein time 
did the detri tal input reach a level where coarser 
sediments were dominant. The Schilfsandstein with its 
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sand and mud deposi ts extends over an enormous area 
from Scandinavia and Russia to France (WURSTER 1964). 
This expresses the existence of an important fluvio
deltaic system. It seems that significant differential 
uplift of a quartz-rich hinterland had changed the 
paleogeographic setting around the end of Gipskeuper 
time. 

In the Gipskeuper various small-scale sedimentary 
cycles are recognized that can be correlated. Sedimen
tary structures in the Gipskeuper indicate extensive 
sulphcrete formation in a terrestrial environment with 
periods of brine flooding. The basal part represents 
large saline lagoons that developed into continental 
playas with nodular sulphate horizons. These were inun
dated during the lower middle Gipskeuper when crystal
line gypsum (selenite) and sulpharenites formed. Then 
extensive sulphate soil formation with long periods of 
non deposi tion were responsible for the formation of 
thick sulphcrete cycles. Inland playa and saline flood 
plain deposi ts mark the end of the Gipskeuper before 
the onset of the fuviatile Schilfsandstein. 

A summary of the depositional environments represented 
in the Gipskeuper is given below: 

GIPSKEUPER 

units 
1. 
I & II. 
II. 
III. 
III. 
III. 
II,III & IV. 
IV & V. 
IV & V. 
III, IV & V. 
IV & V. 

dominant lithofacies 
white/red sulphate nodules 
fine siliciclastics (silts) 
sulphate-veined clays 
red sulphate nodules and dolomicrite 
mudcracks/ tepees/ nodule stringers 
undulose sulphate laminites 
clay laminites 
domed selenite crusts 
linear selenite crusts 
clastic sulphate 
thinly bedded clays 

Anhydritqruppe 

environment 
subaerial/groundwater 
subaerial/eolian 
clay-rich soil/ gypcretes 
subaerial flats 
ephemeral pond 
shallow pond 
pond/saline lagoon 
shallow saline pond/lagoon 
hypersaline pond/lagoon 
saline pond/lagoon 
marsh/ pond/ saline lagoon 

The depositional environments of the Anhydritgruppe 
(Fig. 10 and 12) are similar in many respects to those 
of the Gipskeuper. Only the extensive and prolonged 
soil development indicated for the later part of 
Gipskeuper time suggests conditions wich did not occur 
at some time during the interval when the Muschelkalk 
was deposited. The Muschelkalk evaporite basin in 
middle Europe extended for 650 kID from Poland to France 
(BESTEL 1929). BESTEL (1929) suggested that there was 
no reason to assume discontinuities within this basin. 
SCHACHL (1954) described discontinuities but attributes 
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them to later dissolutions. In contrast, HAUBER (1980) 
insists on existence of separated basins as a result of 
syndepositional tectonics. 

Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe 

The sediments of the "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" 
represent a marine influenced coastal hypersaline flat 
environment. Stromatolites, oncoids, ooids, pellets, 
fossil debris and burrows are together indicative of 
restricted marine condi tions. Frequent desiccation is 
apparent from desiccation cracks, flat pebble conglome
rates, sulphate nodule zones, meniscus cements and 
particle shrinkage. Gypsum lenses developed within the 
carbonate sediments just as they do today in modern 
sabkhas (SHEARMAN 1966). Sulphate nodules formed in 
supratidal areas. Clay minerals developed around ooids 
in multiple layers. Growth of the corrensite/talc 
layers may occur in hypersaline organic rich brines 
penecontemporaneous wi th ooid formation (BUSH 1973). 
An alternative mbde of formation would be later repla
cement of aragonite or of organic algal material by the 
clay minerals. Silicification of the anhydrite nodules 
and of some ooid beds occurred at a very early stage 
but still contemporaneous with deposition of the "Dolo
mit der Anhydritgruppe" (EUGSTER 1967, 1969, 1970, 
1984, HAY 1970). In summary, we may recognize the 
following environments: 

DOLOMIT DER ANHYDRITGRUPPE 

units 
1. 
1. 
I. 
I. 

dominant lithofacies 
pellet packs tones with gypsum lenses 
cherty dolomicrites 
wavy dolomites 

. laminated dolomites 

Sulfatschichten 

environment 
subtidal or lagoonal 
marginal zone of ephemeral pond 
marginal algal mats 
marginal zone of pond 

The Sulfatschichten reflect a series of evaporite 
environments within a complex of hypersaline pools or 
lagoons. Extensive thick massive chevron anhydrite is 
indicative of large hypersaline lagoons similar to 
those interpreted for deposits in the top part of the 
Untere Sulfatschichten (inclusive Salzschichten) and 
near the top of the Obere Sulfatschichten. Between 
these two main saline intervals, alternating periods of 
desiccation and inundation governed the deposi tion in 
these large lagoons and sulphate mud flats. Desiccation 
cracks, erosional channels and convolute bedding indi
cate both subaqueous and subaerial conditions. 

The dark laminated sulphate/carbonate/clay beds compare 
to those described from a hypersaline pool in Israel 
KUSHNIR (1981). In this hypersaline pool a gypsum layer 
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was formed in summer while algal mats were growing in 
winter. The result was a dark wavy bedding of carbona
te/organic- and gypsum laminae. 

Deposition of halite was frequent but preservation in
complete. Even at Schafisheim, where the thickest salt 
deposits are found, dissolution of halite was a common 
feature now recorded in anhydrite dissolution accumula
tes, filled vugs, dissolution pipes and dissolution 
rounding of sulphate clasts. Dissolution of halite 
overlain by sulphates or carbonates caused the develop
ment of collapse breccias during low salinity destruc
tive phases (Fig. 12c). Differential dissolution and 
collapse probably generated gradients on the surface 
leading to the formation of scours and channels which 
were later filled wi th clastic debris. This style of 
sedimentation is typical of intermediate salinity con
ditions during a transition from chloride deposition to 
sulphate deposi tion. All the NAGRA cores show these 
features but to different extents. At Weiach all the 
sal t has been dissolved, while some meters of hali te 
are preserved at B6ttstein, Leuggern and Riniken. 

The Untere Sulfatschichten reflect a transi tion from 
normal-to-Iow-salinity carbonate mud flats to hypersa
line lagoons. Initial accumulation of doloarenite was 
followed by deposition of clay-rich sulphate laminites 
and finally of crystalline seleni te in an extensive 
hypersaline lagoon (Fig. 12A,B). 

The Anhydritgruppe shows a strong cyclic development of 
different kinds of sedimentary sequences that can be 
correlated in great detail. All cycles represent a 
development of increasing salinity. In the middle part 
of the Anhydritgruppe these cycles are normally closed 
off by brecciation and dissolution of salt or sulphate 
beds. In the upper part brecciation disappears and 
intraformational conglomerates and nodule caps mark 
more stable and less saline environments. 

A summary of the environments is given below. 
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SULFAT- AND SALZSCHICHTEN 

units dominant lithofacies environment 

II. nodular sulphate ephemeral pond 
II -VI. laminated clastic sulphate saline pond 
IlIA. massive chevron anhydrite hypersaline pond 
II-VI. irregular clastic sulphate (hyper)saline pond 
IIIB-IVA. intraformational conglomerates saline flat proKimity 
II -VI. irregular-bedded sulphate shallow pond 
IVA. collapse breccia ephemeral saline pond 
V. bedded halite hypersaline pond 
V. halite breccia ephemeral ponds 
II+VI. distorted nodular bedding ephemeral pond 
II-VI. thinly-bedded clastic sulphates saline pond 
II-VI. irregularly-bedded clay laminae pond 

Sediment chemical considerations 

Chemical analyses have previously been performed on the 
Triassic evaporites during the completion of the geolo
gical reports on the boreholes (see introduction of 
chapter on Ii thostratigraphy). The data produced has 
been used here in the interpretation of the mineral 
contents in the cores. Because practically all evapori
te minerals in the cores have undergone severe changes, 
the (trace) cation analyses give no direct insight into 
the original depositional environment. The distribution 
of sulphates and chlorides give a rough idea of the 
depositional setting, providing supporting evidence for 
the microfacies analysis. 

The excellent work of HARDIE & EUGSTER (1970) on the 
evolution of closed basin brines is only partly appli
cable to the Keuper sequence. 

stable isotope data might provide more clues for the 
original depositional environment. However, sufficient 
data were not available and in any case the interpreta
tion of such data in evapori tic soil environments is 
not well established. 

In the following section only those items are discus
sed which are of direct sedimentological significance. 
Detailed geochemical discussions on the stability 
fields of the various evaporite minerals were not 
included. 
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Calcium sulphates 

a. Gypsum-anhydrite transition 
Much work has been done on the gypsum-anhydri te 
transition (see 'compilation in DRONKERT 1985). 
Transition temperatures from laboratory experiments 
range from 15 to 60°C depending on the quantity and 
type of other ions in the brine. 

Mineral-brine data suggest that the solubilities' of 
gypsum and anhydrite at 20-40 o C in natural brines 
of about 4 molal CI- are sufficiently similar that 
a solution never becomes excessively supersaturated 
wi th respect to anhydri te before it reaches meta
stable gypsum saturation. The relatively high 
temperature (35°C) and low water activity (0.77) at 
which natural anhydrite crystals apparently nucle
ate and grow suggest that desolvation of aqueous 
Ca2 + may be the major kinetic barrier to the 
formation of the anhydrous calcium sulphate phase 
(KINSMAN 1974). In the Persian Gulf temperatures of 
over 50°C penetrate only the upper few cm of the 
surface. Brine body temperature may reach 80°C with 
a normal upper limit of 50-60°C. 

In lagoonal environments of the Persian Gulf only 
gypsum precipitation has been observed. In the 
sabkha environment formation of both anhydrite and 
gypsum occur. The dissolution-precipitation repla
cement of gypsum by anhydri te and anhydri te by 
gypsum is the most common transition. The gypsum to 
anhydrite replacement is slow (>1000 years) while 
the anhydrite to gypsum transformation is fast 
(weeks). The solid-state dehydration sequence, 
gypsum-bassani te-anhydri te occurs only in the 
supratidal zone of the sabkha environment (KINSMAN 
1974). 

b. Sulphate-reduction: Bacterial-reduction of sulphate 
is an important process in gypsum/anhydri te con
taining sequences. The removal of the sulphate and 
the formation of sulphides changes the sediment 
significantly. Sulfide formation is commonly rela
ted to bacterial reduction of sulphates (HALLBERG 
1972) resulting in the formation of sulfide ores. 
such as pyrite (BERNER 1981b, 1985). 

The sulphates that were deposited could have been 
preferentially removed in one location by sulphate 
reducing bacteria, while in other spots the bacte
ria were not present or were not able to reduce the 
sulphate. The inability of these bacteria to reduce 
sUlphate depends largely on the availabili ty of 
nutrient organic material. Abundant supply of 
organic material normally rules out sulphate pre
servation (BERNER 1985). 
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In the deeper parts of modern hypersaline lagoons 
only black sediments occur (FRIEDMAN 1980). This is 
probably the resul t of the acti vi ty of sulphate 
reducing bacteria that have "eaten" the gypum or 
anhydri te. In the deep northern basin of the Red 
Sea this reduction caused the formation of aragoni
te laminae (NEEV & EMERY 1967). In playa lakes or 
salt flats (FRIEDMAN 1966) also the formation of 
dolomite and calcite next to aragonite are attribu
ted to sulphate reduction. 

Aeration of the sediment is also important for the 
preservation of sulphate. The longer the sulphate 
stays in an oxidizing environment the better is its 
preservation potential. Wi th the passage of time 
most organic material will be oxidized or removed 
and sulphate reducing bacteria are no longer able 
to attack the sulphate. 

c. Inco~oration of other ions: The content of stron
tium within modern gypsum ranges between 1500 and 
2500 ppm (USDOWSKI 1973; HERRMANN et al. 1973; 
KUSHNIR 1981; DRONKERT 1985). Recrystallization 
lowers the content of foreign ions in the calcium 
sulphates. Sr depleted anhydri te and gypsum has 
been described by BEIN & LAND (1982) and DRONKERT 
(1985), and is attributed to recrystallization 
during diagenesis. 

Carbonates 

a. Stromatolites: Algal mats or stromatolites are 
important metal ion traps (HALLBERG 1972; RENFRO 
1974; ROUCHY & MONTY 1981; DRONKERT 1985). Chela
tion (specific catching) of metal ions is a typical 
organochemical process (HALLBERG et al.1979). Most 
stromatolites show increased magnesium contents 
(BATHURST 1976) and contents of other main- and 
trace ions are also elevated (DRONKERT 1985). 

Chlorides 

a. Halite: Increase of included water in halite accel
lerates rock flowage upon temperature increase 
(URAl et al. 1986). The content of water within the 
halite varies but most water is contained in clayey 
halite and not in pure or clean halite (FISHER 
1985) . 
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Clay minerals 

An interesting parallel can be drawn between the evapo
rites of the Permo-Triassic of the Texas Panhandle and 
the north Swiss Triassic evapori tes. BASSET & PALMER 
(1981) investigated the facies distribution of the clay 
minerals and their findings can be applied to the Swiss 
situation. 

a. Corrensite is most common in saltpan and mudflat 
environments and is rarely associated with marginal 
sabkha anhydrites in the Permo-Triassic evaporites 
of Texas. 

b. Chlorite-smectite is abundant in saline mudflat, 
chaotic mudstone-halite and salt-pan-bedded-halite 
and less common in dry mudflat red beds and margin
al sabkha anhydrites. 

c. Illite is ubiqui tous in all types of evapori te 
sediments from the Texas Panhandle. 

Silica formation 

a. Chalcedony may form from various sodium containing 
silicates in highly alkaline modern environments 
(EUGSTER 1969; HAY 1970). 

One of the chalcedony precursors is kenyai te . It 
forms from diatomites in alkaline lakes: 
Na+ +OH- +11Si02 + 4.SH20 -> NaSi11020.S(OH)4.3H20 
Other chalcedony precursors are: 
magadiite (NaSi7013(OH)3.3H20) and 
makatite (NaSi203(OH)3.H20). 

The transformation from kenyai te or magadii te to 
chert resul ts from vadose leaching of the sodium 
silicates (EUGSTER 1969): 
(NaSi7013(OH)3.3H20 + H+ -> 7Si02 + Na+ + 4H20) , 

Authigenic quartz forms in the African alkaline 
rift lakes 30m below the sediment surface. The 
conversion takes 5000 to 10000 years. This trans
formation is the result of activity lowering of the 
Si-ion. Sorption or reaction of silica wi th clay 
minerals lower the Si activity (HAY 1970). Alter
natively high surface temperatures, dehydration and 
lowering of the Na+jH+ ratio may cause the trans
formation to occur at the sediment surface. 
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Authigenic minerals and their origin 

In the following an interpretation of the authigenic 
minerals is given that will be summarized in the mine
ral history chart at the end of this section. A summary 
of the chronology of diagenetic events is presented in 
the discussions on eo-, meso- and telo-genesis. 

Many authigenic minerals have formed in both the Gips
keuper and the Anhydritgruppe, and in practically all 
cases they constitute the majority of minerals present 
in the evaporite cores. 

Authigenic carbonates 

Calcium carbonates 

Authigenic carbonates occur as palisade-like rims, as 
grain-connecting bridges or as blocky crystal fabrics. 
The palisade fabric carbonates formed as very early 
carbonate crystal precipi tates, e. g.: cement A (dog
tooth or fibrous aragonite cement). The grain-connect
ing meniscus cement formed as calcitic/aragonitic vado
se cement and the blocky crystal fabrics are ei ther 
sparite (blocky, porefilling calcite cement) or repla
cements of other crystals (FUCHTBAUER &: SCHMINCKE 1974, 
BATHURST 1976, FLUGEL 1978). Caliche formation is 
rare. 

In modern environments aragonite is the first to crys
tallize from a saline solution, soon to be replaced by 
dolomite (FRIEDMAN 1966). The radial spherulitical 
calci te crystals that occur in the Gipskeuper (see 
3.1.3.4) are often associated with sulphate beds could 
have been direct precipitates. They might thus be con
sidered as "evapori tic" carbonate (TALBOT 1987). An 
alternative for these radial calcites would be a repla
cement of anhydrite as result of bacterial reduction of 
the sulphate. The radial calcite ooids that FRIEDMAN et 
al. (1973) described from a hypersaline pool in Israel 
are different. Modern occurrences of aragonite are 
described from the Dead Sea (FRIEDMAN 1980) where it is 
interlayered wi th hali te and organic material. It is 
considered as a reduction product of anhydrite/gypsum 
or as primary precipitated carbonate. 

Blocky calci te occurring in silicified nodules (see 
3.1.3.4 and 3.1.3.5) was formed by replacement of 
sulphate as a result of bacterial reduction of this 
sulphate. Similar calcite was found in the Winnipegosis 
Fm of Canada (SHEARMAN &: FULLER 1969). The carbonate 
from the equilibria: 
C02 + H20 « » H2 C03 « » H+ + HC03-« » 2H+ + C032-
and the calcium from bacterial reduction of sulphate 
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combine to calci te and the pH rises above 9. Only 
calcite will be precipitated and silica might even be 
dissolved. 

MARFIL PEREZ (1970) related the occurrence of the 
"aragonitas" (= holotype aragonite from Aragon, Spain) 
to replacement of Keuper sulphates. Aragonitas are 
usually twinned crystals which often form rosettes. 
They occur together with bipyramidal quartz. The 
presence of aragonitas excludes other carbonates. 
However, the matrix clays of these "aragoni tas" have 
elevated contents of magnesium that otherwise would 
have gone into Mg-carbonates (dolomi te). The typical 
"aragonitas" have not been observed in the Swiss 
Gipskeuper. 

Open pores have been infilled wi th coarse idiotopic 
calcite crystals. This is commonly the latest lining in 
the pores of the "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe". The 
latest calcite vug or fracture filling cements are 
usually related to unloading of the sequence (FREEMAN 
1962) . 

Dolomite 

Modern examples of supratidal dolomitization have been 
found in Andros Island (Bahamas, SHINN et ale 1969), 
along the Trucial coast of the Persian Gulf by WELLS 
(1962), ILLING & WELLS (1964), KINSMAN (1969, 1971), 
BUTLER (1970), KENDALL & SKIPWITH (1968,1969), in 
Florida (SHINN et ale 1969) and in Bonaire (DEFFEYES et 
ale 1964). FRIEDMAN (1964) reports the formation of 
dolomite molds from aragonite fossils. GEBELEIN & 
HOFFMAN (1968) assume dolomite formation through algal 
action in stromatolites. 

Dolomicri te replaced micri te under hypersaline condi
tions where gypsum formation took place associated with 
relatively high Mg/Ca ratios (> 5) (BUTLER 1970, FOLK 
& LAND 1975). DEFFEYES et ale (1964) report a Mg/Ca 
ratio of over 30 in Recent carbonate sal tflat pore 
waters. Downward drainage of brine from supratidal 
origin would have dolomitized underlying calcite. 

KINSMAN (1964) reports the dolomitization of lagoonal 
sediments from the Persian Gulf. 

Most of the dolomicrite in the Gipskeuper was probably 
formed during early diagenesis. 

The larger carbonate rhombs in the Swiss Triassic 
evapori tes are composed of dolomi te and iron contai
ning dolomite. They were formed in carbonate-rich clays 
and in micrite. MARFIL PEREZ (1970) describes these 
rhornbo-hedral rather accute dolomi te crystals as 
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teruelitas. She assumes a later diagenetic origin for 
these crystals, originating after the idiotopic quartz 
and the "aragoni tas". ORTI CABO (1974) observed that 
most teruelitas had lenticular shapes, which he thought 
derived from lenticular gypsum. Similar rhombohedral 
crystals have been described by GLENNIE (1970) as 
sucrosic dolomite. He attributes the sucrosic dolomite 
of the Permian Magnesian Limestone (Derbyshire) to 
diagenesis of dune sands. Although no sedimentary 
structures indicative of dune sediments have been 
recognized in the Gipskeuper, some of the doloarenites 
might have been eolian derived. MURRAY & LUCIA (1967) 
and FRIEDMAN & ALI (1981) note that later dolomitiza
tion is also dependent on the sedimentary facies. 
Replacement of anhydrite containing micrite inclusions 
by dolomite is also observed. 

Complete replacement of anhydri te by dolomi te gives 
compromise crystal boundaries and the relation between 
the first phase of singular dolomi te rhombs and the 
final blocky dolomite is difficult to unravel. 

Fibrous dolomite or calcite was probably a replacement 
of early diagenetic satin-spar gypsum veins. 

Magnesite 

Magnesite occurs within the salt beds and sporadically 
in the carbonate beds (in Schafisheim, MATTER et ale 
1988b). Modern occurrences are reported from sabkha 
sediments along the Persian Gulf (BUSH 1973) and from 
many sal t lakes (MULLER et ale 1972). An al ternative 
source is the recrystallization of giobertite or 
huntite to magnetite. Both minerals are reported from 
the Sabkha EI Melah and hunti te is found along the 
Persian Gulf (BUSSON & PERTHUISOT 1977). Gioberti te 
occurs in deeper hypersaline lagoonal sediments where 
it is associated with the reduction of sulphate. 
Huntite growth in the marginal lagoonal to supratidal 
environment. 

Authigenic sulphates 

Sulphareni tes and sulphate muds are today formed by 
degradation of reworked larger gypsum crystals. Only a 
minority of these sulphate grains are formed by suspen
sion precipitation, directly from the upper levels of 
hypersaline brines. Modern sulpharenites can not thus 
be considered authigenic minerals. However, all of the 
sulphareni tes in this report were recrystallized from 
gypsum to anhydrite, and, in some cases back to gypsum 
again. In various stages of this process crystal enlar
gement and other recrystallizations have probably taken 
place. With this in mind none of the sulpharenites can 
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rightly be considered primary sediments and therefore 
they should be classed among the authigenic minerals 
(Fig. 15). 

Lenticular gypsum crystals form in modern sabkha sedi
ments of the intertidal zone, or else in fine-grained 
sediments that are frequently flushed by hypersaline 
groundwater (KINSMAN 1974). The presence of humic acids 
in the pore water inhibits the growth of the prismatic 
crystal faces and a lenticular shape results (CODY 
1976). Only moulds of gypsum lenses are found in the 
Triassic evaporites and these are now filled with 
carbonate, anhydrite or quartz. Lenticular dolomite 
crystals (Teruelitas) are considered dolomitized gypsum 
lenses (ORTI CABO 1974). 

Gypsum nodules form just above the ground water level 
by precipitation from evaporating capillary water. This 
process displaces and partly replaces the existing 
micrite matrix. Evidence from Recent sediments (SHEAR
MAN 1963, KINSMAN 1969, BUTLER 1970) suggests that the 
formation of anhydrite laths has resulted from the 
dissolution of earlier-formed gypsum and the migration 
of the ions to new si tes before precipi tation, though 
some authors (SHEARMAN 1963, KINSMAN 1969, BUSH 1970, 
1973) have suggested that some anhydrite might also be 
a direct precipitate. 

Anhydri te laths occur in the Swiss Triassic both as 
primary precipitates and as secondary replacements. 
Primary precipitation occurs from halite-saturated 
hypersaline stratified brines (Fig. 16), while seconda
ry replacements form more stubby laths growing out from 
existing anhydrite nodules into micrite matrices even
tually replacing the micrite. SHEARMAN & FULLER (1969) 
suggest that the "pile of brick" texture (a densely 
packed anhydrite lath texture) is due to overburden 
pressure. This texture combined with flow patterns 
might well be tectonic. The similar "piled" anhydri te 
lath textures from graded clay-rich carbonate beds 
generated when anhydri te precipi tates from a hali te
saturated brine should not be confused with this tecto
nically generated texture. 

Anhydrite nodules form in much the same way as gypsum 
nodules, but the brine temperature and salini ty are 
higher in the case of anhydri te nodules (Fig. 14). 
Aphani tic anhydri te or microcrystalline anhydri te has 
formed by relatively fast replacement of gypsum or 
neomorphic replacement of existing anhydrite. This can 
happen during the conversion from gypsum to anhydri te 
in the early diagenetic stage, but most aphanitic 
anhydrite is probably formed during deep burial. BUR
GESS & HOLLIDAY (1974) describe aphanitic anhydri te 
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from Permo-Triassic rocks in England. They interpreted 
this texture as an easly diagenetic gypsum replace
ment. 

Felted anhydrite reflects formation of anhydrite in the 
presence of abundant carbonate and/or clay matrix 
material. BURGESS & HOLLIDAY (1974) interpreted a 
felted-lath texture as a recrystallization from aphani
tic anhydrite. 

Blocky anhydrite is formed during slow replacement of 
gypsum or finely-crystalline anhydri te by anhydri te. 
Open veins and intergranular pores may also be filled 
with blocky anhydrite cements. Blocky anhydrite cements 
have been described by BEIN & LAND (1982) as early 
diagenetic cements in the absence of fringing carbonate 
cements. 

Fibrous anhydri te can be classified into two catego
ries: complex aggregates of anhydrite laths (stellate 
anhydrite); and pseudomorphs after fibrous vein gypsum. 
In some cases fibrous anhydri te also rims anhydri te 
nodules as the last stage of sulphate growth. 

Gypsum is not stable at temperatures above 50-60°C 
under 1 atmosphere pressure (see compilation of work on 
gypsum-anhydri te transi tion point temperatures in 
DRONKERT, 1985) and dehydrates to form anhydrite. The 
transition is also pressure-dependent, taking place in 
an open system after a few hundred meters of burial 
when the bui ld. up of Ii thostatic pressure during com
paction results in the expulsion of lattice water. In a 
closed system this lattice water will remain with the 
anhydri te. Because gypsum occupies less volume than 
anhydrite plus the equivalent quantity of lattice water 
gypsum is more stable than anhydri te at high pressu
res. Nonetheless, the temperature effect is stronger 
than the pressure effect and, given a normal geothermal 
gradient of 30 o C/km, gypsum will convert to anhydrite 
at depths below 1000 m (MARSAL, 1952). However, systems 
are rarely completely closed, as the investigations on 
the Muschelkalk aquifers confirm (BLASI et al. 1987). 
When the lattice water of the gypsum can escape "the 
gypsum-anhydrite transition will take place as soon as 
the Ii thostatic pressure exceeds the hydrostatic 
pressure. This occurs at much shallower depth. 

The hydration of anhydrite to gypsum results in a 
volume increase of 64%, this creates an excess volume 
of gypsum if all original anhydrite is replaced by an 
equi valent volume of "gypsum. The original anhydri te 
fabric was destroyed during the formation of alabastri
ne gypsum (Plate 9E). The excess volume of gypsum was 
precipitated as fibrous satin spar gypsum veins orien-
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tated mostly parallel to bedding (see SHEARMAN 1982; 
SHEARMAN et al. 1972; also Plate 9D). 

Gypsification (Fig. 19) in the Jura ranges from several 
meters depth to several hunderd meters in the B6ttstein 
borehole. GOLDSCHMID (1965) mentions 40 to 50 m at the 
Hauenstein railway tunnel. 

The opinions on the formation of gypsum veins differ 
remarkably: 
(1) Gypsum veins may fill existing fractures in the 

country rock which were generated as result of 
temperature decrease (shrinkage) after unroofing of 
the rock pile (RICHARDSON 1920, BOCK 1980). 

(2) Gypsum veins may fill existing tectonic fractures 
which were formed during deeper burial of the rock 
and opened up during unroofing (BOCK 1980). 

(3) Gypsum veins were generated and enlarged by the 
crystallization force of gypsum (RICHARDSON 1920, 
1921) , 

(4) gypsum veins were formed by hydraulic fracturing 
(SHEARMAN et al. 1972), 

(5) gypsum veins are formed during dissolution collapse 
(GUSTAVSON et al. 1980). 

RICHARDSON (1920) remarks that the growing fibres make 
room for themselves by pushing apart their walls. 
Crystals, during growth, may exert a linear force 
of the same order as their crushing strength. The 
fibres are often not at right angles to the wall. This 
is due to later movements of the fracture walls. The 
original fineness of the fibres depends on the pore 
spacing of the country rock. Crystallization from the 
diffusing solution commences at each pore. Closely 
spaced centers of crystallization will be set up, 
fibres elongating therefrom in the direction from which 
the material is accessible. However, a relation between 
poresize and gypsum fibresize could not be established 
by BURGESS & HOLLIDAY (1974). 

Some mostly subhorizontal veins have a central parting 
whereby the ratio between the upper part and the lower 
part varies. RICHARDSON (1920) remarked that the upper 
part was usually thinner when the veins occurred above 
gypsum bodies. If the origin of the fractures was the 
result of relief of pressure by rupture, bringing 
solutions into a labile state, the top half of the vein 
would have been thicker than the bottom half because of 
infiltration from above. 

Most satin spar gypsum veins that are associated with 
exhumation are parallel to bedding. Separation along 
bedding-planes is rendered easy because of changes in 
textures. Contraction on cooling or dewatering initial
ly affects texture boundaries. 
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BURGESS & HOLLIDAY (1974) interpreted fibrous gypsum 
veins in the Triassic of the Vale of Eden (England) as 
being derived from connate water and not from the 
volume increase of the anhydrite-gypsum hydration. They 
describe that satin spar veins have a displacive (in
trusive) relation to the country rock, that was fully 
consolidated and which fractured in a brittle manner at 
the time of vein formation. During compaction the 
connate brines could have become trapped and a hydrau
lic fracture as envisaged by (SHEARMAN et ale 1972) 
resulted in vein formation. They concluded that the 
reason for gypsum precipitation may in part be due to 
release of pressure reducing solubility. 

BOCK (1980) suggests that the actual "motor" for the 
genesis of the fundamental joint system is forces which 
are inherrent in the geologic body. These forces can be 
due to shrinkage (dewatering, cooling), excess pore 
water pressure and volume increase by epeirogenic 
uplift. 

SHEARMAN et ale (1972) have suggested that the gypsum 
grew in water-filled, hydraulically induced fractures 
while the overburden was supported on the water. The 
fibrous structure of the veins is pressure induced and 
the veins consisted initially of an aggregate of coarse 
gypsum crystals. 

HAY (1970) observed the presence of veins in Plio-Qua
ternary sediments of African rift lakes. This is one of 
the few examples in Ii terature that describes early 
diagenetic veins. The existance of modern early diage
netic veins is crucial for the validity of our assump
tion that the alabastrized anhydrite veins of the Swiss 
Triassic evapori tes were formed during early diagene
sis. 

In conclusion can be remarked that fibrous gypsum forms 
veins during exhumation processes where anhydri te is 
converted to gypsum and an excess of calcium sulphate 
is produced. If the hydration process opens up or 
creates the veins or if shrinkage or hydraulic over
pressure opens up the veins has to be investigated at 
each locality. In any case the process only takes place 
during unroofing or exhumation. This process reaches 
several hundred meters deep (see also BONTE 1955). 

Alabastrine gypsum is a hydration product of anhydrite 
and is formed during telogenesis of the exhumation 
phase. 
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Authigenic chlorides 

Hali te is the only chloride mineral observed. Most 
halite was precipitated as primary halite crystals at 
the bottom of the hypersaline ponds or lagoons, but was 
secondarily remobilized (mechanical and chemical trans
port) and recrystallized. Karst pipes and holes have 
been cemented with coarse transparent halite crystals. 
Infiltration of hematite has coloured most of the 
reworked halite red. 

Authigenic quartz 

Several types of authigenic quartz occur in the NAGRA 
cores: 
various types of mega-quartz and chalcedony (Fig. 18). 
They reflect different stages of diagenesis of the 
evaporites. 

Mega-quartz replaces anhydrite. This replacement occur
red after dehydration of the gypsum, which took place 
during the deep burial phase. Mega-quartz formation 
also post-dated dolomitisation of part of the anhydrite 
and calcitization after sulphate reduction. The repla
cement of anhydrite was complete in some cases, but in 
others only partial. Rarely, the mega-quartz forms the 
latest pore lining cement, probably where the latest 
calcite cements have been dissolved. 

Authigenic quartz is a common constituent of evaporite 
deposits. GOLDMAN (1925) describes bipyramidal quartz 
as characteristic for gypsum deposits inferring a very 
early origin since he could not find a nucleation grain 
within the clean idiotopic quartz crystals. GRIMM 
(1962) observed that idiotopic quartz crystals occur in 
all saline deposi ts. He also noticed the presence of 
anhydri te relics wi thin the quartz. RICOUR & BONTE 
(1953) assumed a syngenetic origin for the sulphate and 
the idiotopic quartz. ECHLE (1961) concluded that the 
anhydri te inclusions in the quartz which he found in 
the Upper Keuper clays were replacements from gypsum 
crystals. The idiotopic quartz was formed after the 
anhydrite formation. MARFIL PEREZ (1970) and ORTI CABO 
(1973,1974) draw the same conclusion for the "jacintos 
de Compostella" from the Spanish Keuper. All these well 
known occurrences of authigenic quartz in sulphate 
rocks can be classed under mega-quartz replacing anhy
drite. FUCHTBAUER & SCHMINCKE (1974) assume the mega
quartz in the Buntsandstein to precipitate at a depth 
of about 1000-1200 m. 

Chalcedony occurs in the NAGRA boreholes as a partial 
replacement of the latest pore-filling carbonate ce
ments. Chalcedony is also locally associated with the 
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early diagenetic chert in the form of lutecite or 
quartzine. 
ARBEY (1980) suggested that silicifying solutions 
originated during pedological or early diagenetic 
processes. BUURMAN et al. (1973) found that silicifica
tion of organic material in sulphate soils can be 
accomplished within a few centuries, with pH variations 
between 2.9 and 7. FOLK & SIEDLECKA (1974) suggested a 
change to a more rainy climate and dilution of ground
waters as cause for the formation of chert after calci
um sulphate. SIEDLECKA (1976) recognized several phases 
of chert (chalcedony) formation in what probably are 
Precambrian evaporite nodules. According to ARBEY 
(1980) the source of the si lica could have been: (1) 
volcanic ash layers, (2) from clay horizons, (3) orga
nic matter (biogenic). BEIN & LAND (1982) see as silica 
source abundant sponge spicules or diatom skeletons. 
EUGSTER (1967, 1969, 1970, 1984, 1986) and HAY (1970) 
found that silica precipi tated ini tially wi thin the 
hypersaline brine environment as opaline gels. Later 
dewatering caused the formation of chert. Opal locally 
replaced micrite matrix material and parts of ooids. 

Bacterial sulphate reduction might be an important 
process associated with silicification. The reactions 
2H+ + 8°42 - + CH4 ---> H2 8 + 2H20 
2CH20 + 8°42 -----> 2H20 + 2C02 + 82 -
reduce the pH to below 7 and therefore precipi tates 
silica (ARBEY 1980). If too much C02 is present calcite 
will be formed from the liberated calcium ions of the 
gypsum. The reaction will raise the pH of the brine 
above 9 and silicification will cease. DIETRICH et al. 
(1965) noticed from the fossil rock record that silici
fication interrupted dolomi tization at the the sedi
ment-water interface. 

The chalcedony varieties luteci te (length slow) and 
quarzine (length fast) are early diagenetic. They need 
high contents of dissolved silica. Mega-quartz on the 
contrary growth wi th low silica contents and is of 
later diagenetic origin (ARBEY 1980). 

Authigenic clay minerals 

After deposition illite, chlorite and smectite suffered 
slight recrystallisation that has increased their 
crystallinity. The presence of illite and chlorite in 
hypersaline magnesium-rich brines provided the condi
tions for the formation of corrensi te and talc (Fig. 
17). These two minerals might also later have increased 
their crystallinity (MARFIL PEREZ 1970). Corrensite 
appears under normal diagenetic circumstances at 
temperatures of approximately 90-100 o C and at 200°C in 
the low pressure hydrothermal zones. It is unstable in 
the anchi- as well as in the epizone (KUBLER 1973). 
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The chlori te in the Spani sh Keuper is considered to 
corne from neomorphism (MARFIL PEREZ 1970). 

Intensive slickensiding of shale layers is reported 
from the Muschelkalk salts at Heilbronn. However (alpi
ne) tectonic movements are not responsible for these 
tectonic structures (DELLWIG 1966). Slickensiding is 
probably associated with internal recrystallization of 
the salt slightly moving part of the beds along clay 
horizons. 

Other authigenic minerals 

Pyrite formed during early diagenesis as a result of 
partial bacterial sulphate reduction. The iron availab
le in the system was bound by sulphide liberated (BER
NER 1980). This process might have been active during 
deep burial if fluids rich in organic material migrated 
into the system. Introduction of "fresh" organic 
material could have ini tiated the sulphate reduction 
process that was suspended soon after burial because of 
bacterial consumption of available organic material. 
Influx of "fresh" organic material, and of sulphate-re
ducing bacteria could, conceivably, occur during exhu
mation. 

Fluorite was precipitated together with gypsum and 
anhydri te from primary brines. Later di ssolution or 
recrystallisation of the sulphate caused redistribu
tion and concentration of the fluorite. 

Sphalerite formed during early diagenesi s. Chelation 
(HALLBERG 1972; HALLBERG et al. 1979) processes con
centrated the zinc within algal mats. Later dissolution 
of organicmaterial in the presence of sulphate-rich 
brines created the conditions necessary for the repla
cement of some of the carbonate matrix by sphaleri te 
crystals. 

Red colour 
The Triassic is one of the red coloured periods in 
earth history. Ai though less conspicuous than in the 
Rotliegend the Triassic evapori tes display red colour 
in many of the units. GLENNIE (1970) remarks that many 
well known red bed sequences (e.g. Old Red Sst., Siwa
liks) contain less than 20% red coloured sediments. 
However, eolian Permo-Triassic sediments from England 
are virtually red throughout. 

LIENHARDT (1961) and LUCAS (1961) employ the "oxydore
duction coefficient" for the French Triassic. Red gives 
values between 2.7 < Fe3+/Fe2 + < 1.3 and is associated 
with the presence of hematite. Green gives values 
between 1.3 < Fe3+/Fe3 + < 0.53 and is associated with 
limonite and goethite. They assume that the red colour 
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of the 
Triassic 
led. 

Triassic was 
in principle 

imported and that during the 
a reducing environment prevai-

GLENNIE (1970) gives an excellent summary on the pro
blem of the red coloured sediments. KRYNINE (in GLENNIE 
1970) suggested four origins for red bed sediments: 
1. Red beds produced from red soils or primary red 

beds, 
2. Red beds produced from non-red detritus by oxida

tion within the sediment itself, 
3. Red beds produced through the reworking of older 

red beds, 
4. Red beds produced chemically by precipitation from 

a solution within the basin of sedimentation. 

WALKER (1976) goes a little further by suggesting that 
red colouration in desert sediments is due to presence 
of haematite that forms in sediments after deposition. 
Cri tical factors that control formation of haemati te 
are: 
1. Presence of iron-bearing grains in original sedi

ment, 
2. Post-depositional conditions favouring intra-stra

tal alteration of iron-bearing grains, 
3. Eh-pH intersticial environment that favours forma

tion of ferric oxide (probably as limonite in ini
tial stages of formation), 

4. Absence of subsequent reduction of ferric ion, 
5. Enough time for alteration of iron-bearing minerals 

and formation of haematite from limonite, 
6. Possibly an elevated temperature. 

HOLMES et ale (1983) assume later diagenetic changes 
for the origin of the red colour in the English Trias
sic. The changes were associated with a concentration 
of copper and zinc in saline solutions. 

The red color in the north Swiss Triassic is associa
ted with clay, siltstones, carbonate arenites and 
anhydrite beds of certains horizons in all wells. 
These red layers probably became red during early or 
during burial diagenesis. However in the B6ttstein core 
the gypsified top part of the Gipskeuper colours red 
while the corresponding parts of Weiach and Schafisheim 
the sulphate colours white. This red colour has formed 
after the ingress of oxygenated meteoric water during 
the exhumation process. 

Green colour 
Deposition of organic-rich sediment that has been 
stained red by lateritic muds can result in reduction 
of the sediment to a greeni sh grey or even a grey 
color (GLENNIE 1970). Slightly reducing conditions just 
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below the sediment-water 
environments changes the 
sediment to green. 

interface 
colouring 

in shallow marine 
of the original 

Most of the intermediate clayey sediments of the Gips
keuper and the Anhydritgruppe are greenish and there~ 
fore can be considered to be preserved in a slightly 
reducing environment. 

MINERAL HISTORY CHART 

minerals/events deposition eogenesis mesogenesis telogenesis 
AUTHIGENIC CARBONATES 
cement A 
sparite 
meniscus cement 
spherulitic calcite 
fibrous dolomite 
dolomite rhombs 
Fe-dolomite 
calcite <repl. anh.) - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
calcite (pore fill) ----------

AUTHIGENIC CHLORIDES 
halite 

AUTHIGENIC SULPHATES 
sulpharenite/mud 
lenticular gypsum - - - - -
gypsum nodules 
anhydrite laths 
anhydrite nodules 
aphanitic anhydrite 
felted anhydrite 
blocky anhydrite 
fibrous anhydrite 
fibrous gypsum 
alabastrine gypsum 

AUTHIGENIC QUARTZ 
chert 
mega-quartz 
chalcedony 
pyrite 
fluorite 
sphalerite 
illite 
chlorite 
smectite 
corrensite 
talc 

----------------
----------
----------

----------
----------------

-----------
-----------
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Cements. replacements. dissolution 

Here, we shall deal with cements that have been descri
bed in the former part, such as: cement A; spari te, 
fibrous satin spar gypsum, blocky anhydri te cement, 
blocky fluori te, idiotopic calci te pore fi lling ce
ments, blocky mega-quartz cement. 

The formation of authigenic minerals requires the 
presence of space in the host rock for crystal growth. 
This space is partially provided by the pore space. 

This pore space is partly made up of the original 
depositional sediment porosity but, also includes 
secondary porosi ty, created after deposi tion through 
dissolution of particles or of older cements. Secondary 
pores also host authigenic cements; they can be 
recognized by their outer shape that is usually a mould 
after earlier fragments or crystals. It is important 
that no inclusions of the original mineral are present 
in the newly formed authigenetic mineral, otherwise it 
is not strictly a cement but rather a mineral replace
ment. A certain zonation or the presence of open pore 
space is required to exclude the piece-meal replacement 
along a dissolution film. This leaves only few cases 
where the cementation of secondary pores is certain. 
These are: blocky anhydrite cement filling fossil 
moulds; blocky mega-quartz cement filling moulds after 
sulphate nodules and lenticular gypsum; dolomi te and 
calcite cement filling mould after sulphate nodule and 
fossils; fluori te filling moulds after sulphate nodu
les. 

However, if the authigenic minerals contain inclusions 
or relicts of the precursor mineral, this earlier 
mineral has been replaced and both minerals were at one 
time, or are still, present together wi thin the same 
pore. Replacements are very common in the Triassic 
evaporites. Early diagenetic or eogenetic replacements 
include: clay minerals (talc) replacing aragonitic, 
algal encrusted ooids; chert replacing aragonitic ooids 
and micrite muds; chert replacing gypsum muds; dolomi
crites replacing micrite; sphalerite replacing organic
rich micri te; anhydri te nodules replacing gypsum 
nodules. 

During deep burial all gypsum has been converted (dehy
drated) to anhydri te. Conversion was complete and no 
gypsum relics were left within the anhydrite. The 
absence of gypsum relics is obvious since the conver
sion from gypsum to anhydrite is not just a neomorphic 
replacement where one mineral is succeeded by another, 
it is actually a recrystallization where the main 
components (Ca2 + and (5042-) stay the same. After 
dehydration was complete, some anhydrite was replaced 
by dolomi te. In this replacement sulphate had to be 
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removed, and magnesium had to be introduced, partly 
replacing the calcium. The anhydrite to calcite repla
cement sometimes alternates with relacement of anhydri
te by mega-quartz. The replacement of anhydri te by 
mega-quartz has no common elements and relicts of the 
older anhydrite are often preserved within the quartz. 
Thi s replacement also liberates calcium ions, which 
then combine with fluoride to form fluorite. The fluo
ride ions were probably available in fluid inclusions 
of brine or even in solid inclusions of fluorite within 
the sulphates. The solid inclusions probably acted as 
nucleii for precipitation. This mobilisation and redi
stribution of the fluorine created locally high concen
trations of fluorite. 

Mega-quartz replacement of anhydrite is sometimes 
complete where dolomite or calcite did not replace 
anhydrite; in this case the mega-quartz form a blocky 
texture in which only tiny stubby anhydrite laths 
relics are left. If the mega-quartz replacement is not 
complete then the idiotopic outlines of the evaporite-
associated quartz crystals are clearly visible. 

In rocks not containing quartz, alternatively after the 
replacement of anhydri te by mega-quartz, dolomicri te, 
clay-micrite mixtures and anhydrite were partially 
replaced by iron-rich dolomite or by siderite/ankerite 
crystals. These crystals are usually idiotopic rhombs 
and are often scattered singly throughout the rock, 
although showing preferential distribution in the 
partings of matrix between sulphate nodules. 

In a late phase open pores were cemented by dolomite or 
by calci te. Most pores containing this latest pore 
cement are still partially open. The crystals show 
perfectly formed outlines towards the open pore, and 
contain many zones recognizable under cathodo-Iumines
cence. However, these latest carbonate crystals were 
later attacked and partially corroded from the sediment 
side. The are partially replaced there by arcuate 
chalcedony crystals still containing some carbonate 
relics at their rims. 

In the telogenic phase anhydrite was hydrated to alaba
strine gypsum. This replacement was accompanied by 
formation of satin spar gypsum veins (see above). 
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Early diagenesis 

Sulphate and carbonate sediments are very susceptible 
to early diagenetic changes (KINSMAN 1969, 1974; SHEAR
MAN 1966, 1978). JUNG (1958) already described from the 
Middle German Permian that anhydrite nodules must have 
grown in soft sediment pushing dolomite and clay to the 
sides of the nodules. He preferred an early diagenetic 
origin. In the studied Triassic evapori tes, textural 
and mineralogical observations indicate that many of 
their present fabrics and authigenic assemblages can be 
attributed to eogenetic modifications that are related 
to the Triassic envirqnment. No primary gypsum has been 
preserved, but sedimentary structures and diagenetic 
fabrics indicate its original presence as lenses and 
seleni te crystals. The abrupt termination of recrys
tallizing fabrics at bedding surfaces suggests that 
these textural changes occurred early in diagenesis. 
The petrographic studies documented here indicate that 
the main products of eogenesis were: anhydrite/gypsum 
nodule formation; dolomitization of micrites; silicifi
cation of selected carbonates; sulphate and halite 
dissolution; reduction of sulphate by bacteria and the 
consequent formation of pyri te; and precipi tation of 
early carbonate cements (cement A, meniscus cements, 
cement B). In addi tion, whole rock X-ray diffraction 
studies (MATTER et al. 1987b,1988a,b and PETERS et al. 
1986, 1988a,b) and grain specific SEM back-scatter 
plots indicate the presence of authigenic talc and 
corrensite in clay-rich evaporite horizons and in 
oolite beds. 

This authigenic mineral assemblage is typical of that 
reported from modern evaporite environments (see HOLLI
DAY 1970; DRONKERT 1977; WEST et al. 1979, for discus
sion of sulphate nodules, DEFFEYES et al. 1964; MURRAY 
& LUCIA 1967, for~tails of dolomitization, BUSH 1970, 
1973 for chemical alterations in sabkha sediments and 
BIRNBAUM & WIREMAN 1984 and BERNER 1985 for bacterial 
reduction of sulphates). 

Burial diagenesis 

Anhydrite dominates the sulphate mineralogy in the deep 
wells, whereas gypsum is common and dominant in the 
shallow wells in the top and bottom parts of the evapo
ri tic sequence. This remarkable difference is easily 
explained in the light of the temperature and pressure 
ranges of the stability fields of both minerals. 

Gypsum is not stable at temperatures above 50-60°C 
under 1 atmosphere pressure (see also chapter 5.2) and 
dehydrates to form anhydri te. The transi tion is also 
pressure dependent, taking place in an open system 
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after a few hundred meters of burial when the build-up 
of Ii thostatic pressure. during compaction results in 
the expulsion of lattice water. 

The depositional brine was saturated in halite at 
times, and infiltration and persistence of this high 
salinity pore brine further lowers the dehydration 
temperature for gypsum to about 20-40 o C at 1 atmosphe
re pressure. Also the geothermal gradient was much 
higer than the ·average value of 30 o C/km (48°C at pre
sent and, about 100 o C/km during the Permian KEMPTER 
(1987». Therefore, the transition from gypsum to 
anhydrite could take place at a depth of considerably 
less than 1000 m, probably between 200 and 600 m. This 
burial depth was reached in northern Switzerland during 
the Upper Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous (LAUBSCHER 1980) 
and under the ambient conditions at these depths, the 
most important mesogenetic reactions in the Triassic 
evaporites were initiated. These changes involved the 
complete conversion of gypsum to anhydrite (see contra
sting opinion of BAUMANN & STUCKY 1984), followed by 
subsequent replacement of the anhydrite by mega-quartz, 
dolomite and fluorite· (SHEARMAN & FULLER 1969). Despite 
the "exotic" nature of the present mesogenetic authige
netic mineral assemblage, which comprises fluorite, 
sphalerite, pyrite and celestite, all of the ions 
required for these cements/replacements could have been 
from the original eogenetic sulphates and halite (REN
FRO 1974, EUGSTER 1985). Most mesogenetic reactions are 
inferred, therefore, to have operated in an essentially 
closed system associated wi th the redistribution and 
concentration of the described ionic species. Late 
mesogenetic dolomite, occurring as large rhombic repla
cements, was probably precipitated from Mg-rich brines. 
The origin of late mega-quartz is problematical but 
probably records the remobilization of eogenetic opali
ne chert. In addi tion to the complex cementation and 
replacement fabrics outlined above, some secondary 
porosi ty was also created through the dissolution of 
carbonates and sulphates during mesogenesis. 

Influence of meteoric water 

In wells where the Triassic evapori tes occur at only 
shallow depths, hydration of the anhydrite is pervasi
ve and complete down to depths of 60 m (Bottstein), 
140 m (Beznau) and 113 m (Leuggern). Anhydrite relics 
remain only where preserved in mega-quartz crystals and 
as the nuclei of the largest sulphate nodules. The 
hydration of anhydri te to gypsum resul ts in a volume 
increase of 64%, this creates an excess volume of 
gypsum if all original anhydri te is replaced by an 
equivalent volume of gypsum. The original anhydrite 
fabric was destroyed during the formation of alabastri-
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ne gypsum (Plate 9E). The excess volume of gypsum was 
precipitated as fibrous satin spar gypsum veins orien
tated mostly parallel to bedding (see SHEARMAN 1982, 
SHEARMAN et al. 1972, BATH et al. 1985, also Plate 9D, 
5D). At greater depth the rate of hydration diminishes 
and affects the nodule margins only while the nodule 
core may still survive as anhydrite (Plate SC 329). 
Plate 5C clearly shows the effect of hydraulic fractur
ing and the subsequent generation of extension vein
lets. The widespread gypsification is considered to be 
related to initial ingress of meteoric waters in res
ponse to telogenetic uplift. 

Meteoric water is highly under-saturated wi th respect 
to gypsum or anhydrite and will readily dissolve cal
cium sulphates. The fact that not all sulphate has been 
completely dissolved in the Triassic evaporites is the 
results of slow dissolution kinetics and the rapid 
saturation of the groundwater in the porous water 
containing limestone sequences that border the Muschel
kalk evaporites. Calcite was probably the latest authi
genic cement to have precipi tated; it occurs in open 
veins and may be the result of meteoric water ingress. 

The deep wells do not appear to have undergone teloge
netic modifications affecting the sulphate minerals. 

Leaching of sulphates and chlorides is closely associa
ted to the gypsification of the anhydri te. JACKA & 
FRANCO (1974) stress the effects of leaching in alte
ring the host rock. Replacement of sulphates by calcite 
and chalcedony, and dedolomi tization processes change 
the original lithology. GUSTAVSON et al. (1980) descri
bes dissolution of several hundred meters of hali te 
along hundreds of kilometers. The dissolution occurs at 
several hundred meter depth following river courses on 
the surface resulting in the development of playa lakes 
on top of the dissolution basins. Dissolution may break 
the continuity of salt formations and assume the 
existence of separate salt basins. Recent development 
of collapse breccias may result from extensive 
dissolution. 
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PALEOGEOGRAPHY 

Paleogeographic setting of Middle European Triassic 

The depositional history of the Triassic is defined by 
a mega-cycle succession of the type ABCBCBA comprising 
the following depositional environments: 
A= terrestrial, B= evapori tic and C= shallow marine. 
The Buntsandstein comprehends the first A(B) interval; 
the Muschelkalk the (B )CBC middle interval and the 
Keuper the BA top interval. 

BEURLEN (1956) suggested that fluctuations of ocean 
salinity might have caused the development of extended 
saline deposits during certain episodes of earth histo
ry (Silurian, Permian, Triassic etc.). However, the 
continuity of various marine fossils and the assumption 
that microbial (osmotic) processes have not changed 
denies large salinity fluctuations. Therefore, the 
origin of the Triassic evaporites in Middle Europe was 
dominated by continental processes. 

WURSTER (1965) suggested the existence of a persisting 
shelf area under subtropical or semi-arid climate with 
constant sea-level, a constant rate of subsidence and 
wi th inclination of the main slope towards the north 
during Lower Triassic time and towards the south during 
upper Triassic time. ORTLAM (1974) concludes, after 
comparing many Lower Triassic soil profiles, that the 
climate was much wetter and vegetation more' abundant 
than during the Permian. 

KMIECLUCK & STEVAUX (1971) assumed that deposi tional 
condi tions in Middle Europe during the Triassic were 
only dependent on structural features of the surround
ing continental areas. These deposi tional condi tions 
varied between saline-lagoonal and lagoonal-lacustrine 
to fluvial. The structural highs or massifs that in
fluenced the Triassic in Middle Europe were: the Arden
nes Massif, the Rhenic High, the Vindelician/Bohemian 
Massif, the French Massif Central, the Scandinavian 
(Caledonian) Massif and the Black Forest Massif. 

The opening of the Atlantic and the formation of the 
Rhine Graben are post-Triassic features that did not 
influence basin formation during the Triassic (GRAHAM 
1954, SCHWARZ 1975, HSU 1979). Therefore, we are deal
ing with a cratonic evaporite basin (BOURCART & RICOUR 
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1952, CORRIGAN 1975), flooded by a large epeirogenic 
sea (FRIEDMAN 1980). 

Paleogeographic setting of the Keuper 

Nearly all authors have considered the Keuper in Middle 
Europe as a terrestrial period. GALL et ale (1975) des
cribe the Keuper in the Paris Basin as continental de
posits. VIRGILI (1958), RIOS (1968), MARFIL PEREZ(1970) 
and ORTI CABO (1973) appraise the Spanish (Germanic) 
Keuper, simi lar in many ways to the Middle European 
Keuper, also as a terrestrial period. BRUNSTROM & KENT 
(1967) consider the Keuper salts of the North Sea basin 
as reworked Permian salts redeposited in a continental 
basin, without any sign of marine influence. BURGESS & 
HOLLIDAY (1974) suggested a depositional environment of 
pools in an inland sabkha complex for the Triassic eva
pori tes of the Vale of Eden. The climate during this 
period was wetter than that in the Permian wi th at 
times a florishing vegetation. GEIGER & HOPPING (1968) 
claim a return of marine conditions towards the top of 
the Middle Keuper in the southern North Sea area. 

In contrast to the continental conditions for the 
Keuper deposi tion suggested by the authors mentioned 
above, BUSSON & CORNEE (1989) leave no doubt that the 
Keuper sal ts in the Bresse Basin (French Jura), the 
Lorraine Basin and the southern North Sea Basin were 
precipitated from mainly marine water. Also GAJEWSKA et 
ale (1985) consider the Keuper salts in Poland as 
marine evaporite deposits, based on their bromine con
tent. This seemingly contradictory view is explained 
when we remember the epeirogenic sea that flooded the 
craton. The dominant processes on a craton are conti
nental, but the epeirogenic sea is the probable source 
of most of the evaporite brines. 

The Lower Keuper (Lettenkohle) of Middle Europe is 
characterized by much organic material and small coal 
seams and even abundant coal beds in Saxony (GEIGER & 
HOPPING 1968). It reflects the transitional environment 
of salt marshes and brackish lagoons that separates the 
marine Upper Muschelkalk from the "terrestrial" Lower 
Keuper (WURSTER 1968). 

The Schilfsandstein of the Upper Keuper represents a 
fluvial/deltaic environment (WURSTER 1964, HELING & 
WURSTER 1971, HELING 1979) of even larger extension 
than the Lettenkohle. 

Therefore, the Gipskeuper, sandwiched between the 
Lettenkohle and the Schilfsandstein reflects the tran
sition from marginal marine to terrestrial conditions. 
The NAGRA boreholes are all located at the southern 
margin of the Middle European Trias Basin. The deposi-
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tional center of the sub-basin in which the Keuper 
evaporites of the Jura Mountains were deposited lies in 
the French Jura close to Bresse according to the recon
structions of DEBRAND-PASSARD et al. (1984). If we look 
at the cores in detail only small lateral changes are 
apparent. The change from the light grey dolomites of 
the Lettenkohle to the dark dolomites of the Gipskeuper 
indicates the onset of a transgressive phase combined 
with an eventual salinity increase. A comparable change 
to a dark organic-rich Ii thology reflect the Permian 
Kupferschiefer (Germany) and the Eocene Green River 
Formation (Wyoming, Utah) (EUGSTER 1985). However, in 
northern Swi tzerland the brines did not transgresse 
over red beds but over marginal marine sediments, 
excluding the abundant precipitation of remobilized 
ores (eu, Pb, Zn) such as found in the Kupferschiefer. 
The occurrence of only few intervals of surface brine 
induced evapori tes in the Gipskeuper and the massive 
amount of clays points towards a very continental type 
of evaporite development far from the depocenter of the 
salt sub-basin. Also the absence of the typical 
dissolution brecciation that characterizes the 
Anhydritgruppe indicates that the Gipskeuper was 
deposited much further from the basin center than the 
Anhydri tgruppe. Another indication for the intensi ty 
and the long duration of continental influence are the 
extensive soil profiles of the sulphcretes. Differences 
between the wells are small. Weiach (dominantly silts 
in unit IB) was probably located closest towards 
clastic supplies from a continental high whereas 
Bottstein (dominantly clay in unit IB) was most 
distal. 

Paleogeoraphic setting of the Anhydritgruppe 

According to SCHWARZ (1975) the Lower Muschelkalk basin 
in Middle Europe extended from the Recent Paris Basin 
over Lyon, the Jura area, Lake Constance, and Ntirn
berg to Scandinavia. The Lower Muschelkalk Basin may 
have had open marine connections towards the Scandic 
Sea in the north (SCHWARZ 1975) and a more restricted 
connection via the MeIser Sandstein (TRUMPY 1959) over 
the Aar Massif toward the Tethys (ORTLAM 1974). 

The Lower Muschelkalk sediments display a sequence of 
shallow- to deep (below wave-base) - to shallow water 
sediments. SCHWARZ (1975) assumed epeirogenetic subsi
dence during the middle part of the Lower Muschelkalk 
rather than eustatic sea level changes. Only in his 
unit "M" (Wellenkalk, flaser/lenticular bedded carbona
te sequences) does he find evidence for tidal influence 
indicating a sufficiently open connection with the 
Tethys and/or the Scandic Sea. Toward the end of the 
Lower Muschelkalk SCHWARZ (1975) asssumes a closure of 
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the basin. The southern part of the basin would have 
developed into a shallow basin covered with hypersaline 
water. 

The Muschelkalk salt which is presently distributed in 
a series of isolated basins roughly along a line from 
Basel (CH) to Magdeburg (DDR) was originally deposited 
over a much more widespread area (BORCHERT & MUIR 
1964). BESTEL (1929) assumed a continuous hypersaline 
basin of about 650 km long during deposi tion of the 
halite. According to DEBRAND-PASSARD et al. (1984) the 
depocenter of the Jura sub-basin lies in the Swiss Jura 
probably in the area of Neuchatel. SCHACHL (1953) and 
HAUBER (1980) noticed that the salt beds are not conti
nuous in southern Germany and northern Swi tzerland. 
SCHACHL (1953) attributes this to later dissolution, 
but HAUBER (1980) insists on syndepositional tectonics, 
although this does not fit in very well with the quiet 
paleotectonic picture of the Middle Triassic (SCHWARZ 
1975) . 

The chemistry of the Muschelkalk salt can not be 
distinguished from that of marine sal t deposi ts and 
probably the brine from which the salt precipitated was 
marine derived. SCHACHL (1953) considers the Muschel
kalk salt as marine salt that precipitated as a result 
of restriction of the connection to the open sea. At 
the end of the "Untere' Salz" at Heilbron less concen
trated brines dissolved much of the salt and reprecipi
tated it with its peculiar columnar structure. This was 
a post-depositional but Triassic event! and not asso
ciated with later uplift because the Upper salt is not 
affected in the same way. 

The NAGRA cores all show signs of syn-deposi tional 
reworking and dissolution. In the case of Weiach no 
salt is left, at Schafisheim two salt beds are present 
but tectonic deformation could have obliterated a more 
detailed subdivision. In either case the extensive 
cyclic breccia sequences point to a marginal position 
of the wells in respect to the larger salt sub-basin. 
The Schafisheim well is located closest to a sub-basin 
center where main salt deposition was primarily caused 
by mechanical and chemical redeposi tion of the sal t 
precipi tated at the basin margins during periods of 
high brine levels. Correlation of these cyclic level 
fluctuations to sea-level fluctuations is still not 
possible because good dating possibilities of the 
evaporitic intervals is still lacking and the calibra
tion curves for the Triassic do not show enough 
detail. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Diagenetic modifications played a fundamental role in 
producing the textural fabric and mineralogical compo
si tion of the Keuper and Muschelkalk evapori tes from 
the boreholes of N. Swi tzerland. Eogenetic al teration 
during the Triassic resul ted in formation of typical 
nodular evaporite sequences similar to those well-known 
from modern playa lakes and coastal sabkhas. During 
mesogenesis, when the sediments reached a burial depth 
of between 1-2 km at the end of the Jurassic, dehydra
tion of gypsum to anhydrite altered the mineralogy but 
preserved the original sedimentary structures. The 
highest secondary porosity and the most intense silici
fication is recorded from sediments of the transition 
zone between the brine-pool and the subaerial flood
plain environment. The mesogenetic mega-quartz is most 
abundant in these sediments and its formation indicates 
the remobilization of eogenetic opaline quartz. Silici
fication was of minor importance in the clay-rich brine 
pool and salt flat environment. Concentration of 
additional authigenic minerals such as siderite, fluo
rite and celestite also took place during mesogenesis. 

Meteoric water infux during Pleistocene telogenesis was 
only important in the shallow wells and has not affec
ted the evaporite sequences of the deep wells. Teloge
netic modification is particularly destructive to the 
original sedimentary structures and textures as it 
reduces sediment cohesion. 

Petrographic studies indicate that, despite the variety 
of eogenetic, mesogenetic and telogenetic modifications 
to these sediments, there is little evidence for gross 
mass transfer of solutes through the system. Most 
diagenetic modifications reflect redistribution of ions 
in response towards stability with the existing ambient 
temperature/pressure regime. In those wells which have 
not been affected by ~eteoric water ingress many of the 
evaporitic fabrics have been remarkably well preserved 
despite the dehydration of gypsum to anhydrite. 

The fact that the individual lithological units as well 
as the small-scale cycles of the Anhydritgruppe and the 
Gipskeuper can be correlated wi thin the whole study 
area suggests a eustatic and/or astronomic, rather than 
an autocyclic control of sedimentation. 
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Profile showing facies development during the Middle 
Muschelkalk. For unit numbers see figure 5. For a 
legend see figure 6. The left curve represents the 
range for the depth ofdeposi tion between continuous 
subaqueous deposition, ephemeral lake stages and 
dominantly terrestrial deposition. The right curve 
represents. t:he brine salini ty that corresponds to the 
left curve. 
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PROFILE SHOWING FACIES DEVELOPMENT DURING 
THE MIDDLE MUSCHELKALK 
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GIPSKEUPER - DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS 

I SALT FLAT, SULPHATE NODULES, CLAY, 

II SALT FLAT, VERY SLOW DEPOSITION, SULPHCRETES 

III LAKE MARGIN, MUD CRACKS, INTRAFORMATIONAL CONGL. 

IV EPHEMERAL LAKE, SELENITE, SULPHARENITES 

V SALT LAKE, LAMINITES, SELENITE, ARENITES, CLAY 

Block diagram of the deposi tional environment during 
the Gipskeuper. The numbers represent the approximate 
position of the units during deposition. Note that the 
diagram represents all of the Gipskeuper and that none 
of the units can be correlated laterally to one another 
in the area of the NAGRA wells because of its small 
size (40 km). 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
DURING THE GIPSKEUPER 
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DIAGRAM SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF CLAY BEDS 
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DIAGRAM SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF SULPHATE NODULES 
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DIAGRAM SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF SELENITE AND 
SULPHARENITE BEDS 

Triassic Evaporites .1 DAT: I FIGURE 15 I 
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DIAGRAM SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF GRADED ANHYDRITE 
LATH BEDS 
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DIAGRAM SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF TALC OOIDS 
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DIAGRAM SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF SILICIFIED SULPHATE 
NODULES 
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DIAGRAM SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF GYPSIFICATION 
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LEGEND FOR LITHOLOGY AND STRUCTURES USED 
IN VARIOUS DIAGRAMS 
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A Bottstein 
115.36 

115.89 
Dolomite arenites 
gypsarenites 
selenite crystals 

B Bottstein 
98.84 

99.06 
Clastic gypsum 
beds and 
selenite crystals 

E Bottstein 
97.23 

97.45 
Sulfarenites 
dolomite arenites 
wave ripples/drapes 

C Bottstein 
98.29 

98.51 
Selenite crystal 
crusts (domed) 
in gypsummud 

F Schafisheim 
1293.42 

1293.62 
Wave ripple based 
selenite crusts 
dolomite arenites 

D Weiach 
888.73 

888.93 
Dolomicrite 
stromatolites 
gypsum crusts 

G Schafisheim 
1305.66 

1305.86 
Su1farenites, dolo
micrites, convolute 
bedding, pillows 

Sedimentary structures in Triassic evaporites. Photographs of 
sections of the NAGRA & NOK core material. Depth figures in me
ters. For the units and locations referred to in the captions, 
see the figures of the Keuper- and Muschelkalk profiles (Figs 3 & 
5) . 

A. Dolomite arenites, gyparenites and selenite crystals. Note the 
domed selenite laminae in the lowermost and middle part of the 
photo and the selenite crystal rows in the upper middle and 
lower middle. Gipskeuper V, B6ttstein 115.36 - 115.89. 

B. Clastic gypsum beds and selenite crystals. Gipskeuper III B, 
B6ttstein 98.84 - 99.06. 

C. Selenite crystal crusts (domed) in gypsum mud. Gipskeuper III 
B, B6ttstein 98.29 - 98.51. 

D. Dolomicrite, stromatolites and gypsum crusts. Muschelkalk, 
"Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Weiach 888.73 - 888.93. 

E. Sulpharenites, dolomite arenites, and wave ripples/drapes. 
Gipskeuper III B, B6ttstein 97.23 - 97.45. 

F. Wave-ripple generated 
Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t 
1293.42 - 1293.62. 

selenite crusts, dolomite arenites. 
der Anhydritgruppe" I, Schafisheim 

G. Sulpharenites, dolomicrites, convolute bedding, pillows. 
Muschelkalk, Obere Sulfatschichten I I, Schafisheim 1305.66 -
1305 . 86. 
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A B6ttstein 
106.77 

106.99 
Convolute bedding in 
sulfarenites, gully 
scoured chickenwire 

E Weiach 
905,00 

905.20 
Dolomite arenites 
dolo micrite 
deep mudcracks 

B B6ttstein 
101.92 

102.14 
Low angle erosional 
sulfarenite beds 
teepees, dishes 

F B6ttstein 
90.13 

90.35 
Intrafonnat. congl. 
of dolo micrite chips 
dolomitic sulfatemud 

c Weiach 
903.56 

903.76 
Dolomicrite beds 
gypsum crust/cracks 
nodular anhydrite 

G Weiach 
892.41 

892.61 
Dolomite arenite 
channel scour 
hardground + cracks 

o B6ttstein 
86.52 

ES;;J:.!IIIlI. ~~I!I'"IIIii'" 

86.80 
Mudcrack in marly 
clay filled with 
reddish sulfate 

H B6ttstein 
231.48 

231.68 
Collapsed gully wall 
early cemented sulf
arenites, step folds 

Sedimentary structures in Triassic evaporites. Photographs of 
sections of the NAGRA & NOK core material. Depth figures in 
meters. For the units and locations referred to in the captions, 
see the figures 3 and 5. 

A. Convolute bedding in sulpharenites, gully-scoured chickenwire. 
Gipskeuper IV, Bottstein 106.77 -106.99. 

B. Low-angle erosional sulpharenite beds, teepees, dishes. Gips
keuper III C, Bottstein 101.92 - 102.14. 

C. Dolomicrite beds, gypsum crusts/cracks and nodular anhydrite. 
Muschelkalk, Obere Sulfatschichten II, Weiach 903.56-903.76. 

D. Mudcrack in marly clay filled with reddish sulphate. Gips
keuper III A, Bottstein 86.52 - 86.80. 

E. Doloarenites, dolomicrite and deep mudcracks. Muschelkalk, 
Obere Sulfatschichten II, Weiach 905.00 - 905.20. 

F. Intraformational conglomerate of dolomicrite chips, dolomitic 
sulphate mud. Gipskeuper III B, Bottstein 90.13 - 90.35. 

G. Doloarenite, channel scour, hardground and desiccation cracks. 
Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" I, Weiach 892.41 -
892.61. 

H. Collapsed gully wall, early-cemented sulpharenites, step 
folds. Muschelkalk, Obere Sulfatschichten III B, Bottstein 
231.48 - 231.68. 
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A Riniken 
696.23 

696.63 
Collapse breccia 
in collapsed gully 
intrafonnat. congl. 

E Bottstein 
252.75 

252.95 
Top halite bed 
anhydrite cap bed 
filling cracks 

B Weiach 
935.21 

935.41 
Do1omicrite -
sulfarenite breccia 

F Schafisheim 
1402.27 

1402.47 
Dolomitic sulfate 
bed folded in 
halite bed 

C Bottstein 
253.89 

254.09 
Dissolution horizon 
varicolored halite 
conglomerate 

G Schafisheim 
1409.51 

1409.71 
Cracked dol./sulfate 
laminae filled with 
with reddish halite 

D Bottstein 
234.54 

234.74 
Erosional surface 
well rounded 
dissolution crust 

H Bottstein 
58.27 

59.49 
Collapse breccia 
sulfate nodules in 

clayey dolo micrite 

Sedimentary structures in Triassic evaporites. Photographs of 
sections of the NAGRA & NOK core material. Depth figures in 
meters . For the units and locations referred to in the captions, 
see the figures 3 and 5. 

A. Collapse breccia in collapsed gully intraformat. congl. Mu
schelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Riniken 696.23 
696.63. 

B. Dolomicrite - sulpharenite breccia. Muschelkalk, Obere Sul
fatschichten IV B, Weiach 935.21 - 935.41. 

C . Dissolution horizon and varicoloured halite conglomerate. 
Salzschichten V, B6ttstein 253.89 - 254.09. 

D. Erosional surface, well-rounded dissolution surface overlain 
by intraformational conglomerate. Muschelkalk, Obere Sulfat
schichten III B, B6ttstein 234.54-234.74. 

E. Top halite bed, anhydrite cap bed and cracks filled with an
hydrite. Salzschichten V, B6ttstein 252.75 - 252.95. 

F. Dolomitic sulphate bed, folded within halite unit. Salz
schichten V, Schafisheim 1402.27 - 1402.47. 

G. Cracked dolomite/sulphate laminae filled with reddish halite. 
Salzschichten V, Schafisheim 1409.51-1409.71. 

H. Collapse breccia with SUlphate nodules in clayey dolomicrite 
Gipskeuper I B, B6ttstein 58.27 - 59.49. 
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A Weiach 
910.33 

910.53 
Anhydrite marker bed 
selenite ghosts 
chevron clay bands 

E Weiach 
804.63 

804.83 
Chickenwire anhydrite 
nodules on gypscrete 
dolo micrite horizon 

B B6ttstein 
57.29 

57.41 
White sulfate nodule 
beds 
(chickenwire mosaic) 

F B6ttstein 
68.18 

68.30 
Sulfcrete of ragged 
sulfate nodules of 
irregular sizes 

C B6ttstein 
52.62 

( . " 
. ~'.IA.Jt" ",'4 

.~ , -:. " " '\ ". 
'\. . , 

!~(': ,"'\ . . ' 

~ 
.. 

" '., " ' "', \ ~~. " ,; ... . 
. " ,,, . ~ 

..... 
52.88 

Red sulfate nodule 
beds 
(chickenwire mosaic) 

G B6ttstein 
199.47 

199.67 
Laminated dolomicrite 
chert nodules 
enterolithic sulfates 

o B6ttstein 
95.12 

95.34 
Red sulfate 
nodule stringers 

H B6ttstein 
65.30 

65.40 
Enterolithically 
folded sulfate 
nodule stringers 

Lithofacies in Triassic evaporites. Sulphates. 
sections from the NAGRA and NOK cores. Depths in 
units and locations referred to in the captions, 
3 and 5. 

Photographs of 
meters. For the 
see the figures 

A. Anhydri te marker bed, selenite ghosts indicated by chevron 
clay bands. Muschelkalk, Obere Sulfatschichten III A, Weiach 
910.33 - 910.53. 

B. White sulphate nodule beds (chickenwire mosaic). Gipskeuper I 
B, Bottstein 57.29 - 57.41. 

C. Red sulphate nodule beds (chickenwire mosaic). Gipskeuper I A, 
Bottstein 52.62 - 52.88. 

D. Red sulphate nodule stringers. Gipskeuper II B, Bottstein 
95.12 - 95.34. 

E. Chickenwire anhydrite nodules on top of gypscrete dolomicrite 
horizon. Gipskeuper IV, Weiach 804.63 - 804.83. 

F. Sulphcrete consisting of ragged sulphate nodules of irregular 
sizes. Gipskeuper II, Bottstein 68.18 - 68.30. 

G. Laminated dolomicrite, chert nodules and enterolithic sulpha
tes. Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" I, Bottstein 
199.47 - 199.67. 

H. Enteroli thically folded stringers of SUlphate nodules. Gips
keuper II, Bottstein 65.30 - 65.40. 
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A Bottstein 
95.38 

95.60 
Gypsum lenses 
grown within 
clay 

E Bottstein 
101.70 

'1' • -"""' . .. ,~.~~\. .... 
.. :_ ~_ ~: _ ""I "~_: __ "' '..r 

101.92 
Anhydritized por
phyroblasts in aren. 
satin spar vein 

B Bottstein 
76.18 

76.40 
Early gypsum veins 
now anhydritized 
in brown clay 

F Bottstein 
94.73 

94.95 
Banded suIfcrete 
silicified, chalco 
satin spar veins 

C Bottstein 
53.26 

53.48 
Anhydrite nodules 
with gypsum- rim and 
expansion veins 

G Bottstein 
81.51 

81.73 
Banded sulfcrete 
partly silicified 

o Bottstein 
208.02 

208.22 
Stratiform/crossing 
fibrous satin spar 
telogen. gypsum veins 

H Weiach 
893.82 

894.02 
Dolomicrite laminae 
Xbedded sulfarenites 
chert beds 

Lithofacies in Triassic evaporites. Sulphate veins and carbonate 
facies. Photographs of sections from the NAGRA and NOK cores. 
Depths in meters. For the units and locations referred to in the 
captions, see the figures 3 and 5. 

A. Gypsum lenses developed wi thin clay. Gipskeuper I I B, B6tt
stein 95.38 - 95.60. 

B. Early gypsum veins now anhydri tized in browni sh-green clay. 
Gipskeuper II, B6ttstein 76.18 - 76.40. 

C. Anhydrite nodules with gypsum-rim and expansion veins. Gips
keuper I B, B6ttstein 53.26 - 53.48. 

D. Stratiform/cross-cutting fibrous satin spar veins (telogenetic 
gypsum). Muschelkalk, Obere Sulfatschichten II, B6ttstein 
208.02 - 208.22. 

E. Anhydritized porphyroblasts set within arenite, and satin spar 
gypsum vein. Gipskeuper III B & C, B6ttstein 101.70 - 101.92. 

F. Banded silicified sulphcrete, chalcedony replacement and late 
satin spar gypsum veins. Gipskeuper III B, B6ttstein 94.73 -
94.95. 

G. Banded sulphcrete (partly silicified). Gipskeuper III A, B6tt
stein 81.51 - 81.73. 

H. Dolomicri te laminae, cross-bedded sulphareni tes, chert beds. 
Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" I, Weiach 893.82 -
894.02. 
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Microfacies of Triassic evaporite rocks. Carbonate facies. Micro
graphs of thin sections from NAGRA & NOK well material. Scale bar 
in micrometers. Depths in meters. For the units and locations re
ferred to in the captions, see the figures 3 and 5. 

A. Eccentric and shrunken ooids. x polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomit 
der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 302.63. 

B. Fragmented algal crusts, void fills and cracks. Cross polars, 
Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 302.63. 

C. Shrunken ooids. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhy
dritgruppe" I, Beznau 302.63. 

D. Half ooid. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der Anhydri t
gruppe" I, Beznau 302.63. 

E. Oospari te with ooids replaced by talc and mega-quartz. Pore 
space filled with mega-quartz (Q) and dolomite cement. Note 
the recrystallized dolomite meniscus cement. Transmitted 
light, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" I, Leuggern 
96.68. 

F. Oospari te with ooids replaced by talc and mega-quartz. Pore 
space filled with mega-quartz (Q) and dolomite cement. Note 
the recrystallized dolomite meniscus cement. Cross polars, 
Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Leuggern 96.68. 

G. Oospari te with ooids having a dolomi tized A-cement rim. The 
ooids have partly been replaced by anhydrite and clay minerals 
(T = talc). Mega-quartz partly replaces the ooid anhydrite, as 
well as the anhydrite cement between the ooids. Cross polars, 
Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Riniken 696.46. 

H. Oolitic packstone with flattened ooids indicative of late 
cementation and early compaction. Compaction was prior to 
growth of the mega-quartz cement, but later than the replace
ment of the ooids by clay minerals (now mostly corrensi te) . 
Transmi tted light, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" 
I, Leuggern 96.68. 
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Microfacies of Triassic evaporite rocks. Carbonate facies. Micro
graphs of thin sections from NAGRA & NOK well material. Scale bar 
in micrometers. Depths in meters. For the units and locations re
ferred to in the captions, see the figures 3 and 5. 

A. Oopelsparite with secondary particle dissolution. The par
ticles (mostly faecal pellets) had a micritic envelope that 
has later been dolomitized. The envelope is preserved, while 
the inner particle core (P) has been dissolved at a late stage 
in diagenesis. Transmitted light, Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der 
Anhydritgruppe" I, Leuggern 88.70. 

B. Lenticular pseudomorph after gypsum developed wi thin pelspa
rite. The gypsum has dissolved, and the pore mold is partly 
filled with calcite. Transmitted light, Muschelkalk, "Dolomit 
der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 292.15. 

C. Gastropods, blocky dolomite fill. The aragonitic walls of the 
gastropods have been dissolved and replaced by dolomite. Do
lomi tization of wackestone matrix and gastropods took place 
during early diagenesis. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t 
der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 294.60. 

D. Pseudomorph of sinusoidal gypsum lens. The lenticular gypsum 
had grown within a pellet wackestone deposited in the inter
tidal zone. Later dissolution of the gypsum created secondary 
porosi ty that was later f-illed with two phases of carbonate 
cement. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgrup
pen I, Beznau 294.60. 

E. Bird's eyes in early diagenetic chert. Wavy dolomicrite with 
anastomosing vugs, that have later been filled with chert. 
The dolomicrite was part of an intertidal algal mat and some 
of the vugs were probably air bubbles preserved by early 
cementation of the micrite. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolo
mit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 295.10. 

F. Silicified algal mat. Most of the micrite has been replaced by 
chert, and only the most mucilaginous part of the domiform 
algal mat has been preserved. Bird's eye chert. Cross polars, 
Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Leuggern 92.04. 

G. Crack in pellet wackestone filled with anhydrite (A), dolomite 
(D) and fluorite (F). The blocky anhydrite cement was introdu
ced after formation of the crack. The fluorite was redistribu
ted and concentrated during replacement of the anhydrite by 
dolomite in the late burial phase. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, 
"Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 302.63. 

H. Anhydrite fill of fish-scale. The fish-scale was deposited in 
a pellet peckstone. Fish-scales have phosphatic black walls. 
Part of the phosphate was dissolved and replaced by anhydrite. 
The pore space within the fish-scale not filled in with micri
te has been cemented with blocky anhydrite. The micrite matrix 
of the packstone has been dolomi tized. Dolomitization took 
place during early diagenesis. Cross polars, Gipskeuper V, 
Weiach 810.72. 
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Microfacies of Triassic evaporite rocks. Sulphate facies. Micro
graphs of thin sections from NAGRA & NOK well material. Scale bar 
in micrometers. Depths in meters. For the units and locations re
ferred to in the captions, see the figures 3 and 5. 

A. Blocky anhydrite forming part of a reddish anhydrite nodule. 
Cross polars, Gipskeuper I B, B6ttstein 55.95. 

B. Anhydrite nodules with an aphanitic anhydrite core and a 
fibrous anhydrite rim. Carbonate-rich clay partings separate 
the nodules. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der Anhy
dritgruppe" I, Riniken 696.83. 

C. Anhydrite nodules with later, blocky, lath-type anhydrite 
outgrowth in carbonate-rich clay parting. Cross polars, Gips
keuper I B, Bottstein 55.35 . 

D. Anhydrite nodules with later, blocky, lath-type anhydrite 
outgrowth in carbonate-rich clay parting. Transmitted light, 
Gipskeuper I B, Bottstein 55.35. 

E. Felted anhydrite matrix, in which blocky anhydrite has repla
ced a selenitic gypsum crystal. Cross polars, Gipskeuper III 
B, B6ttstein 98.95. 

F. Felted anhydrite matrix, in which blocky anhydrite has repla
ced a selenitic gypsum crystal . Transmitted light, Gipskeuper 
III B, B6ttstein 98.95. 

G. Blocky 
former 
drape. 

H. Blocky 
former 
drape. 

anhydri te replacing a seleni tic gypsum crystal. The 
selenite crystals were covered by a carbonate clay mud 
Cross polars, Gipskeuper III B, Bottstein 98.95. 

anhydri te replacing a seleni tic gypsum crystal. The 
selenite crystals were covered by a carbonate clay mud 
Transmitted light, Gipskeuper III B, Bottstein 98.95. 
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Microfacies of Triassic evaporite rocks . Sulphate facies. Micro
graphs of thin sections from NAGRA & NOK well material. Scale bar 
in micrometers. Depths in meters . For the units and locations re
ferred to in the captions, see the figures 3 and 5 . 

A. Crystal cumulate of anhydrite laths wi thin a carbonate-rich 
clay matrix. Laths have a sub-horizontal orientation, which is 
partly due to compaction, but mainly caused by settling out of 
a saline brine. Overview. Cross polars , Gipskeuper I I I B, 
Bottstein 98.95 . 

B. As A. Cross polars, Gipskeuper III B, Bottstein 98 . 95 . 

C . As A. Transmitted light, Gipskeuper III B, Bottstein 98.95. 

D. Gypsum veins and chert. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, Obere Sul
fatschichten II, Bottstein 212.75. 

E. Gypsified anhydrite (top), carbonate/ anhydrite mush (bottom) 
and gypsum vein (middle). Cross polars, Gipskeuper I A, Bott
stein 47.85. 

F. Dark radial (spheruli tic) calcite crystals and bright anhy
drite cement. Cross polars, Gipskeuper IV, Weiach 809.65. 

G. Part of a dolomitized anhydrite nodule. The grey bleb in the 
middle is mega-quartz which replaced the anhydrite before 
dolomitization. Note the stubby laths-like black and coloured 
relics of the original anhydrite in the mega-quartz. The 
outlines of the mega-quartz crystal still follow the anhydrite 
cleavage planes. Growth of the mega-quartz in sulphate rocks 
normally ends in in the formation of nearly perfect idio
morphic crystals. In this case the growth stopped after com
plete dolomitization of the anhydrite. This dolomitization did 
not leave any anhydrite relicts because of the mutual incorpo
ration of calcium by both the dolomite and the anhydrite. 
Cross polars , Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" I, 
Beznau 299.40. 
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Microfacies of Triassic evaporite rocks. Sulphate facies. Micro
graphs of thin sections from NAGRA & NOK well material. Scale bar 
in micrometers. Depths in meters. For the units and locations re
ferred to in the captions, see the figures 3 and 5. 

A. Anhydrite nodule replaced by dolomite. The anhydrite nodule 
was embedded in a dark clayey dolomi tized micrite matrix. 
Deep burial dolomitization replaced only part of the anhydrite 
in this nodule. Cross polars, Gipskeuper II, B6ttstein 72.40. 

B. As (A) Anhydrite nodule replaced by dolomite. Transmitted 
light, Gipskeuper II, B6ttstein 72.40. 

C. Detail of coarse dolomite crystals that have replaced part of 
the anhydrite in a sulphate nodule. Note the platy appeararce 
of the corrensite (green-brown in plain light). Cross polars, 
Gipskeuper II, B6ttstein 72.40. 

D. As (C) Detail of coarse dolomite crystals that have replaced 
part of the anhydrite within a sulphate nodule. Cross polars, 
Gipskeuper II, B6ttstein 72.40. 

E. Anhydrite nodule replaced by mega-quartz (Q), calcite (C) and 
fluori te (F). Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der Anhy
dritgruppe" I, Beznau 299.40. 

F. Anhydrite nodule replaced by mega-quartz, dolomite and fluo
ri te. Transmitted light, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der Anhydri t
gruppe" I, Beznau 299.40. 

G Mega-quartz replacing anhydrite. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, 
"Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Leuggern 93.39. 

H. Mega-quartz (Q) replacing anhydrite and open pore (P). Trans
mitted light, Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, 
Leuggern 93.39. 
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Microfacies of Triassic evaporite rocks. Quartz facies. Micro
graphs of thin sections from NAGRA & NOK well material. Scale bar 
in micrometers. Depths in meters. For the units and locations re
ferred to in the captions, see the figures 3 and 5. 

A. Silicification dissolution front. Transmitted light, Muschel
kalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 296.00. 

B. Silicification dissolution front. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, 
"Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 296.00. 

C. Si lici fied anhydrite nodules and gypsum lenses. Transmitted 
light, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" I, Beznau 
297.41. 

D. Silicified anhydrite nodule and gypsum lens. Cross polars, 
Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 297.41. 

E. Blocky mega-quartz replacement of anhydrite of which lath 
shaped relics occur. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der 
Anhydritgruppe" I, Bottstein 212.75. 

F. Silicified gypsum lens. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t 
der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 297.41. 

G. Mega-quartz with lath shaped anhydrite relics. Cross polars, 
Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 299.40. 

H. Carbonate was replaced by cauliflower 
Dolomi te relics are vi sible wi thin the 
Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der 
Beznau 299.40. 

shaped chalcedony. 
fibrous chalcedony. 
Anhydritgruppe" I, 
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Microfacies of Triassic evaporite rocks. Quartz facies and acces
sory minerals . Micrographs of thin sections from NAGRA & NOK well 
material . Scale bar in micrometers. Depths in meters. For the 
units and locations referred to in the captions, see the figures 
3 and 5. 

A. Silicified anhydrite nodule and matrix. Cross polars, Muschel
kalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I , Beznau 296.00. 

B. Open pore within chert nodule. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Do
lomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Leuggern 88.15. 

C . Latest pore-fill of mega-quartz. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, 
"Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Leuggern 96.48. 

D. As B. Latest pore-fill of mega-quartz . Note the open pore 
filled with blue dyed resin. Transmitted light, Muschelkalk, 
"Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Leuggern 96.48. 

E . Silicified sulphate 
zed micrite matrix. 
placement minerals. 
der Anhydritgruppe " 

nodule and coarsely crystalline dolomiti
Pyri te has formed between these two re
Transmi tted light, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t 

I, Leuggern 96.48. 

F. Phosphatic fish scale in dolomitized packstone. Cross polars, 
Gipskeuper V, Weiach 810.72. 

G. Dolomitized micrite with black nodule-shaped pseudomorphs 
after anhydrite. The laths protruding from the nodules · are 
typical for a later outgrowth of anhydrite into a micrite 
matrix. The anhydrite has been dissolved and partly replaced 
by fluorite (black). However, most of the nodules are now re
presented by pore space. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t 
der Anhydritgruppe" I, Leuggern 96.42. 

H. Detail of (G). Fluorite (yellowish) filled in part of the pore 
space after the anhydrite had dissolved . However, later disso
lution probably also dissolved some of the fluorite; this 
could explain the unusual rounded crystal shape (normally cu
bical). The surrounding carbonate is dolomitized micrite and 
the open pore space is stained blue. Transmitted light, Mu
schelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Leuggern 96.42. 
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Microfacies of Triassic evaporite rocks. Cathodoluminescence- and 
standard micrographs of thin sections from NAGRA & NOK well mate
rial. Scale bar in micrometers. Depths in meters. For the units 
and locations referred to in the captions, see the figures 3 and 
5. 

A. Felted anhydrite (overexposed) and dark spheruli tic calcite 
crystals. The calcite has a slightly turbid core. Cross po
lars, Gipskeuper IV, Weiach 809.65. 

B. The felted anhydrite luminesces dark blue (shows as black), 
while the dark spherulitic calcite crystals luminesce bright 
red. The slight growth zonation in the calcite is barely visi
ble. Cathodoluminescence micrograph, Gipskeuper IV, Weiach 
809.65. 

C. Zoned dolomite rhombs in dolomicri tic corrensi tejilli te ma
trix. Cross polars, Gipskeuper II, Weiach 764.70. 

D. Zoned dolomite rhombs (in shades of red) and black anhydrite 
(lu~inesces dark blue). Cathodoluminescence micrograph, Gips
keuper II, Weiach 764.70. 

E. Multiphase pore filling with dolomite and fluorite that have 
replaced original anhydrite. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Do
lomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 300.98. 

F. Multiphase pore filling with dolomite (from brown, through red 
to yellow) and fluorite (blue) that have replaced original an
hydrite. Cathodoluminescence micrograph, Muschelkalk, "Dolomit 
der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 300.98. 

G. Dolomicrite (M) at nodule margin, calcite (D) replacing anhy
drite, mega-quartz (Q) replacing anhydrite, chalcedony (C) 
replacing calcite, and fluorite (F) redistributed after re
placement of anhydrite. Some relict anhydrite laths are pre
served in the mega-quartz. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolo
mit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 300.98. 

H . . Dolomicri te luminesces orange to red, mega-quartz is nearly 
black, chalcedony is beige-brown and fluorite is bright blue. 
Cathodoluminescence micrograph, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der An
hydritgruppe" I, Beznau 300 . 98. 
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Microfacies of Triassic evaporite rocks. Cathodoluminescence- and 
standard micrographs of thin sections from NAGRA & NOK well mate
rial. Scale bar in micrometers. Depths in meters. For the units 
and locations referred to in the captions, see the figures 3 and 
5. 

A. Dolomicrite (M) at nodule margin, calcite (D) replacing anhy
drite, mega-quartz (Q) replacing anhydrite, chalcedony (C) 
replacing calcite, and fluorite (F) redistributed after repla
cement of anhydrite . Some relic anhydrite laths are preserved 
in the mega-quartz. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der 
Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 300.98. 

B. Dolomicrite luminesces orange to red, mega-quartz is nearly 
black, chalcedony is beige-brown and fluorite is bright blue. 
Cathodoluminescence micrograph, Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der An
hydritgruppe" I, Beznau 300.98. 

C. Dolomicri te (M) at nodule margin , calcite (D) replacing an
hydrite, mega- quartz (Q) replacing anhydrite, chalcedony (C) 
replacing calcite, and fluorite (F) redistributed after re
placement of anhydrite. Some relict anhydrite laths are pre
served in the mega-quartz. Cross polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolo
mit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 300.98. 

D. Dolomicri te luminesces orange to red, mega-quartz is nearly 
black, chalcedony is beige-brown and fluorite is bright blue. 
Cathodoluminescence micrograph, Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der An
hydritgruppe" I , Beznau 300.98. 

E. Open pore lined by calcite crystals that have been corroded by 
chalcedony at their internal margins . Cross polars, Muschel
kalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 300.98. 

F. Open pore lined by calcite crystals that have been corroded by 
chalcedony at their internal margins. Cathodoluminescence 
micrograph , Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Bez
nau 300.98. 

G. Open pore (P) lined by calcite crystals (D) that have been 
corroded by chalcedony (C) at thei r internal margins. Cross 
polars, Muschelkalk, "Dolomi t der Anhydri tgruppe" I, Beznau 
300.98. 

H. Open pore (P) lined by multiphase orange to red calcite crys
tals (D) that have been corroded by very dark brownish chal
cedony (C) at their internal margins. Cathodoluminescence mi
crograph, Muschelkalk, "Dolomit der Anhydritgruppe" I, Beznau 
300.98. 
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Microfacies of Triassic evaporite rocks. Cathodoluminescence- and 
standard micrographs of thin sections from NAGRA & NOK well mate
rial. Scale bar in micrometers . Depths in meters. For the units 
and locations referred to in the captions, see the figures 3 and 

. 5. 

A. Gypsum (bright) is present as finely-crystalline aggregates. 
It is the result of hydration of anhydrite. Various genera
tions of fractures and chert veins (dark) cross-cut the for
mer anhydrite. Cross polars, Base Gipskeuper , Beznau 212.75. 

B. As (A). Gypsum is non-luminescent (black). The various gene
rations of chert luminesce in different shades of blue. Catho
doluminescence micrograph, Base Gipskeuper, Beznau 212.75 . 

C. Gypsum (bright) is present as finely-crystalline alabastrine 
aggregates. The alabastrine crystal boundaries are vague and 
the crystals show undulating extinction . Some more porphyro
blastic gypsum crystals have developed close to the quartz 
crystal in the centre. The central quartz crystal has a well
developed idiomorphic form and still incorporates some anhy
drite relics. Therefore the diagenetic sequence should be: 1. 
original sulphate (gypsum?) nodule, 2 . dehydration to anhy
drite, 3 . anhydrite replacement by mega-quartz, 4. hydration 
of the anhydrite to gypsum with formation of porphyroblasts 
and finally, 5. the formation of alabastrine gypsum. Cross 
polars, Gipskeuper , Bottstein 47.85. 

D. As (C). Gypsum non-luminescent (black). The idiomorphic mega
quartz crystal luminesces in dark shades of blue. Cathodolu
minescence micrograph, Gipskeuper I A, Bottstein 47.85. 

E . Dolomicri te (bright brown) and micrite are both intermixed 
with clay minerals and make up the matrix of a sulphate nodule 
layer . The anhydrite of the sulphate nodule has now hydrated 
to gypsum in the form of alabaster. The elongated crystals 
have been moved by continuing fracturing. The clay-rich carbo
nate has been cleaved by fibrous gypsum veins that also have 
been moved and twinned under fracturing stress. Cross polars, 
Gipskeuper, Bottstein 47.85. 

F . As (E). 
slightly 
plastic. 
burnt in 
exposure 
keuper I 

Gypsum does not luminesce and is dark black. The 
blue luminescing fractures are from impregnating 

The bright red spots are artefacts reflecting holes 
the aluminium coating of the thin section due to long 
of the gypsum. Cathodoluminescence micrograph, Gips
A, Bottstein 47.85. 
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